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SECTION I
TID/iS

DErr~jJ

The following frequently used terms are defined to aid in the uniform
interpretation of the specifications.
1.1

OPERABLE-OPERABILITY

A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or
have OPERABILITY wnen it is capable of performing its specified function(s).
Implicit in this definition shall be the assumption that all necessary
attendant instrumentation, controls, normal and emergency electrical power
sources, cooling of seal water, lUbrication or other auxiliary equipment that
_are requfred·.f,gr ··the··system.··· -sulKy-stem,. -t-rain.·~COtIIpoflent:- ·or -dev;ce-te 'perfonn
its function(s) are also capable of performing their related support
function(s).
A verification of operability is an administrative check, by examination
of appropriate plant records (logs, surveillance test records) to determine
that a system, SUbsystem, train, component or device is not inoperable. Such
verification does not preclude the demonstr-ation (testing) of a given system,
subsystem. train. component or device to determine operability.
1.2

OPERATING

Operating means that a system or component is performing its required
function.
1.3 POWER OPERATION
Power operation is any operation when the reactor is in the startup mode
or run mode except when primary containment integrity is not reqUired.
1.4 STARTUP HODE
The reactor is in the startup mode when the reactor mode switch is in the
startup mode position. In this mode, the reactor protection system scram
trips initiated by condenser low vacuum and main steam line isolation valve
closure are bypassed when reactor pressure is less than 600 psig; the low
pressure main steamline isolation valve closure is bypassed; the IRH trips for
rod block and scram are operable; and the SRH. trips for rod bloc~ are
operable. .
.

1.5 RUN HODE
The reactor is in the run mode w~en the reactor mode switch is in the run
mode position. In this mode, the reactor protection system is energized with
APRH protection and the control rod withdrawal interlocks are in service.
1.6 SHUTDOWN CONDITION
The reactor is
reactor vessel, the
fully inserted, and
position, a control
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in the SHUTDOWN CONDITION when there is fuel in the
reactor is subcritical, all operable control rods are
the mode switch is in the shutdown mode position. In this
rod block is initiated.
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Amendment No.: 20, 44, 64, 167, 178

1.7

COLD SHtITDOWN CONDITION
The reactor is in the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION when the reactor is in the
SHUTDOWN CONDITION. and (except duringREACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE
TESTING). the reactor coolant system is maintained at less than 212°F and vented.

1.8

PLACE IN SHUTDOWN CONDITION
Proceed with and maintain an uninterrupted normal plant shutdownoperation until the
SHUTDOWNCONDmON is met.

1.9

PLACE IN COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION

.

Proceed with and maintain an uninterrupted normal plant shutdown operation until the
COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION is met.
1.10

PLACE IN ISOLATED CONDITION
Proceed with and maintain an uninterrupted normal isolationof the reactor from the
turbine condenser system including closure of the main steam isolation valves.

1.11

BEFUELMOPE
The reactor is in the RERJEL MODE whenthe reactormode switch is in the REFUEL
MODE positionand there is fuel in the reactorvessel. In this mode the refueling
platform interlocks are in operation.

--'
1.12

REFUELING OUTAGE
For the purpose ofdesignating frequency of testing and surveillance. a REFUELING
OUTAGE shall mean a regularly scheduled REFUELING OUTAGE. Following the first
REFUELING OUTAGE. successive tests or surveillances shall be performed at least
once per 24 months.

1.13

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY .
PRIMARYCONTAINMENT INTEGRITY means that the drywell and adsorption
chamberare closed and all ofthe following conditions are satisfied:
A.

B.
C.
D.

All non-automatic primary containment isolation valves which are not required to
be open for plant operation are closed.
At least one door in the airlock is closed and sealed.
All automatic primary containment isolationvalves are OPERABLE or the
affected penetration is isolated.
All blind flanges and manways are closed.
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1.14

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
Secondary containment integrity means that the reactor building is closed and the
following conditions are met:
A.

At least one door at each access opening is closed.
(Note: Momentary opening and closing of the trunnion room door does not
constitute a loss of secondary containment intergrity.)

B.

The standby gas treatment system is operable.

C.

All automatic secondary containment isolation valves are operable or are
secured in the closed position.

1.15

(DELETED)

1.16

RATED FLUX
Rated flux is the neutron flux that corresponds to a steady state power level of 1930
MW(t). Use of the term 100 percent also refers to the 1930 thermal megawatt power
level.

1.17

REACTOR THERMAL POWER-TO-WATER
Reactor thermal power-to-water is the sum of (1) the instantaneous integral over the
entire fuel clad outer surface of the product of heat transfer area increment and position
dependent heat flux and (2) the instantaneous rate of energy deposition by neutron and
gamma reactions in all the water and core components except fuel rods in the cylindrical
volume defined by the active core height and the inner surface of the core shroud.

1.18

PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION lOGIC DEFINITIONS

A.

Instrument Channel
An instrument channel means an arrangement of a sensor and auxiliary
equipment required to generate and transmit to a trip system a single trip signal
related to the plant parameter monitored by that instrument channel.

B.

Trip System
A trip system means an arrangement of instrument channel trip signals and
auxiliary equipment required to initiate action to accomplish a protective trip
function. A trip system may require one or more instrument channel trip signals
related to one or more plant parameters in order to initiate trip system action.
Initiation of protective action may require the tripping of a single trip system (e.g.,
initiation of a core spray loop, automatic depressurization, isolation of an isolation
condenser, offgas system isolation, reactor building isolation, standby gas
treatment and rod block) or the coincident tripping of two trip systems (e.g.,
initiation of scram, isolation condenser, reactor isolation" and primary
containment isolation).

OYSTER CREEK
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1.19

INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE DEFINITIONS

A.

CHANNEL CHECK
A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or status derived 'rom independent instrument channels
measuring the same parameter.

B.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated or actual signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY of all devices in the channel
required for channel OPERABILITY. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps.

C.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary. of the channel output such
that it responds within the necessary range and accuracy to known values of the parameter that
lhe channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass all devices in the channel
required for channel OPERABILITY and the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration of
instrument channels with resistance temperature detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may
consist of an in place qualitative assessment of sensor behavior and normal calibration of the
remaining adjustable devices in the channel. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed
by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total Channel steps.

O.

Source Check
A SOURCE CHECK is the qualitative assessment of channel response when the channel sensor
;s exposed to a source of radioactivity.

1.20

FDSAR
Oyster Creek Unit No. 1 Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report as amended by revised
pages and figure changes contained in Amendments 14,31 and 45* and continuing through
Amendment 79.

1.21

CORE Al TERATIQN
A core alteration is the addition, removal, relocation or other manual movement of fuel or
controls in the reactor core. Control rod movement with the control rod drive hydraulic system
is not defined as a core alteration.

1.22

CRITICAL PQWER RATIQ
The critical power ratio is the ratio of that power in a fuel assembly which is calculated, by
application of an NRC approved CPR correlation, to cause some point in that assembly 10
experience boiling transition divided by the actual assembly operating power.

1.23

$T AGGERED TEST BASIS
A Staggered Test Basis shall consist of:

A.

A test schedule for n systems, subsystems. trains or other designated components
obtained by dividing the specified test interval into n equal subintervals.

'Per Erata dtd. 4-9-69
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B.
1.24

The testing of one system, subsystem, train Dr other designated component at the
beginning of each subinterval.
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

Surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, ealibranon, or inspection to
assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that facility
operation will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be
met. Each surveillance requirement shall be performed within the specified time interval
with a maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25lAj of the surveillance interval. 1
Surveillance requirements for systems and components arcapplic:able .only. durilJl the modes
of operation for which the system Dr componentS are required to be operable. unless
otherwise stated in the sPecification.
This definition esrablishes the limit for which the specified time interval for Surveillance
Requirements may be extended. It permits an allowable extension of the normal surveillamce
interval to facilitate surveillance schedulina and consideration of plant operating conditions
that may not be suitable for conducting the surveillance, e.g., tranSient conditions or other
ongoing surveillance Dr maintenance activities. It also provides flexibility to accommodate
the length of a fuel cycle for surveillances dlatare performed at each refueling outageand are
specified with a fuel cycle length surveillance interval. It is not intended that this provision
be used repeatedly as a convenience to extend surveillance intervals beyond that specified for
the surveillance that are not performed during refueling outages. The limitation of this
definition is based on engineering judgement and the recognition that the mostprobable result
of any panicular surveillance being performed is the verification of confonnante with the
Surveillance Requirements. This provision is suffICient to ensure that the reliability ensured
through surveillance activities is not signiflClDdy degraded beyond that obtained from the
specified surveillance interval.
1.25

APPENDIX J TEST PRESSURE

For the purpose of conducting leak rate tests to meet 10 CFR SO Appendix J. P,
1.26

::z

35 psig.

FRACTION OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY (FLPP>

The fraction of limiting powerdensity is the ratioof the linear beat generation rate (LHGR)
existing a~ a given location to the design LHGR for that b.undle type.
1.27

MAXIMUM FMCflQN OF LlMmNG POWER DENSITY (MFLPD)

The maximum fraction of limiting powerdensity is the highest value existini in the core of
the fraction of l.imiting power density (FLPD).

I

For the 10 CFR SO Appendix J Type A test, the 2S~ shalJ not exceed IS months.
OYSTER CREEK
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I

\.28

FRACTION OF RATED POWER CFRP)
The FRACfION OF RATED POWER is the ratio of COre THERMAL POWER to RATED
THERMAL POWER.

1.29
1.30

TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL (T AF) - 353.3 inches above vessel zero.
REPORTABLE EVENT
A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified in Section 50.73 to
10 CFR Part 50.

1.3\

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is that leakage which is collected in the primary containment
equipment drain tank and eventually transferred to radwaste for processing.

1.32

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is all measured leakage that is other than identified
leakage.

1.33

PROCESS CONTROL PLAN
The PROCESS CONTROL PLAN shall contain the current formulas, sampling, analyses. test.
and determinations to be made to ensure that processing and packaging of solid radioactive
wastes based on demonstrated processing of actual or simulated wet solid wastes will be
accomplished in such a way as to assure compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20, 61 and 71, State
regulations, burial ground requirements, and other requirements governing the disposal of solid
radioactive waste.

1.34

AUGMENTED OFFGAS SYSTEM CAOm
The AUGMENTED OFFGAS SYSTEM is a system designed and installed to holdup and/or
process radioactive gases from the main condenser offgas system for the purpose of reducing the
radioactive material content of the gases before release to the environs.

1.35

MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC
A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC is a person who is not occupationally associated with Exelon
Generation Company, LLC and who does not normally frequent the Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station site. The category does not include contractors, contractor employees,
vendors, or persons who enter the site to make deliveries, to service equipment, work on the site,
or for other purposes associated with plant functions.

1.36

OFFSlTE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM)
The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL shall contain the methodology and

OYSTER CREEK
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Amendment No.: 14,28,29.75.84,108,138. 271
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COFfeetioA IOil0/78

parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous
and liquid effluent, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring Alarm/trip
Setpoints, and in the conduct of the Environmental Radiological Monitoring Program.
The ODCM shall also contain (1) the Radioactive Effluent Controls and Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Programs required by Section 6.8.4; and (2) descriptions of
the information that should be included in the Annual Radioactive Effluent Release
Report AND Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report required by
Specifications 6.9.1.d and 6.9.1.e, respectively.
1.37

PURGE
PURGE OR PURGING is the controlled process of discharging air or gas from a
confinement and replacing it with air or gas.

1.38

SITE BOUNDARY
The SITE BOUNDARY is the perimeter line around the OCNGS beyond which the land is
neither owned, leased nor otherwise subject to control by Exelon Generation Company,
LLC (ref. ODCM). The area outside the SITE BOUNDARY is termed OFFSITE or
UNRESTRICTED AREA.

1.39

REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE TESTING
System pressure testing required by ASME Code Section XI, Article IWA-5000, including
system leakage and hydrostatic test, with reactor vessel completely water solid, core not
critical and section 3.2.A satisfied.

1.40

SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES are those which affect the activities associated with a
document or the document's meaning or intent. Example of non-substantive changes
are: (1) correcting spelling, (2) adding (but not deleting) sign-off spaces, (3) blocking in
notes, cautions, etc, (4) changes in corporate and personnel titles which do not reassign
responsibilities and which are not referenced in the Appendix A Technical Specifications,
and (5) changes in nomenclature or editorial changes which clearly do not change
function, meaning or intent.

1.41

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 shall be that concentration of 1-131 microcuries per gram
which alone would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of
1131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134. and 1-135actually present. The thyroid dose conversion
factors used for this calculation shall be those listed in Table E-7 or Regulatory Guide
1.109, "Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor
Effluences for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Par 40 Appendix I."

OYSTER CREEK
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I

1.42

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
The AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR REA T GENERATION RATE (APLHGR) shall be
applicable to a specific planar height and is equal to the sum of the heat generation tate per unit
length of fuel rod for all the fuel rods in the specified bundle at the specified height divided by
the number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle at that height.

1.43

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
The Oyster Creek CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) is the document thar provides
core operating limits. for the current operating reload cycle. These cycle-specific core operating
limits shall be determined for each reload cycle in accordance with Specification 6.9.1.f. Plant
operation within these operating limits is addressed in individual specifications.

1.44

LOCAL LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
The LOCAL LINEAR HEAT GENERAnON RATE (LLHGR) shall be applicable to a specific
planar height and is equal to the AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR GENERATION RATE
(APLHGR) at the specified height multiplied by the local peaking factor at that height.

1.45

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
. SHUTDOWN MARGIN is the amount of reactivity by which the reactor would be subcritical
when the control rod with the highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn. all other operable
control rods are fully inserted. all inoperable control rods are at their current position. reactor
water temperature is 68§F. and the reactor fuel is xenon free. Determination of the control rod
with the highest reactivity worth includes consideration of any inoperable control rods which are
not fully inserted.

1.46

IDLE REClRCULATION LOOP
A recirculation loop is idle when its discharge valve is in the closed position and its discharge
bypass valve and suction valve are in the open position.

1.47

ISOLATED RECIRCULATION LOOP
A recirculation loop is fully isolated when the suction valve, discharge valve and discharge
bypass valve are in the closed position.

1.48

OPERATIONAL CONDITION
The reactor plant operational status as to criticality. reactor mode switch position, reactor
coolant temperature, and/or specific system status. These conditions consist of POWER

OPERATION, STARTUP MODE, SHUTDOWN CONDITION, COLD SHUTDOWN
CONDITION, and REFUEL MODE. A change or entry into an operating condition is
signified by movement of the reactor mode switch or a change in reactor coolant
temperature from <212°F to ~212"F.
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1.49

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)
RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor coolant of 1930 MWt.

1.50

THERMAL POWER
THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

1.51

PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)
The PTLR is the unit specific document that provides the reactor vessel pressure and
temperature limits, including heatup and cooldown rates, for the current reactor vessel fluence
period. These pressure and temperature limits shall be determined for each fluence period in
accordance with Specification 6.23.

OYSTER CREEK
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SECTION 2
SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
2.1

SAFETY LIMIT - FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

Applicability:

Applies to the interrelated variables associated with fuel thermal behavior.

Obiective:

To establish limits on the important thermal hydraulic variables to assure the
integrity of the fuel cladd ing.

Specifications:

A.

When the reactor pressure is greater than or equal to 800 psia and the core flow
is greater than or equal to 10% of rated, the existence of a minimum CRITICAL
POWER RATIO (MCPR) less than 1.10 for both four or five loop operation and
1.12 for three loop operation shall constitute violation of the fu el cladding integrity
safety limit.

B.

When the reactor pressure is less than 800 psia or the core flow is less than 10%
of rated, the core THERMAL POWER shall not exceed 25% of RATED THERMAL
POWER.

C.

In the event that reactor parameters exceed the lim iting safety system settings in
Specification 2.3 and a reactor scram is not initiated by the associated protective
instrumentation, the reactor shall be brought to, and remain in, the COLD
SHUTDOWN CONDITION until an analysis is performed to determine whether the
safety limit established in Specification 2.1.A and 2.1.B was exceeded.

D.

During all modes of reactor operation with irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel, the water
level shall not be less than 4'8" above the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL.

OYSTER CREEK
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Bases:
The fuel cladding integrity safety limit is set such that no fuel damage is calculated to occur if
the limit is not violated. Since the parameters which result in fuel damage are not directly
observable during reactor operation the thermal and hydraulic conditions resulting in a
departure from nucleate boiling have been used to mark the beginning of the region where fuel
damage could occur. Although it is recognized that a departure from nucleate boiling would not
necessarily result in da mage to BWR fuel rods, the critical power at whic h boiling transition is
calculated to occur has been adopted as a convenient lim it. However, the uncertainties in
monitoring the core operating state and in the procedure used to calculate the
critical power result in an uncertainty in the value of the critical power. Therefor e, the fuel
cladding integrity safety limit is defined as the CRITICAL POWER RATIO in the limiting fuel
assembly for which more than 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling
transition considering the power distribution within the core a nd all uncertainties.
The Safety Limit MCPR(1) is determined using the General Electric Thermal Analysis Basis,
GETAB(2), which is a statistical model that combines al] of the uncertainties in operating
parameters and the procedures used to calculate critical power. The power distribution
uncertainty is treated in accordance with a NRC approved method(3}(4). The revised analysis
results in lower SLMCPR values primarily due to an im proved treatment of the power
distribution uncertainty that reduces the conservatism of the GETAB method of power
allocation. All other uncertainties are consistent with the GETAB basis. The probability of the
occurrence of boiling transition is determined using the General EI ectric Critical Quality
(X) - Boiling Length (L), GEXL, correlation.
The use of the GEXL correlation is not valid for the critical power calculations at pressures
below 800 psia or core flows less than 10% of rated. Therefore, the fuel cladding integ rity
safety limit is protected by limiting the core THERMAL POWER.

a

At pressures below 800 psia, the core elevation pressure drop (0 power, flow) is greater than
4.56 psi. At low power and all flows this pressure differential is maintained in the bypass region
of the core. Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head, the
core pressure drop at low power and all flows will always be greater than 4.56 psi. Analyses
show that with a flow of 28 x 103 Ibs/hr bundle flow, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent
of bundle power and has a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, bundle flow with a 4.56 psi driving head will
be greater than 28 x 10 3 Ibs/hr irrespective of total core flow and independent of bundle power
for the range of bundle powers of concern. Full scale ATLAS test data taken at pressures from
14.7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel assembly critical power at this flow is approximately
3.35 MWt. With the design peaking factors this cor responds to a core THER MAL POWER of
more than 50%. Thus, a core THERMAL POWER limit of 25% for reactor pressures below 800
psi or core flow less than 10% is conservative.
Plant safety analyses have shown that the scrams caused by exceeding any safety setting will
assure that the Safety Limit of Specification 2.1.A or 2.1.B will not be exceeded. Scram times
are checked periodically to ass ure the insertion times are adequate. The TH ERMAL POWER
transient resulting when a scram is accomplished other than by the expected scram signal (e.g.,
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scram from neutron flux following closure of the main turbine stop valves) does not necessarily
cause fuel damage. Specification 2.1.C requires that appropriate analysis be performed to
ve!ify that backup protective instrumentation has prevented exceeding the fuel cladding integrity
safety limit prior to resumption of POWER OPERATION. The concept of not approaching a
Safety Limit provided scram signals are OPERABLE is supported by the extensive plant safety
analysis.
If reactor water level should drop below the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL, the ability to cool the core
is reduced. This reduction in core cooling capability could lead to elevated cladding
temperatures and clad perforation. With a water level above the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL,
adequate cooling is maintained and the decay heat can easily be accommodated. It should be
noted that during power generation there is no clearly defined water level inside the shroud and
what actually exists is a mixture level. This mixture begins within the active fuel region and
extends up through the moisture separators. For the purpose of this specification water level is
defined to include mixture level during power operations.
The lowest point at which the water level can presently be monitored is 4'8" above the TOP OF
ACTIVE FUEL. Although the lowest reactor water level limit which ensures adequate core
cooling is the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL, the safety limit has been conservatively established at
4'8" above the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL.

REFERENCES
(1)

NEDE-24011-P-A, General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel (GESTAR II)
(latest approved version as specified in the COLR)

(2)

General Electric BWR Thermal Analysis Basis (GETAB): Data, Correlation and Design
Application, NEDO-10958-A, January 1977.

(3)

NEDC-32694P-A, Power Distribution Uncertainties for Safety Limit MCPR Evaluations.

(4)

NEDC-32601 P-A, Methodology and Uncertainties for Safety Limit MCPR Evaluations.
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2.2

SAFETY LIMIT - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

Applicability:

Applies to the limit on reactor coolant system pressure.

Objective: .

Preserve the integrity of the reactor coolant system.

Specification:

The reactor coolant system pressure shall not exceed 1375 psig whenever
irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel.

The reactor coolant system( 1) represents an important barrier in the prevention of
the uncontrolled release of fission products. It is essential that the integrity of this
system be protected by establishing a pressure limit to be observed whenever there
is irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel.
The pressure safety limit of 1375 psig was derived from the design pressures of the
reactor pressure vessel, coolant piping, and isolation condenser. The respective
design pressures are 1250 psig at 575°F, 1200 psig at 570°F and 1250 pslg at
575°F. The pressure safety limit was chosen as the lower of the pressure transients
permitted by the applicable design codes: ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section I for the pressure vessel, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III
for the isolation condenser and the ASA Piping Code Section 831.1 for the reactor
coolant system piping. The ASME Code permits pressure transients up to 10% over
the design pressure (110% x 1250 1375 psig) and the ASA Code permits pressure
transients up to 15% over the design pressure (115% x 1200 = 1380 psig).

=

The design basis for the reactor pressure vessel makes evident the substantial
margin of protection against failure at the safety pressure limit of 1375 psig. The
vessel has been designed for a general membrane stress no greater than 20,000 psi
at an internal pressure of 1250 psig and temperature of 575°F; this is more than a
factor of 2 below the yield strength of 42,300 psi at this temperature. At the pressure
limit of 1375 psig, the general membrane stress increases to 22,000 psi, still almost
a factor of 2 below the yield strength. The reactor coolant system piping provides a
comparable margin of protection at the established pressure safety limit.
The normal operating pressure of the reactor coolant system is 1020 psig. An
overpressurization analysis (2) is performed each cycle to assure that the pressure
safety limit is not exceeded. The reactor fuel cladding can withstand pressures up to
the safety limit, 1375 psig, without collapsing. (3) Finally, reactor system pressure
is continuously monitored in the control room during reactor operation.
REFERENCES
(1)
(2)
(3)

FDSAA, Volume I, Section IV.
NEDE-24011-P-A, General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel (GESTAR II)
(latest approved version as specified in the COLR).
FDSAR, Volume I, Section 111-2.3.3
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2.3

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

Applicability:

Applies to trip settings on automatic protective devices related to variables on
which safety limits have been placed.

Objective:

To provide automatic corrective action to prevent the safety limits from being
exceeded.

Specification:

Limiting safety system settings shall be as follows:

FUNCTION
A.

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

Neutron Flux, Scram
A.1

APRM

When the reactor mode switch is in the Run position,
the APRM flux scram setting shall be the minimum of:

ForW ~0.Ox1061b/hr:
6

FRP

S:-:; [(0.90 x 10- ) W + 65.1] MFLPD

; or

The applicable stability protection settings, as defined in
the COLR,
with a maximum setpoint of 120.0% for core flow equal to
61 x 1061b/hr and greater,
where:
S=
W=

setting in percent of rated power
recirculation flow (Ib/hr)

FRP =

fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER is the ratio
of core THERMAL POWER to RATED THERMAL
POWER

MFLPD =

maximum fraction of limiting power density where
the limiting power density for each bundle is the
design linear heat generation rate for that bundle.
The ratio of FRP/I\t1FLPD shall be set equal to 1.0
unless the actual operating value is less than 1.0 in
which case the actual operating value will be used.
This adjustment may be accomplished by
increasing the APRM gain and thus reducing the
flow reference APRM High Flux Scram Curve by
the reciprocal of the APRM gain change.

A.2

IRM

s 38.4 percent of rated neutron flux

A.3

APRM Downscale

~

2% RATED THERMAL POWER coincident with IRM
Upscale (high-high) or Inoperative
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B.

FUNCTION

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

Neutron Flux, Control Rod
alock

The Rod Block setting shall be the minimum of:

For W ~ 0.0 x1061b I he:

ss

[(0.90 x

1O~) W + 60.1] ~D

; or

The applicable stability protection settings, as defined in
the COLR,
with a maximum
setpoint of 115.0% for core flow equal to
61 x 108 Iblhr and greater.
The definitions of S, W, FRP and MFLPD used above for
the APRM scram trip apply.
-rhe ratio of FRP to MFLPD shall be set equal to 1.0
unless the actual operating value is less than 1.0. in which
case the actual operating value will be used.
This adjustment may be accomplished by increasing the
APRM gain and thus reducing the flow referenced APRM
rod block curve by the reciprocal of the APRM gain
change.

C.

Reactor High Pressure,
Scram

s1060 pslg

D.

Reactor High Pressure.
Relief Valves Initiation

2 @ S 1085 psig
3 0 s 1105 psig

E.

Reactor High Pressure,
Isolation Condenser
Initiation

S 3 seconds

F.

Reactor High Pressure.
Safety Valve Initiation

4 @ 1212 psig
5 @ 1221 psig

G.

Low Pressure Main Steam
MSIV Closure

~

H.

Main Steam Line Isolation
Valve Closure, Scram

S10% Valve Closure from full open

s 1060 psig with time delay

825 psig (initiated In IRM Une, range 10)
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± 36 psi
± 36 psi

FUNCTION

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
~ 11'5"

1.

Reactor Low Water Level.
Scram

above the top of the active fuel as indicated
under normal operating conditions

J.

Reactor Low-Low Water
Level, Main Steam Line
Isolation Valve Closure

~7'2"

K.

Reactor Low-Low Water Level,
Core Spray Initiation

~7'2"

L.

Reactor Low-LowWater Level,
Isolation CondenserInitiation

?,.7'2" above the top of the active Fuel with time
delay ~3 seconds

M;

Turbine Trip, Scram

10 percent turbine stop valve(s) closure from full
open

N.

GeneratorLoad Rejection, Scram

Initiate upon loss of oil pressure from turbine
acceleration relay

O.

DELETED

P.

Loss of Power

above the top of the active fuel as indicated
undernormal operating conditions

above the top of the active fuel

I)

4.16 KV Emergency Bus
UndervoItage (Loss of
Voltage)

ovolts with 3 seconds ±
0.5 seconds time delay

2)

4.16 KV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage (Degraded
Voltage)

3840 (+20V, -40V) volts
10 ± 10% (1.0) second time delay
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2.3

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

Bases:
Safety limits have been established in Speci fications 2.1 and 2.2 to protect the integrity of the
fuel cladding and reactor coolant system barriers, respectively. Automatic protective devices
have been provided in the plant design for corrective actions to prevent the safety lim its from
being exceeded in normal operation or ope rational transients caused by reasonably expected
single operator er ror or equipment malfunction. This Specification establi shes the trip settings
for these automatic protection devices.
The Average Power Range Monitor, APRM(1 l , trip setting has been established to assure never
reaching the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. The APRM system responds to changes in
neutron flux. However, near the RATED THERMAL POWER, the APRM is calibrated using a
plant heat balance, so that the neu tron flux that is sensed is read out as percent of the RAT ED
THERMAL POWER. For slow maneuvers, such as those where core THERMAL POWER,
surface heat flux, and the power tr ansferred to the water follow the neutr on flux, the APRM will
read reactor THERMAL POWER. For fast transients, the neutron flux will lead the power
transferred from the cladding to the water due to the effect of the fuel time constant. Therefore,
when the neutron flux increases to the scram setting, the percent increase in heat flux and
power transferred to the water will be less than the percent increase in neutron flux.
The APRM trip setting will be varied automatically with recirculation flow, with the trip setting at
the rated flow of 61.0 x 106 Ib/hr or greater be ing 120.0% of rated neutron flux. Based on a
complete evaluation of the reactor dynamic performance during normal operation as well as
expected maneuvers and the various mechanical failures, it was concluded that sufficient
protection is provided by the sim pie fixed scram setting (2,3). However, in response to
expressed beliefs (4) that variation of AP RM flux scram with recirculation flow is a prudent
measure to ensure safe plant oper ation, the scram setting will be varied with recirculation flow.
An increase in the APRM scram trip setting would decrease the margin present before the fuel
cladding integrity safety lim it is reached. The APRM scram trip setting was determined by an
analysis of margins required to provide a reasonable range for maneuvering during operation.
Reducing this operating margin woul d increase the frequen cy of spurious scrams, which could
have an adverse effect on reactor safety because of the resulting thermal stresses and the
unnecessary challenge to the 0 perators. Thus, the A PRM scram trip setting was selected
because it provides adequa te margin for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit and yet allows
operating margin that reduces the possi bility of unnecessary scrams.
The scram trip setting must be adjusted to ensure that the LHGR transient peak is not increased
for any combination of maximum fraction of limiting power density (MFLPD) and reactor core
THERMAL POWER. The scram setting is adjusted in accordance with the formula in
Specification 2.3.A, when the M FLPD is greater than the fraction of the rated power (FRP). The
adjustment may be accom plished by increasing the AP RM gain and thus reducinq the flow
referenced AP RIVI High Flux Scram Curve by the reciprocal of the AP RM gain change.
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The low pressure isolation of the main steam line at 825 psig was provided to give protection
against fast reactor depressurization and the resulting rapid cool-down of the vessel. The low
pressure isolation protection is enabled with entry into IRM range 10 or the RUN mode. In
addition, a scram on 10% main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure anticipates the pressure
and flux transients which occur during normal or inadvertent isolation valve closure. Bypass of
the MSIV closure scram function below 600 psig is permitted to provide sealing steam and allow
the establishment of condenser vacuum. Advantage is taken of the MSIV scram feature to
provide protection for the low-pressure portion of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. To
continue operation beyond 12% of rated power, the IRM's must be transferred into range 10.
Reactor pressure must be above 825 psig to successfully transfer the IRM's into range 10.
Entry into range 10 at less than 825 psig will result in main steam line isolation valve closure
and MSIV closure scram. This provides automatic scram protection for the fuel cladding
integrity safety limit which allows a maximum power of 25% of rated at pressures below 800
psia. Below 600 psig, when the MSIV closure scram is bypassed, scram protection is provided
by the IRMs.
Operation of the reactor at pressure lower than 825 psig requires that the mode switch be in the
STARTUP position and the IRMs be in range 9 or lower. The protection for the fuel clad
integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM high neutron flux scram in each IRM range. The
IRM range 9 high flux scram setting at 12% of rated power provides adequate thermal margin
to the safety limit of 25% of rated power. There are few possible significant sources of rapid
reactivity input to the system through IRM range 9:effects of increasing pressure at zero and
low void content are minor; reactivity excursions from colder makeup water, will cause an IRM
high flux trip; and the control rod sequences are constrained by operating procedures backed
up by the rod worth minimizer. In the unlikely event of a rapid or uncontrolled increase in
reactivity, the IRM system would be more than adequate to ensure a scram before power could
exceed the safety limit. Furthermore, a mechanical stop on the IRM range switch requires an
operator to pull up on the switch handle to pass through the stop and enter range 10. This
provides protection against an inadvertent entry into range 10 at low pressures. The IRM
scram remains active until the mode switch is placed in the RUN position at which time the trip
becomes a coincident IRM upscale, APRM downscale scram.
The adequacy of the IRM scram was determined by comparing the scram level on the IRM
range 10 to the scram level on the APRMs at 30% of rated flow. The IRM scram is at 38.4% of
rated power while the APRM scram is at 59.3% of rated power. The minimum flow for Oyster
Creek is at 30% of rated flow and this would be the lowest APRM scram point. The increased
recirculation flow to 65% of flow will provide additional margin to CPR Limits. The APRM scram
at 65% of rated flow is 100.8% of rated power, while the IRM range 10 scram remains at 38.4%
of rated power. Therefore, transients requiring a scram based on flux excursion will be
terminated sooner with a IRM range 10 scram than with an APRM scram. The transients
requiring a scram by nuclear instrumentation are the loss of feedwater heating and the
improper startup of an idle recirculation loop. The loss of feedwater heating transient is not
affected by the range 10 IRM since the feedwater heaters will not be put into service until after
the LPRM downscales have cleared, thus insuring the operability of the APRM system. This will
be administratively controlled. The improper startup of an idle recirculation loop becomes less
severe at lower power level and the IRM scram would be adequate to terminate the flux
excursion.
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The Rod Worth Minimizer is not required beyond 10% of rated power. The ability of the IRM s to
terminate a rod withdrawal transient is Ii mited due to the num ber and location of IRM detectors.
An evaluation was performed that showed by maintaining a minimum recirculation flow of
39.65x106 Ib/hr in rang e 10 a com plete rod withdrawal initi ated at 35% of rated power or less
would not result in viol ating the fuel cladding safety lim it. Therefore, a rod block on the IRM s at
less than 35% of rated power would be adequate prote ction against a rod withdrawal transient.
Reactor power level may be varied by moving control rods or by varying the recirculation flow
rate. The APRM system provides a control rod block to prevent gross rod withdrawal at
constant recirculation flow rate to protect against grossly exceeding the MC PR Fuel Cladding
Integrity Safety Lim it. This rod block trip setting, which is automatically varied with recirculation
loop flow rate, prevents an increase in the reactor power level to excessive values due to control
rod withdrawal. The flow variable trip setting provides substantial margin from fuel damage,
assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setting, over the entire recirculation flow range.
The margin to the safety Ii mit increases as the flow decreases for the specified trip setting
versus flow relationship. Therefore, the worst-case MC PR, which could occur during steady
state operation, is at 115% of the RATED THERMAL POWER because of the AP RM rod block
trip setting. The actual power distribution in the c ore is established by specifi ed control rod
sequences and is monitored continuously by the incore L PRM system. As with APRM scram
trip setting, the AP RM rod block trip setting is adjusted downward if the maximum fraction of
limiting power density exceeds the fr action of the rated power, thus preserving the APRM rod
block safety margin. As with the scram setting, this may be accomplished by adjusting the
APRM gains.
The settings on the reactor high pressure scram, anticipatory scrams, reactor coolant system
relief valves and isolation condenser have been established to assure never reaching the
reactor coolant system pressure safety lim it as well as assuring the system pressure does not
exceed the range of the fuel cladding integrity safety lim it. In addition, the AP RM neutron flux
scram and the turbine bypass system also provide protection for these safety lim its, e.g., turbine
trip and loss of electrical load transients (5). In addition to preventing power oper ation above
1060 psig, the pressure scram backs up the other scrams for these transients and other steam
line isolation type transients. Actuation of the isolation condenser du ring these transients
removes the reactor decay heat without further loss of reactor coolant thus protecting the
reactor water level safety Ii mit.
The reactor coolant system safety valves offer yet another protective feature for the reactor
coolant system pressure safety lim it since these valves are sized assum ing no credit for othe r
pressure relieving devices. In compliance with Section I of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, the safety valve must be set to open at a pressure no higher than 103% of design
pressure, and they must limit the reactor pressure to no more than 110% of design pressure.
The safety valves are sized according to the Code for a condition of main steam isolation valve
closure while operating at 1930 M Wt, followed by (1) a reactor scram on high neutron flux, (2)
failure of the recirculation pump trip on high pressure, (3) failure of the turbine bypass valves to
open, and (4) failure of the isolation condensers and relief valves to operate. Under these
conditions, a total of 9 safety valves are required to turn the pressure tra nsient. The ASME
B&PV Code allows an as-found ± 3% of setpoint pressure variation in the lift point of the
valves. The as-left Safety Valve setpoint tolerance requirement will remain ± 1% per GE
NEDC-31753P (approval letter dated March 8,1993) recommendation. This variation is
recognized in Specification 4.3.
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The low level water level trip setting of 11'5"above the top of the active fuel has been established
to assure that the reactor is not operated at a water level below that for which the fuel cladding
integrity safety limit is applicable. With the scram set at this point. the generation of steam. and
thus the loss of inventory is stopped. For example. tor a loss of feedwater flow a reactor scram at
the value indicated and isolation valve closure at the low-low water level set point results in more
than 4 feet of water remaining above the core after isolation (6). The TAF definition of 353.3
inches from vessel zero is based on a fuel length of 144 inches and it is applicable to the current
fuel length of 145.24 inches. The difference in fuel length does not result in changes to any
analyses or set points.
During periods when the reactor is shut down. decay heat is present and adequate water level must
be maintained to provide core cooling. Thus. the low-low level trip point of 7'2" above the core is

provided to actuate the core spray system (when the core spray system is required as identified in
Section 3.4) to provide cooling water should the level drop to this point."
.
The turbine stop valve(s) scram is provided to anticipate the pressure. neutron flux. and heat flux
increase caused by the rapid closure of the turbine stop valve(s) and failure of the turbine bypass
system.
The generator load rejection scram is provided to anticipate the rapid increase in pressure and
neutron flux resulting from fast closure of the turbine control valves to a load rejection and failure
of the turbine byJl8:SS system. This scram is initiated by the loss of turbine acceleration relay oil
pressure. The timing for this scram is almost identical to the turbine trip.
The undervoltage protection system includes a :2 out of 3 coincident logic relay designed to shift
emergency buses to on-site power should normal power be degraded to an unacceptable level.
There is a separate relay system designed to shift emergency buses C and 0 to on-site power should
normal power be lost. The trip Points and time delay settings have been selected to assure lUI
adequate power source to emergency safeguards systems in the event of a total loss of normal
power or degraded conditions which would adversely affect the functioning of engineered safety
features connected to the plant emergency power distribution system.
The APRM downscale signal insures that there is adequate Neutron Monitoring System
protection if the reactor mode switch is placed in the ron position prior to APRMs coming on
scale. With the reactor mode switch in ron, an APR¥ downscale signal coincident with lUI
associate IRM Upscale (High-High) or Inoperative signal generates a trip signal. This function
is not specifically credited in the accident analyses but it is retained-for overall redundancy and
diversity of the RPS.
References
(1)

FDSAR. Volume 1, Section VU-4.2.4.2

(2)

FDSAR. Amendment 28, Item III.A-12
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(4)
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President, Jersey Central Power and Light Company

(5)

FDSAR. Amendment 65, Section aXI
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SECTION 3
LIMITING CONDmONS FOR OPERATION
I

3.0

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION (GENERAL)

Applicability:

Applies to all Limiting Conditions for Operation.

Objective:

To preserve the single failure criterion for safety systems.

Specifications:

A. In the event Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) and/or associated action
requirements cannot be satisfied because of circumstances in excess of those
addressed in the specification, the unit shall be placed in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 30 hours unless corrective measures are completed that permit
operation under the permissible action statements for the specified time interval as
measured from initial discovery or until the reactor is placed in a condition in which
the specification is not applicable. Exceptions to the requirements shall be stated in
the individual specifications.
B. When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to be inoperable
solely because its emergency power source is inoperable, or solely because. its normal
power source is inoperable, it may be considered OPERABLE for the purpose of
satisfying the requirements of applicable LCOs., provided (1) its corresponding
normal or emergency power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant
system(s), subsystem(s), train(s), component(s) and device(s) are OPERABLE, or
likewise satisfy the requirements of this specification. Unless both conditions (I) and
(2) are satisfied, the unit shall be placed in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours or within the time specified in the applicable specification. This
specification is not applicable in COLD SHUTDOWN or the REFUEL MODE.
C. When an LCO is not met, entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other
specified condition in the Applicability shall only be made:
1. When the associated LCO requirements permit continued operation in the
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability for
an unlimited period of time; or

2. After performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and
components, consideration of the results. determination of the acceptability of
entering the OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in the
applicability, and the establishment of risk management actions, if appropriate;
exceptions to this specification are stated in the individual Specifications, or

3. When an allowance is stated in the individual value, parameter, or other
Specification.
This provision shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply
with LCO requirements or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.
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Bases:
Specification 3.0.A delineates the action to be taken for circumstances not directly provided for in the
system LCOs and whose occurrence would violate the intent of the specification.
Specification 3.0.B delineates what additional conditions must be satisfied to permit operation to
continue, consistent with the specifications for power sources, when a normal or emergency power source
is not operable. It allows operation to be governed by the time limits of the specifications associated with
the LCOs for the normal or emergency power source, not the inaividual specifications for each system,
subsystem, train, component or device that is determined to be inoperable solely because of the
inoperability of its normal or emergency power source. In addition, it specifically prohibits operation
when one division is inoperable because its normal or emergency power source is inoperable and a safety
subsystem. train, component, or device in another division is inoperable for another reason.
Specification 3.0.C establishes limitations on changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other
specified conditions in the Applicability when an LCO is not met. It allows placing the plant in an
OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition stated in the Applicability (e.g., the
Applicability desired to be entered) when plant conditions are such that the requirements of the LCO
would not be met, in accordance with LCO 3.0.C.I, LCO 3.0.C.2, or LCO 3.0.C.3.
LCO 3.0.C.I allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in the
Applicability with the requirements of the LCO met that permit continued operation in the
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period
of time. Compliance with LCO conditions that permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited
period oftime in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability
provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation. This is without regard for the status of the
unit before or after the change in OPERATIONAL CONDmON. Therefore, in such cases, entry into an
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability may be made in
accordance with the provisions of the LCO conditions.
LCO 3.0.C.2 allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the
Applicability with the requirements of the LCO met after performance of a risk assessment addressing
inoperable systems and components, consideration of the results, determination of the acceptability of
entering the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability, and
establishment of risk management actions, if appropriate.
The risk assessment may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended approaches, and the risk assessment will
be conducted using the plant program, procedures, and criteria in place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4),
which requires that risk impacts of maintenance activities be assessed and managed. The risk. assessment,
for the purposes of LCO 3.0.C.2, must take into account all inoperable Technical Specification
equipment regardless of whether the equipment is included in the normal 10 CPR 50.65(a)(-i) risk
assessment scope. The risk assessments will be conducted using the procedures and guidance endorsed
by Regulatory Guide 1.182, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear
Power Plants." Regulatory Guide 1.182 endorses the guidance in Section II of NUMARC 93-0 I,
"Industry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants." These
documents address general guidance for the conduct of the risk assessment, quantitative and qualitative
guidelines for establishing risk management actions, and example risk management actions. These
include actions to plan and conduct other activities in a manner that controls overall risk, increased risk
awareness by shift and management personnel, actions to reduce the duration of the condition, actions to
minimize the magnitude of risk increases (establishment of backup success paths or compensatory
measures), and determination that the proposed change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION is acceptable.
Consideration should also be given to the probability of completing restoration such that the requirements
of the Limiting Condition for Operation would be met prior to the expiration of the specified allowable
time interval requiring action to exit the LCO.
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LCO 3.0.C.2 may be used with single, or multiple systems and components unavailable. NUMARC 93~
01 provides guidance relative to consideration of simultaneous unavailability of multiple systems and
components.
The results of the risk assessment shall be considered in determining the acceptability of entering the
OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in the Applicability, and any corresponding
risk management actions. The Specification 3.0.C.2 risk assessments do not have to be documented.
The Technical Specifications allow continued operation with equipment unavailable in the RUN MODE
for the duration of the specified time interval. Since this is allowable, and since in general the risk impact
in that particular OPERATIONAL CONDITION bounds the risk of transitioning into and through the
applicable OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability of the
Limiting Condition for Operation, the use of the Specification 3.0.C.2 allowance should be generally
acceptable. as long as the risk is assessed and managed as stated above. However, there is a small subset
of systems and components that have been determined to be more important to risk and use of the
Specification 3.0.C.2 allowance is prohibited. The Limiting Condition for Operations governing these
systems and components contain Notes prohibiting the use of Specification 3.0.C.2 by stating that
Specification 3.0.C.2 is not applicable.
Specification 3.0.C.3 allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in
the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not met based on a Note in the Specification
which states Specification 3.0.C.3 is applicable. These specific allowances permit entry into
OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability when the associated
LCO requirements do not provide for continued operation for an unlimited period of time and a risk
assessment has not been performed. This allowance may apply to all the LCO conditions or to a specific
requirement of a Specification. The risk assessments performed to justify the use of Specification 3.0.C.2
usually only consider systems and components. For this reason, Specification 3.0.C.3 is typically applied
to Specifications which describe values and parameters, and may be applied to other Specifications based
on NRC plant-specific approval.
The provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before entering an associated
OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in the Applicability.
The provisions of Specification 3.0.C shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with LCO requirements. In
addition, the provisions of Specification 3.0.C shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL
CONDmONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In
this context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified
condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning from POWER OPERAnON to ST AR11JP
MODE, STARTUP MODE to SHUTDOWN CONDmON, and SHUTDOWN CONDmON to COLD
SHUTDOWN CONDITION.
Upon entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability with
the Limiting Condition for Operation not met, Specification 3.0.A requires entry into the LCO
requirements until the Condition is resolved, until the Limiting Condition for Operation is met, or until
the unit is not within the Applicability of the Technical Specification.
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Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable equipment (or on variables
outside the specified limits), as permitted by Specification 4.0.1. Therefore. utilizing Specification 3.0.C
is not a violation of Specification 4.0.1 or Specification 4.0.3 for any Surveillances that have not been
performed on inoperable equipment. However. SurveilJance Requirements must be met to ensure
OPERABn..ITY prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or variable within limits) and
restoring compliance with the affected Limiting Condition for Operation.
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3.1

PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of plant instrumentation which periorms a
protective function.

Objective:

To assure the OPERABILITY of protective instrumentation.

Specifications:

A. The following operating requirements for plant protective instrumentation
are given in Table 3.1.1:
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1.

The reactor mode in which a specified function must be
OPERABLE including allowable bypass conditions.

2.

The minimum number of OPERABLE instrument channels
per OPERABLE trip system.

3.

The trip settings which initiate automatic protective action.

4.

The action required when the limiting conditions for operation
are not satisfied.

B. 1.

Failure of four chambers assigned to anyone APRM shall make
the APRM inoperable.

2.

Failure of two chambers from one radial core location in anyone
APRM shall make that APRM inoperable.

3.1-1
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C.

.8.un:

1.

Any two (2) LPRM aS$emblies which are input to the
APRH system and are' separated in distance by less than
three (3) times the control rod pitch may not contain
a combination of mor~ than three (3) inoperable
detectors (i.e., APRM channel failed or bypassed, or
LPRH detectors failed or bypassed) out of the four (4)
detectors located in either the A and S, or the C and
o levels.

2.

ATravelling In-Core Probe (TIP) chamber may be used
as an APRM input to meet the criteria of 3~I.B and
3.1.C.l, provided the TIP is positioned in close
proximity to one of the failed LPRM's. If the
criteria of 3.1.B.2 or 3.1.C.l cannot be met, POWER
OPERATION may continue at up to rated power level
provided a control rod withdrawill'bloc1c lS'1)PERATlNG
or at power levels less than 61~ of rated power until
the TIP can be connected, positioned and
satisfactorily tested, as long ~s Specification
3.1.8.1 and Table 3.1.1 are satisfied.

The plant protection system automatically initiates protective
functions to prevent exceeding established limits. In addition.
other protective instrumentation is provided to initiate action
which mitigates the con$equences of accidents or terminates operator
control. This specification provides the limiting conditions for
operation necessary to preserve the effectiveness of these
instrument systems.
Table 3.1.1 defines. for each function, the minimum number of
OPERABLE instrument channels for an OPERABLE trip system for the
various functions specified. There are usually two trip systems
required or available for each function. The specified limiting
conditions for operation apply for the indicated modes of operation.
When the specified limiting condition cannot be met. the specified
Actions Required shall be undertaken promptly to modify plant
operation to the condition indicated in a normal manner. Conditions
under which the specified plant instrumentation may be
out-of-service are also defined in Table 3.1.1.
Except as noted in Table 3.1.1 an inoperable trip system will be
placed in the tripped condition. A tripped trip system is
considered OPERATING s1nce by virtue of being tripped it is
performing its required function. All sensors in the untripped trip
system must be OPERABLE. except as follows:
1.
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The h1gh temperature sensor system 1n the main steam line
tunnel has eight sensors in each protection logic channel.
This multiplicity of sensors serving a duplicate function
;-.permi ts.·tM s- system. to-operate. for, ~wenty month nomi na1
intervals without calibration. Thus, if one of the temperature
sensors causes a trip 1n one of the two trip systems, there are
several cross checks that would verify 1f th1s were a real one.
If not, this sensor could be removed from service. However, a
minimum of two of eight are required to be OPERABLE and only
one of the two is required to accomplish ,a trip in a single
trip system.
3.1-2
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2. One APRM of the four in each trip system may be bypassed without
tripping the trip system if core protection is maintained. Core.
protection is maintained by the remaining three APRM's in each trlp
system as discussed in Section 7.5.1.8.7 of the Updated FSAR.
3. One IRM channel in each of the two trip systems may be bypassed
without compromising the effectiveness of the system. There are few
possible sources of rapid reactivity input to the system in the low
power low flow condition. Effects of increasing pressure at zero or
low void content are minor, cold water from sources available during
startup is not much colder than that already in the system,
temperature coefficients are small, and control rod patterns are
constrained to be uniform by operating procedures backed up by the
rod worth minimizer. Worth of individual rods is very low in a
uniform rod pattern. Thus, of all possible sources of reactivity
input, uniform control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of
significant power rise. Because the flux distribution associated
with uniform rod withdrawals does not involve high local peaks, and
because several rods lAust be moved to change power by a signifi.cant
percentage of rated, the rate of power rise is very slow. Generally
the heat flux is in near equilibrium with the fission rate. In an
assumed uniform rod withdrawal approach to the scram level, the rate
of power rise is no lAore than five percent of rated per minute, and
three OPERABLE IRM instruments in each trip system would be more
than adequate to assure.a scram before the power could exceed the
safety limit. In many cases, if properly located, a single OPERABLE
IRM channel in each trip system would suffice.
4. When required for surveillance testing, a channel is made
inoperable. In order to be able to test its trip function to the
final actuating device of its trip system, the trip system cannot
already be tripped by some other means such as a mode sWitch,
interlock, or manual trip. Therefore, there will be times during
the test that the channel is inoperable but not tripped. For a two
channel trip system, this means that full reliance is being placed
on the channel that is not being tested. A channel may be placed in
an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for reqUired surveillance
without placing the trip system in the tripped condition prOVided at
least one OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring
that parameter.
5. Allowed outage times (AOT) to· permit restorat10n of inoperable
instrumentation to OPERABLE status are prOVided in Table 3.1.1.
AOTs vary depending on type of function and the number-of inoperable
channels per function. If an inoperable channel cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the AOT, the channel or the associated
trip system must be placed in the tripped condition. Placing the
inoperable channel 1n trip (or the associated trip system in trip)
conservatively compensates for the inoperabi11ty and allows
. operation to··continue..; Alternatively, -tf it is not desired to place
the channel (or trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where
placing the inoperable channel in trip would result in a full scram)
the Action Required must be taken.
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AOTs discussed in 4 (6 hours for surveillance) and 5 (repair AOTs in
Table 3.1.1, Notes nn, 00 and pp) above have been ~etermined i~ .
accordance with References 1 through 6 except for 1nstrumentat10n 1n
Table 3.1.1, Sections Mand N. Note kk has been provided to specify a 2
hour surveillance AOT for those instruments.
Bypasses of inputs to a trip system other than the IRM and APRM bypasses
are provided for meeting operational requirements listed in the notes in
Table 3.1.1. Note 'a' allows the "high water level in scram discharge
volume" scram trip to be bypassed in the refuel mode. In order to reset
the safety system after a scram condition, it is necessary to drain the
scram discharge volume to clear this scram input condition. (This
condition usually follows any scram, no matter what the initial cause
might have been.) In order to do this, .this particular scram function
can be bypassed only in the refuel position. Since all of the control
rods are completely inserted following a scram, it is permissible to
bypass this condition because a control rod block prevents withdrawal as
long as the sWitch is in the bypass condition for this function.
The manual scram associated with moving the .ode switch to shutdown is
used merely to provide a mechanism whereby the reactor protection system
scra~ logic channels and the reactor manual control system can be
energized. The ability to reset a scram twenty (20) seconds after going
into the SHUTDOWN MODE provides the beneficial function of relieving
scram pressure from the control rod drives which will increase their
expected lifetime.
To permit plant operation to generate
establish turbine seals and condenser
power, the main condenser vacuum trip
bypass also applies to the main steam
reason.

adequate steam and pressure to
vacuum at relatively low reactor
is bypassed until 600 psig. This
isolation valves for the same

The action required when the minimum instrument logic conditions are not
met is chosen so as to bring plant operation promptly to such a
condition that the particular protection instrument is not required; or
the plant is placed in the protection or safe condition that the
instrument initiates. This is accomplished in a normal manner without
subjecting the plant to abnormal operations conditions. The action and
out-of-service requirements apply to all instrumentation within a
particular function, e.g., if the requirements on anyone of the ten
scram functions cannot be met then control rods shall be inserted.
The trip level settings not specified in Specification 2.3- have been
included in this specification. The' bases for these settings are
discussed below•
.The high drywel1 pressure trip setting is ~ 3.5 psig. This trip wil]
scram the reactor, initiate core spray, initiate primary containment
isolati:on, ..init.:iate..automat·ic; depressurization in conjunction with
low-low-low-reactor water level, initiate the standby gas treatment
'system and isolate the reactor building. The scram function shuts the
core down during the 10ss-of-coolant accidents. A steam leak of about
15 gpm and a liquid leak of about 35 gpm from the primary system will
cause drywell pressure to reach the scram point; and, therefore, the
scram provides protection for breaks greater than the above.
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High drywell pressure provides a second means of initiating the core spray to mitigate the
consequences of loss-of-coolant accident. Its trip setting of::;3.5 psig initiates the core spray
in time to provide adequate core cooling. The break size coverage of high drywell pressure was
discussed above. Low-low water level and high drywell pressure in addition to initiating core
spray also causes isolation valve closure. These settings are adequate to cause isolation to
minimize the offsite dose within required limits.
It is permissible to make the drywell pressure instrument channels inoperable during performance
of the integrated primary containment leakage rate test provided the reactor is in the COLD
SHUTDOWN condition. The reason for this is that the Engineered Safety
Features, which are effective in case of a LOCA under these conditions, will still be effective
because they will be activated (when the Engineered Safety Features system is required as
identified in the technical specification of the system) by low-low reactor water level. *
The scram discharge volume has two separate instrument volumes utilized to detect water
accumulation. The high water level is based on the design that the water in the SDIV's, as
detected by either set of level instruments, shall not be allowed to exceed 29.0 gallons; thereby,
permitting 137 control rods to scram. To provide further margin, an accumulation of not more
than 14.0 gallons of water, as detected by either instrument volume, will result in a rod block
and an alarm. The accumulation of not more than 7.0 gallons of water, as detected in either
instrument volume will result in an alarm.
Detailed analyses of transients have shown that sufficient protection is provided by other scrams
below 45% power to permit bypassing of the turbine trip and generator load rejection scrams.
However, for operational convenience, 40% of rated reactor THERMAL POWER has been chosen
as the setpoint below which these trips are bypassed. This setpoint is coincident with bypass valve
capacity.
A low condenser vacuum scram trip of20 inches Hg has been provided to protect the main
condenser in the event that vacuum is lost. A loss of condenser vacuum would cause the turbine
stop valves to close, resulting in a turbine trip transient.
The low condenser vacuum trip provides a reliable backup to the turbine trip. Thus, if there is a
failure of the turbine trip on low vacuum, the reactor would automatically scram at 20 inches
Hg. The condenser is capable of receiving bypass steam until 7 inches Hg vacuum thereby
mitigating the transient and providing a margin.
The settings to isolate the isolation condenser in the event of a break in the steam or condensate
lines are based on the predicted maximum flows that these systems would experience during
operation, thus permitting operation while affording protection in the event of a break. The
5
settings correspond to a flow rate ofless than three times the normal flow rate of 3.2X 10 lb/hr,
Upon initiation of the alternate shutdown panel, this function is bypassed to prevent spurious
isolation due to fire induced circuit faults.
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The setting often times the stack release limit for isolation of the
air-ejector offgas line is to permit the operator to perform normal,
immediate remedial action if the stack limit is exceeded. The time
necessary for this action would be extremely short when considering the
annual averaging which is allowed under 10 CFR 20.106, and, therefore,
would produce insignificant effects on doses to the public.
Four radiation monitors are provided which initiate isolation of the
reactor building and operation of the standby gas treatment system. Two
monitors are located in the ventilation ducts, one is located in the
area of the refueling pool and one is located in the reactor vessel head
storage area. The trip logic is basically a lout of 4 system. Any
upscale trip will cause the desired action. Trip settings of 17 mr/hr
in the duct and 100 mr/hr on the refueling floor are based upon
initiating standby gas treatment system so as not to exceed allowed dose
rates of 10 CFR 20 at the nearest site boundary.
5
The SRM upscale of 5XI0 CPS initiates a rod block so that the chamber
can be relocated to a lower flux area to maintain SRM capability as
6
power is increased to the IRM range. Full scale reading is I x 10 CPS.
This rod block is bypassed in IRM Ranges 8 and higher since a level of 5
x 105 CPS is reached and the SRM chamber is at its fully withdrawn
position.
The SRM downscale rod block of 100 CPS prevents the instrument chamber
from being withdrawn too far from the core during the period that it is
required to monitor the neutron flux. This downscale rod block is also
bypassed in IRM Ranges 8 and higher. It is not required at this power
level since good indication exists in the Intermediate Range and the SRM
will be reading approximately 5 x 105 CPS when using IRM Ranges 8 and
higher.
The IRM downscale rod block in conjunction with the chamber full-in
position and range switch setting, provides a rod block to assure that
the IRM is in its most sensitive condition before startup. If the two
latter conditions are satisfied, control rod withdrawal may commence
even if the IRM is not reading at least 5%. However, after a
substantial neutron flux is obtained, the rod block setting prevents the
chamber from being withdrawn to an insensitive area of the core.
The APRM downscale setting of'> 2/150 full scale is provided in the RUN
MODE to prevent control rod withdrawal without adequate neutron
monitoring.
High flow in the main steamline is set at 120% of rated flow. At this
setting the isolation valves close and in the event of a steam line
break limit the loss of inventory so that fuel clad perforation does not
occur. The 120% flow would correspond to the THERMAL POWER so this
would either indicate a line break or too high a power.
Temperature sensors are provided in the steam line tunnel to provide for
closure of the main steamline isolation valves should a break or leak
occur in this area of the plant. The trip is set at 50°F above ambient
temperature at rated power. This setting will cause isolation to occur
for main steamline breaks which result in a flow of a few pounds per
minute or greater. Isolation occurs soon enough to meet the criterion
of no clad perforation.
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The low-low-low water level trip point is set at 4'8" above the top of the active
fuel and will prevent spurious operation of the automatic relief system. The trip
point established will initiate the automatic depressurization system in time to
provide adequate core cooling.
Specification 3.1.B.1 defines the minimum number of APRM channel inputs
required to permit accurateaverage core power monitoring. Specifications
3.1.B.2 and 3.1.C.1 further define the distribution of the OPERABLEchambers to
provide monitoring of local power changes that might be caused by a single rod
withdrawal. Any nearby, OPERABLE LPRMchamber can provide the required
input for average core monitoring. A Travelling Incore Probe or Probes can be
used temporarily to provide APRM input(s) until LPRM replacement is possible.
Since APRM rod block protection is not required below 61 % of rated power,
operation may continue below 61 % as long as Specification 3.1.B.1 and the
requirements of Table 3.1.1 are met. For operation along the flow control line
and at power levels less than 61% of rated, the inadvertentwithdrawal of a single
control rod does not result in MCPR less than the Fuel Cladding IntegritySafety
Limit, even assuming there is no control rod block action. In order to maintain
reliabilityof core monitoring in that quadrant where an APRM is inoperable, it is
permitted to remove the OPERABLE APRM from servicefor calibration and/or
test provided that the same core protection is maintained by alternate means.
In the rare eventthat Travelling In-core Probes (TIPs) are used to meet the
requirements 3.1.B or 3.1.C, the licensee may perform an analysis of substitute
LPRM inputs to the APRM system using spare (non-APRM input) LPRM
detectorsand change the APRM system as permittedby 10 CFR SO.59.
Under assumed loss-of-coolant accident conditions and certain loss of offsite
power conditions with no assumed loss-of-coolant accident, it is inadvisable to
allow the simultaneous starting of emergencycore cooling and heavy load .
auxiliarysystems in order to minimize the voltage drop across the emergency
buses and to protect against a potential diesel generator overload. The diesel
generator load sequence time delay relays provide this protective function and
are set accordingly. The repetitive accuracy rating of the timer mechanism as
well as parametric analysesto evaluate the maximum acceptable tolerances for
the diesel loading sequencetimers were considered in the establishment of the
appropriate load sequencing.
Manual actuation can be accomplished by the operator and is considered
appropriate only when the automatic load sequencing has been completed.
This will prevent simultaneous starting of heavy load auxiliary systems and
protect against the potentialfor diesel generatoroverload.
Also, the Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water and ServiceWater pump
circuit breakerswill trip whenever a loss-of-coolant accident condition exists with
a concurrent loss of offsite power. This is justified by Amendment 42 of the
licensing Application which determined that these pumps were not required
during this accidentcondition.
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The drywell high radiation setpoint will ensure a timelyclosure of
the large ventand purge isolation valves to preventreleases from
exceeding ten percent of the dose guideline values allowed by 10 CFR
100. The containment vent and purge Isolation function is provided
in response to NUREG 0737 Item II E.4.2.7.
Temperature switches are provided at the entrance of the RWCU Pump
Room to detect a linebreak downstream of the RWCU Isolation valves. A
line break will raise room temperature. Beforethe room temperature
exceeds 180°F, the switches will trip andclose the RWCU isolation valves.
automatjcaJly be detected and
This ensures that a high energy line break
isolated, even it an RWCU System Isolation is not initiated by a LO-LO
reactor water level signal. System isolation at this temperature will minimize
the impact on off-site releases andthe environmental qualification profilesfor
the Reactor Building.

wi"
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PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Function

Trio Setting

Reactor Modes in Which
Function Must Be Operable
Shutdown Refuel Startup Run

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING (tripped}
Trip Systems

Minimum Number of
Instrument Channels Per
OPERABLE
Trip System
Action Required*

A. Scram

x

I. Manual Scram

X

X

X

2

1

Insert
control

2. High Reactor Pressure
3. High Drywell Pressure
4. Low Reactor Water Level
5. a. High Water Level in
Scram Discharge Volume
North Side
b. High Water Level in
Scram Discharge Volume
South Side
6. Low Condenser Vacuum

**
~3.S

psig

. Xes)

X(II)

X

2

2(nn)

X(u)

X(u)

X

2

2(nn)

X

X

2

2(nn)

••

X

~29 gal.

X(a)

X(z)

X(z)

2

2(nn)

~29

X(a)

X(z)

X(z)

2

2(nn)

X(b)

x

~20

gal.

in. hg.

7. DELETED
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TABLE 3.1.1
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PROTECTI VE I NSTRUM ENTATION REQUI REM ENTS

Function

Trip Setting

Reactor Modes in Which
Function Must Be Operable
Shutdown Refuel Startup Run

••

Xtc.s)

X(c)

••

X(d)

X(d)

10. Main Stcamlinc Isolation
Valve Closure

••

X(b,s)

X(b).

II. Turbine Trip Scram

K. Average Power Range

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING [tripped]
Trip Systems

Minimum Number of
Instrument Channels Per
OPERABLE
Trjp System
Action Required·

2

3(nn)

2

3(nn)

X

2

4(nn)

••
••

XG)

2

4(nn)

X(j)

2

2(nn)

••

X(c)

2

3(nn)

X(c)

Monitor (APRM)
l)

Intermediate Range Monitor
(IRM)

~

12. Generator Load Rejection

Scram
13. APRI\I Downscalc/ljtM
Upscale

B Reactor Isolation
I. Low-Low Reactor Water
Level

2. High Flow in Main

••

~ 120% rated

X

X(s)

X

X

X

2

2(00)

X(s)

X

X

2

2(00)

Steamlinc A
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Close Main Steam
Isolation Valves and
Close Isolation
Condenser Vent Valve
or,
PLACE IN COLD
SHUTDOWN

TABLE 3.1.1
Sheet 3 of 13

PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Trip Setting

Function

Reactor Modes
in which Function
Must Be OPERABLE
Shutdown . Refuel Startup

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING [tripped]
Trip Systems

Run

Minimum Number of
instrument Channels Per
OPERABLE
Trip System

3. High Flow in Main Steam- . ::5120% rated
line B

Xes)

Xes)

x

X

2

2(00)

4. High Temperature in Main

Xes)

Xes)

X

X

2

2(00)

::5Ambient at Power

Action Required'

+50"F

Steam line Tunnel

,.

S. Low Pressure in Main
Steamline

X(cc)

X

2

2(00)

,6. DELETED
C. Isolation Condenser Initiation

••

Xes)

Xes)

X(II)

X

2

2(pp)

PLACE IN COLD

?,7'2" above TOP of
ACTIVE FUEL

Xes)

Xes)

x

X

2

2(pp)

SHUTDOWN
CONDITION

I. Low-Low Reactor
Water Level

-

X(t)

X(t)

X(t)

X

2

2(pp)

2. High Drywell Pressure

s 3.5 psig

X(t)

X(t)

X(t)

X

2(k)

2(k)(pp)

3. Low Reactor Pressure
(valve pennissive)

~

X(t)

X(t)

X(t)

X

2

2(pp)

Consider the
respective
core spray loop
inoperable and
comply with
Spec 3.4

I. High Reactor Pressure
2. Low-Low Reactor
Water Level
D. Core Spray

285 psig

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: 44.11.19.~.1-}+, J.69;J.1l.. 200
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TABLE3.1.1 PROTEcrIVE INSTRU ;d£NTAnON REQUIREMENTS
Sheet 4 of 13

Function

Trip Setting

ReactorModes
in which Function
Must Be OPERABLE
Refuel SW:1!m
Shutdown

MinimumNumber of
OPERABLEor
OPERATING [tripped]
Trio SYStems

RIm

MinimumNumber of
InstrumentChannels
Per OPERABLE
TriD Svstem

Action Recuired"

B. ContainmentSpray
Comply with TechnicalSpecification3.4
F. Primarv ContainmentIsolation
1. High DrywellPressure

2. Low-Low Reactor
Water Level

X(u)

X(u)

X(u)

X

2(k)

2(k)(00)

above TOP of
ACTNEFUEL

X(u)

X(u)

xo»

X

2

2(00)

:53.5 psig

XCv)

XCv)

XCv)

X

2(k)

2(k)

See note h

above TOP of
ACflVEFUEL

XCv)

XCv)

XCv)

X

2

2

See note h

> 21.2 psid

XCv)

XCv)

XCv)

X

Notei

Note i

See note i

Xes)

Xes)

X

X

2

2(00)

xes)

Xes)

X

X

2

2(00)

Isolate affected
Isolation
Condenser
comply with Spec
3.8. See note dd

:5 3.5 psig
~ 7'2"

Isolate containment
or
PLACE IN COLD
SHUTDOWN
CONDITION

G. Automatic Depressurization
1. High DryweIlPressure
2. Low-Low-Low

Reactor Water Level
3. Core Spray Booster
Pump dip Permissive

~ 4' 8"

H. Isolation Con@nser Isolation (See Note hh)
1. High Flow Steam Line

~20psig

2. High Flow Condensate
Line

:527" P H2O

P

OYSTER CREEK
AmendmentNo.: 44.79.108.112.1~9.17hl9Q.19S.2.Q8. 253
Change 4; Correction: 5/11/84
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TABLE 3.1.1 PROTECTIVE lNSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Sheet 5 of 13
Reactor Modes
in whichFunction
Must Be OPERABLE
Shutdown
Refuel Stal1UP

Trip Selling

Function

Run

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING [tripped]
Trip Svstems

Minimum Number of
Instrument ChannelsPer
OPERABLE
TriDSY~

Action Required"

I. Offgas System Isolation
I. High Radiation In

s 2000 mRemlhr

X(s)

X(s)

X

X

I (ii)

2(ii)

See notejj

Offgas Line (e)

J. Reactor Building Isolation and Standby Gas Treatment S}·stem Initiation
I. High Radiation
Reactor Building
Operating Floor
2. Reactor Building
Yentilarion Exhaust

X(w)

X(w)

X

X

I

I

S 17 mR/hr

X(w)

X(w)

X

X

1

I

X(u)

X(u)

X

X

I(k)

2(k)

X

X

X

X

I

2

~

3. High Drywell Pressure
4. Low-Low Reactor
Water Level

S 100 mRJhr

3.Spsig.

;:: 7'2" above TOP of

Isolate Reactor
Building and
Initiate Standby
Gas Treatment
System or Manual
Surveillance.for
notmorethan l~
Hours (Total Ior
all instruments
underJ) in any
30-day period.

ACTIVE FUEL

K. Rod Block
1. SRM Upscale

s 5:'!-IO~ cps

X

X(I)

I

2

2. SRM Downscale

~

lOOcps(f)

X

X(l)

1

2

5/125 fullscale (g)

X

X

2

3

3. IRM Downscale .

~

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: "4,72,75,79,91,112,171,191
Change: 4
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200

Nocontrol rod
withdrawals
permitted

TABLE ].1.1 PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATlON REQUIREMENTS
Sheet 6 of 13

Tripsetting

Function

Reactor Modes
in which Function
Must BeOPERABLE
Shutdown Refuel Startup

Minimum Number of
Instrument Channels
PerOPERABLE
TrieSystem

fu!!l

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING [tripped)
TriD Systems

X

2

3(c)

X

2

3 (e)

2

3

Action ReQuired

K. Rod Block (Cont'd.)

,.

4. APRM Upscale
5. APRM Downscale

~

Xes)

X

2/l50 fullscale

S 1081125 fullscale

X

X

7. a) Water Level High
Scram Discharge
Volume North

S 14 gallons

X(z)

X(z)

X(z)

I

1 per
Instrument
Volume

b) Water level High
Scram Discharge
Volume South

.s; 14 gallons

X(z)

X{z)

X(z)

I

I per
Instrument
Volume

X

X

X

2(m)

I(nXkk)

6. IRM Upscale

L. Condenser Vacuum Pump Isolation

Deleted
M. Diesel Generator
Load Sequence
Timers
I. CRDPump

Time Delay after
energization of relay

60 sec± 15%

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: 44,63,Hi9,169 , 200

X

3.1-14

Consider the
pump inoperable
and comply with
Spec 3.4.0 (See
note q)

TABLE 3.1.1 PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Sheet 7 of 13

Function

TriJLSettina

Reactor Modes
in which Function
Must Be OPERABLE
Shutdown
Refuel
Startup'

Run

Minimum Number of
OPERABLE or
OPERATING [tripped]
TriD SYStems

Minimum Number of
Instrument Channels
Per OPERABLE
Trio SYStem

2(0)

2(p)(kk)

Action

ReQuired"

M. Diesel Generator Load Sequence TIm.ers (Cont'd.)
2. Service Water Pump (aa)

120 sec:t 15%

X

X

X

X

(SK1A~

pum.pInoperable
and comply
within 7 days
(See note q)

(SK2A)
1068C. :t 15%
(SK7A)
(SK8A)
3. Reactor Building Closed
Cooling Waler Pump
(bb)

166sec:t150/0

Consider the

X

X

X

X

2(m)

1(n)(kk)

Consider the
pump inoperable
and comply
within 7 days
(See note q)

/!)
N. Loss of Power

..

X(1f)

X(1f)

X(1f)

X(ff)

2

1(kk)

..

X(1f)

X(1f)

X(lf)

X(ff)

2

3(kk)

S 74.6R1hr

X(u)

X(u)

X(u)

X

1

1

a. 4.16 KV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage (L0S6 of
Voltage)
b. :4.16KV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage (Oegraded
Voltage)

See notecc

O. Containment Vent and Purge Isolation
1. Orywall High Radiation

Isolate vent &
Purge pathways or
PlACE IN COLD
SHUlDOWN

CONOmON
P. RWCU HELB Isolation
1. RWCU Pump Room

High Temperature

S (80°F

Xes)

CREEK
Amendment No.: 1a.44,SQ,SQ,100,171.1Q6. 208.259

OYSTER

Xes)

X

X

3.1-15

2

2(00)

Close isolation valves
V·1S·1. V-16-2,
V-16-14. & V·16-81.

Corrected Letter dated 10/28199

@

TABLE 3.1.1 (CONTD)
Sheet 8 of 13

•

Action required when minimum conditions for operation are not satisfied. Also permissible to trip inoperable trip system. A channel may be placed in an
inoperable status for up to six hours for required surveillance without placing t~e trip system in the tripped condition provided at least one OPERABLE
instrument channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter.

••

See Specification 2.3 for Limiting Safety System Settings .

Notes:
a.

Permissible to bypass. with control rod block. for reactor protection system reset in REFUEL MODE.

b.

Permissible to bypass below 600 psig in REFUEL and STARTUP MODES.

c.

One (I) APRM in each OPERABLE trip system may be bypassed or inoperable provided the requirements of Specification 3.I.C and 3.10.C are ·satisfied.
Two APRM's in the same quadrant shall not be concurrently bypassed except as noted below or permitted by note.
Anyone APRM may be removed from service for up to six hours for test or calibration without inserting trips in its trip system only if the remaining
OPERABLE APRM's meet the requirements of Specification 3.I.B.l and no control rods are moved outward during the calibration or test. During this
short period, the requirements of Specifications 3.1.8.2, 3.I.C and 3.10.C need not be mel.

d.

The IRMs shall be inserted and OPERABLE until the APRMs are OPERABLE and reading at least 2/1 SO full scale.

e.

OlTgas system isolation trip set at ~2,OOO mRemlhr. Air ejector isolation valve closure time delay shall not exceed 15 minutes.

f.

Unless SRM chambers are fully inserted.

g.

Not applicable when IRM on lowest range.

h.

With one or more instrument channel(s) inoperable in one ADS trip system, place tile relay contact(s) for the inoperable initiation signal in the tripped
condition within 4 days, or declare ADS inoperable and take the action required by Specification 3.4.8.3.
With one or more instrument channel(s) inoperable in both ADS trip systems, restore ADS initiation capability in at least one trip system within I hour, or
declare ADS inoperable and take the action required by Specification 3.4.B.3.

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: 44.75.198.119.171.199. 191. 195 , 200
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TABLE 3.1.1 (CONT'D)
Sheet 9 of 13

Individual electromatic relief valve control switches shall not be placed in the "Off' position for more than 8 hours (total time for all control
switches) in any 30-day period and only one relief valve control switch may be placed in the "Off' position at a time.
1.

With two core spray systems OPERABLE:
1.

A maximum of two core spray booster pump differential pressure (clip) switches may be inoperable provided that the switches are in
opposing ADS trip system [i.e., only: either RV-40 A&D or RV-40 B&C]. Place the relay contacts associated with the inoperable clip
switch(es) in the de-energized position, within 24 hours. Restore the inoperable clip switch(es) within 8 days, or declare ADS inoperable
and take the action required by Specification 3.4.B.3;
or,

2.

If two inoperable clip switches are in the same ADS trip system [i.e., RV-40 A&B or RV-40 C&D], place the relay contacts associated
with the inoperable clip switch(es) in the de-energized position, within 24 hours. Restore the inoperable clip switches within 4 days, or
declare ADS inoperable and take the action required by Specification 3.4.B.3.

With only one core spray system OPERABLE:
If one or more clip switches become inoperable in the OPERABLE core spray system, declare ADS inoperable and take the action required by
Specification 3.4.B.3.

j.

Not required below 40% of rated reactor THERMAL POWER.

k.

All four (4) drywell pressure instrument channels may be made inoperable during the integrated primary containment leakage rate test (See
Specification 4.5), provided that the plant is in the COLD SHUTDOWN condition and that no work is performed on the reactor or its connected
systems which could result in lowering the reactor water level to less than 4'8" above the TOP OF THE ACTIVE FUEL.

1.

Bypass in IRM Ranges 8, 9, and 10.

m.

There is one time delay relay associated with each of two pumps.

n.

One time delay relay per pump must be OPERABLE.

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No. 171. 184. 190.208,266
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Corrected Letter dated 19/28/99

TAQLE 3.1.1 (CONrO)
Sheet 10 of 13

o.

There are two time delay reIilya iISSOClated with each of two pumpG. One t1mll1' per pump Is tor sequence starting (SK1 A. SK2A) and one timer per pump
Is for tripping the ptmp circuit breaker (SK7A, ~). _

p.

Two time delay relays per pump muet be OPERABLE.

q.

Manual initiation of affectedcomponent can be accomplished after !he automatic load sequepctng Is compIetBd.

r,

Time delay starts aftercloslng of containment spray pump cllCuit breaker.

8.

These functions not requiredto be OPERABLE with the reactor temperatur8 less Ihan 21~F and the ....... head removed or vented or during REACTOR
VESSEL PRESSURE TESTING.

t.

These function& may be inoperable or bypassed when corresponding poniona In the samecore spray system logic train are Inoperable per Speclllcation
3.4.A.

u.

These functions not requiredto be OPERABLE when PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRI1Y Is not required to be maintained.

v.

These IunctIons not requlntcI to be OPERABLE when the ADS 1& not required to be OPERABLE.

w.

These functions must be OPERABLE only when IrrlIdlaIed fuel 1& In the fuel pool or reactor vesseJ and SECONDARV CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 18
required per SpecftIcatfon 3.5.8.

y.

Deleted.

z,

The bypas& function to pennlt 8ClWl1

88.

Pumpcircuit Inakel8 wlII be tripped In 10 second&:t 15% during a LOCA WIth a concunent Los& of 0ff8Ite Power (LOOP) by retay8 SK7A and SKSA.

bb.

Pump circuit brtakel8 wlH trfp InstantarMtously during a LOCA \IlIIth a concurrent Loes of 0ffsIte Power(lOOP).

ce.

Only applicableduring STARTUP MODE WhIle OPERATING In I~M range 10.

rveet In the SHUTDOWN or REFUELMODEwith control rod block must be OPERABLE In this mode.

OYSTER CREEK

Amendment No.: IS,44,6'J"a;71.1a.lQ8.119,I7It_. 255
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TABLE 3.1.1 (CONT'D)
Sheet 11 of 13

dd.

If any isolation condenser inlet (steam side) isolation valve becomes or is made inoperable in the open position during the RUN MODE comply with
Specification 3.B.E. If an AC motor-operated outlet (condensate return) isolation valve becomes or is made inoperable in the open position during the
RUN MODE comply with Speclficatlon 3.8.F.

ee.

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Minimum Number of OPERABLE Instrument Channels per OPERABLE Trip System,
operation may proceed until performance of the next required CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST provided the inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition
within 1 hour.

ft.

This function is not required to be OPERABLE when the associated safety bus is not required to be energized or fully OPERABLE as per applicable
sections of these Technical Specifications.

gg.

Deleted

hh.

The high flow trip function for "B" Isolation Condenser is bypassed upon initiation of the altemate shutdown panel. This prevents a spurious trip of the
Isolation Condenser in the event of fire induced circuit damage.

ii.

Instrument shall be OPERABLE during main condenser air ejector operation except that a channel may be taken out-of-service for the purpose of a check,
calibration, test, or maintenance without declaring it inoperable.

jj.

With no channel OPERABLE, main condenser offgas may be released to the environment for as long as 72 hours provided the stack radioactive noble gas
monitor is OPERABLE. Otherwise, be in at least SHUTDOWN CONDITION within 24 hours.

kk.

One channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to two hours for required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped condition.

II.

This function not required to be OPERABLE with the reactor vessel head removed or unbolted.

mm.

"Instrument Channel" in this case refers to the bellows which sense vacuum in each of the three condensers (A, B, and C), and "Trip System" refers to
vacuum trip systems 1 and 2.

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: 80,91,108,l12,130,162,171,2Q8,263, 273
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--,

nn.

With one required channel inoperable in one Trip System. within 12 hours, restore the inoperable channel or place the inoperable channel andlor that Trip
System in the tripped" condition.
With two or more required channels inoperable:
I.

Within one hour, verify sufficient channels remain OPERABLE or tripped'" to maintain trip capability, and

2.

Within 6 hours, place the inoperable channel(s) in one Trip System andlor that Trip SystemAA in the tripped condition..., and

3.

Within 12 hours, restore the inoperable channels in the other Trip System to an OPERABLE status or tripped....

Otherwise. take the Action Required.

...

~

......

00.

An inoperable channel or Trip System need not be placed in the tripped condition where this would cause the Trip Function to occur. In these
cases, if the inoperablechannel is not restored to OPERABLE status within the required time, the Action Required shall be taken,
This action applies to that Trip System with the most inoperable channels; if both Trip Systems have the same number of inoperable channels, the
action can be applied to either Trip System.

With one required channel inoperable in 2m: Trip System, either
I.

Place the inoperablechannel in the tripped condition within
a.
b.

12 hours for parameters common to Scram Instrumentation, and
24 hours for parameters not common to Scram Instrumentation.
or

2.

Take the Action Required. I

OYSTER CREEK
Amendment No.: +1-J. , 200
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TABLE 3.1.\ (eONrOl
Sheet I3 of 13

With one required channel inoperable in both Trip Systems,
I.

Place the inoperable channel in one Trip System in the tripped condition within one hour, and

2.

a.

Place the inoperable channel in the remaining Trip System in the tripped condition within
(I)

. (2)

12 hours for parameters common to Scram Instrumentation, and
. 24 hours for parameters not common to Scram Instrumentation.
or

b.
pp.

Take the Action Required.

With one or more required channels inoperable per Trip System:
I.

For one channel inoperable, within 24 hours place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition or take the Action Required.

2.

With more than one channel inoperable, take the Action Required.

OYSTERCREEK
Amendment No.: ~, 200
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3.2

~EACTIVITY

CONTROL

Applicability: Applies to core reactivity and the operating status of the
reactivity control systems for the reactor.
To assure reactivity control capability of the reactor.

Objective:
Spec ifi cat ion:

A. Core Reactivitv
1.

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SOM) unde.r.. aU_o.p.er..a.Uonal-c:ond.i.tioAS .sha",o·be
equal to or greater than:
(a)

O.3~

(b)

O.2~ delta k/k, with the highest worth control rod determined
by test.

delta k/k, with the highest worth control rod
analytically determined; or

2.

If one or more control rods are determined to be inoperable as
defined in Specification 3.2.8.4 while in the STARTUP HODE or the
RUN MODE, then a determination of whether Specification 3.2 A. is
met must be made within 6 hours. If a determination cannot be made
within the specified time period, then assume Specification 3.2 A.I
is not met.

3.

If Specification 3.2.A.l is not met while in the STARTUP Hode or the
RUN MODE, meet Specification 3.2.A.l within 6 hours or be in the
SHUTDOWN CONDITION within the following 12 hours.

4.

If Specification 3.2.A.l is not met while in the SHUTDOWN CONDITION,
or the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION, then:
(a)

Fully insert all insertable control rods within 1 hour, AND

(b) Comply with the requirements of Specifications 3.2.C and 3.5.B.
5.

If Specification 3.2.A.l is not met while in the REFUEL MODE, then:
(a)

Immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS except for fuel assembly
removal, AND

(b) Immediately initiate action to fully insert all insertable
control rods in control cells containing one or more fuel
assemblies, AND
.
(c) Comply with the requirements of Specifications 3.2.C and 3.5.B.

OYSTER CREEK

3.2-1

Amendment No: 75,113, 178

1. The control rod drive housing support shall be in place during power
operation and when the reactor coolant system is pressurized above
atmospheric pressure with fuel in the reactor vessel, unless all
control rods are fully inserted and Specification 3.2.A is met.
2. The Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) shall be operable during each reactor
-- startup until reactor power reaches 1~ of rated power except as
follows:"
(a) Should the RWH become inoperable after the first 12 rods have
been withdrawn, the startup may continue provided that a second
1icensed .oper.ator..vec1f:les.. tba.L1be._Uc:ensed .ope-ra.tor...at the
reactor console is following the rod program.
(b) Should the RWM be inoperable before a startup is commenced or
before the first twelve rods are withdrawn, one startup during
each calendar year may be performed without the RWM provided
that the second licensed operator verifies that the licensed
operator at the reactor console is following the rod program
and provided that a_reactor engineer from the Core Engineering
Group also verifies that the rod program is being followed. A
startup without the RWM as described in this subsection shall
be reported in a special report to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) within 30 days of the startup stating the
reason for the failure of the RWH, the action taken to repair
it and the schedule for completion of the repairs.
Control rod withdrawal sequences shall be established with a banked
position withdrawal sequence so that the rod drop accident design
limit of 280 cal/gm is not exceeded. For control rod withdrawal
sequences not in strict compliance to BPWS, the maximum in sequence
rod worth shall be ~1.0% AK.
3.

The average of the scram insertion times of all operable control
rods shall be no greater than:
Rod Length
Inserted Cr.)

OYSTER CREEK

Insertion Time
(Seconds)

5
20
50

0.375
0.900

90

5.00

2.00

3.2-2

Amendment No: 75, 113 178

The average of the scram insertion times for the three fastest
control rods of all groups of four control rods in a two-by-two
array shall be no greater than:
Rod Length
Inserted (%)

5

Insertion Time
(Seconds)
0.398
0.954
2.120
5.300

20
50

90

Any four rod group may contain a control rod which is valved out of
service provided the above requirements and Specification 3.2.A are
met. Time zero shall be taken as the de-energization of the pilot
scram valve solenoids.

C.

4.

In service control rods which cannot be moved with control rod drive
pressure shall be considered inoperable. If a partially or fully
withdrawn control rod drive cannot be moved with drive or scram
pressure, the reactor shall be brought to a shutdown condition within
48 hours unless investigation demonstrates that the cause of the
failure is not due to a failed control rod drive mechanism collet
housing. Inoperable control rods shall be valved out of service, in
such positions that Specification 3.2.A is met. In no case shall the
number of inoperable control rods valved out of service be greater
than six during the power operation. If this specification is not met,
the reactor shall be placed in the shutdown condition.

5.

Control Rods shall not be withdrawn for approach to criticality
unless at least two source range channels have an observed count
rate equal to or greater than 3 counts per second.

Standby Liquid Control System
1.

The standby liquid control system shall be operable at all times under the
following conditions:
(a)

when the reactor is not shut down by the control rods such that
Specification 3.2.A is met, except as provided in Specification
3.2.C.3, and

(b)

when the reactor is >212°F, except during REACTOR VESSEL
PRESSURE TESTING.

2.

The standby liquid control solution shall have a Boron-10 isotopic
enrichment equal to or greater than 35 atom %, be maintained within
the cross-hatched volume-concentration requirement area in Figure
3.2-1 and at a temperature not less than the temperature presented
in Figure 3.2-2 at all times when the standby liquid control system
is required to be operable.

3.

(a)

OYSTER CREEK

If one standby liquid control system pumping circuit
becomes inoperable during the RUN mode and Specification
3.2.A is met, the reactor may remain in operation for a
period not to exceed 7 days, provided the pump in the
other circuit is verified daily to be operable, otherwise
be in the Shutdown condition within 24 hours.

3.2-3

Amendment No: 76,124,167,178, 26a,
Amendment No. 262

(~)

If tne solution is outside the cross-hatched
area but within the shaded
volume-concentration area of Figure 3.2·1, return the
solution to the cross-hatched area within 7 days. If,
after this time period. the requirement is still not met,
submit a report to the NRC within 7 days advising them of
plans to return the solution to the cross-hatched
volume-concentration area.
volu~e·concentration

(c)

··If the solution is outside the cross-hatched volume
concentration area and outside the shaded
volume-concentration area of Figure 3.2-1, return the
solution to within the shaded volume-concentration area of
'. Figure 3. 2~ 1..o.r..be ...1 n.ihe-Sbutdown..condiUon ··witt! in ·Z4
hours.

(d)

If the solution temperature is less than the minimum shown
in Figure 3.2-2, increase the temperature to greater thin
the minimum and verify the solution is within the shaded
volume-concentration area of Figure ~.2-1 or be in the
Shutdown condition within 24 hours.

(e)

If the enrichment requirement of 3.2.C.2 is not met:
(1) Return the Boron-l0 isotopic enrichment to greater
than or equal to 35 atom ~ within 7 days of the
receipt of the enrichment report. If, after this time
period, the enrichment requirement is still not met,
submit a report to the NRC within 7 days advising them
of the plans to return the solution to greater than or
equal to 35 atom S Boron-IO isotopic enrichment.
(2) A check shall be made to ensure that the sodium
pentaborate solution meets the original design
criteria by comparing the enrichment, concentration
and volume to established criteria (Boron-IO equal to
or greater than 82 pounds). If the sodium pentaborate
solution does not meet the original criteria, be in
the Shutdown condition within 24 hours.

D.

Reactivity Anomalies
The difference between an observed and predicted control rod inventory
shall not exceed the equivalent of one percent in reactivity. If this
limit is exceeded and the discrepancy cannot be explained, the reactor
shall be brought to the cold shutdown condition by normal orderly
shutdown procedure. Opera'tion shall not be permitted until the cause
has been evaluated and appropriate corrective action has been completed.
The NRC shall .be notifhd within 24 hours of this situation in
accordance with Specification 6.6.

OYSTER CREEK
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Amendment No: 75,

12~

178

Eases:

Limiting conditions of operation on core reactivity and the reactivity
control systems are required to assure that the excess reactivity of the
reactor core is controlled at all times. The conditions specified
herein assure the capability to provide reactor shutdown from steady
state and transient conditiGns and assure the capability of limiting
reactivity insertion rates under accident conditions to values which do
not jeopardize the reactor coolant system integrity or operability of
required sa'~ty features.
The core reactivity limitation is required to assure the reactor cln be
shut down at any time when fuel is in the core. It is a restriction
that must. be. incor..po.r:at.ed...into. the....des.i9"-of. .th&-c.ore- fuel ;i t ·1ftUst be
applied to the conditions resulting from core alterations; and it must
be applied in determining the required operability of the core
reactivity control devices. The basic criterion is that the core at any
point in its operation be capable of being made subcritical in the cold,
xenon-free condition with the operable control rod of highest worth
fully withdrawn and all other operable rods fully inserted. At most
times in core life, more than one control rod drive could fail
mechanically and this criterion would still be met.
The SOH limit specified in Section 3.Z.A.l accounts for the uncertainty
in the demonstration of SOH by testing. Separate SOH limits are
provided for testing where"the highest worth control rod is determined
analytically or by measurement (Ref. 11). This i~due to the reduced
uncertainty in the SOH test when the highest worth control rod is
determined by measurement. When SOH is demonstrated by calculations
not associated with a test, additional margin must be added to the
specified SOH limit to account for uncertainties in the calculation. To
ensure adequate SOH during the design process, a design margin of 1.01
delta .k is included to account for uncertainties in the design
calculations (Ref. 11).
Inability to meet SOH limits in the STARTUP MODE or RUN MODE is most
probably due to inoperable control rods. Reduced SOH 1s not considered
an immediate threat to nuclear safety, therefore time is allowed for
analysis to insure Specification 3.2 A. is met, and for repair before
requiring the plant to undergo a transient to achieve the SHUTDOWN
CONDITION. The allowed times of 6 hours·for analysis and an additional
6 hours for repair, if 3.Z.A.l is not met, are considered reasonable
while limiting the potential for further reduction in SOH or the
occurrence of a transient.
If SOH cannot be restored, shutdown is required to minimize the
potential for, and consequences of, an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety. The allowed completion time of 12 hours
is considered reasonable to achieve the SHUTDOWN CONDITION from full
power in an orderly manner and without c~a11en91n9 plant systems.
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to meet SCM lj~i:s in the SHUT~O~N CQNDIT;ON br COLD SHUTDOWN
could be due to inoperable control rods, discovery of errors
in the SDM analysis, or discovery of errors in previous CORE
ALTERATIONS. Inserting control rods maximizes SOH and, since all
operable control rods are required to be fully inserted in these
conditions, should be able to be completed in 1 hour. The Standby
Liquid Control System is allowed to be inoperable and Secondary
Containment Integrity is allowed to be relaxed in these conditions when
SOH 1imits'-'are met. Therefore. they may not be available when the
inability ~ meet SOH limits is recognized. The Standby Liquid Control
System is needed to provide negative reactivity if control rods are not
adequate to maintain the reactor subcritical. Secondary Containment
Integrity is needed to provide means for control of potential
radioactiy~ releases.
!nao~lj:J

CONDITIC~

Inability to meet SOH limits in the REFUEL MODE is most probably due to
CORE ALTERATION errors. CORE ALTERATIONs are suspended to prevent
further reduction in SCM. Fuel assembly removal and control rod
insertion reduce total reactivity and are allowed in order to recover
SOH. Control rods in control cells which do not contain fuel do not
affect the reactivity of the core and therefore do not have to be
inserted. The Standby Liquid Control System is allowed to be inoperable
in this mode when SCM limits are met and. therefore, may not be
available when the inability to meet SOH limits is recognized. The
Standby Liquid Control System is needed to provide negative reactivity
if control rods-are not adequate to maintain the reactor subcritical.
Secondary Containment Integrity is needed to provide means for control
of potential radioactive releases.
Fuel bundles containing gadolinia as a burnable neutron absorber results
in a core reactivity characteristic which increases with exposure, goes
through a maximum and then decreases. Thus, it is possible that .a core
could be more reactive later in the cycle than at the beginning.
Satisfaction of the above criterion can be demonstrated conveniently
only at the time of refueling since it requires the core to be cold and
xenon-free. The demonstration is designed to be done at these times and
is such that if it is successful, the criterion is satisfied for the
entire subsequent fuel cycle. The criterion will be satisfied by
demonstrating Specification 4.2.A at the beginning of each fuel cycle
with the core in the cold, xenon-free condition. This demonstration
will include consideration for the calculated reactivity c~aracteristic
during the following operating cycle ·and the uncertainty in this
calculation.
The control rod drive housing support restricts the outward movement of
a control rod to less than 3 inches in the extremely remote event of a
housing failure (2). The amount of reactivity which could be added by
this small amount of rod withdrawal. which is less than a normal single
withdrawal increment,'wil1 not contribute to any damage to the reactor
coolant syste~. The support is not required when no fuel is in the core
since no nuclear consequences could occur in the absence of fuel.
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The

is net require~ if the reactor coolant systeffi is at
pressure since there ~ould then be no driving force to
rapidly eject a drive housing. The support is not required if all
control rods are fully inserted since the reactor would remain
subcritical even in the event of complete ejection of the strongest
control rod (3).
supc~rt
at~ospheric

The Rod Worth Minimizer (4) provides automatic supervision of
conformance to the specified control rod patterns. It serves as a
back-up to p~ocedura1 control of control rod worth. In the event that
the RWM is out of service when required, a licensed operator can
manually fulfill the control rod pattern conformance functions of the
RWM in which case the normal-procedural controls are backed up by
independent procedural. contr.oJ s, to a ssuu...conforJlWlce..dur.i ng .contro1 .rod
withdrawal. This allowance to perform a startup without the RWM is
limited to once each ca1endar__year to assure a high operability of the
RWM which is preferred over procedural controls.
Control rod drop accident (RDA) results for plants using banked position
withdrawal sequences (BPWS) show that in all cases the peak fuel
enthalpy in an RCA would be much less than the 280 ca1/g. design limit
even with the maximum incremental rod worth. The BPWS is developed
prior to initial operation of the unit following any refueling outage
and the requirement that the operator follow the BPWS is supervised by
the RWM or a second licensed operator. If it is necessary to deviate
slightly from the BPWS sequence (i.e., due to an inoperable control rod)
no further analysis is needed if the maximum incremental rod worth in
the modified sequence is equal to or less than 1.01 delta K. An
incremental control rod worth of less than or equal to 1.O~ delta K will
not result in a peak fuel' enthalpy above the design limit of 280cal/g.
as documented in reference 10.
The BPWS limits the reactivity worths of control rods and together with
the integral rod velocity limiters and the action of the control rod .
drive system limits potential reactivity insertion such that the results
of a control rod drop accident will not exceed a maximum fuel energy
content of 280 cal/gm. Method and basis for the rod drop accident
analyses are documented in Reference 5.
The control rod system is designed to bring the reactor subcritica1 from
a scram signal at a rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage. Scram
reactivity curve for the transient a~alyses is calculated and evaluated
with each reload core. In the analytical treatment of the transients,
290 milliseconds are allowed between a neutron sensor reaching the scram
point and the start of motion of the control rods. ThiS is adequate and
conservative when compared to the typical time delay of about 210
milliseconds estimated from scram test results. Approximately the first
90 milliseconds of each of these time interva1s result from the sensor
and circuit delays when the pilot scram solenoid de-energizes.
Approximately lZO milliseconds later, the control rod motion is
estimated to actually begin.
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However, 200 milliseconds is conservatively assumed for this time
interval in the transient analyses and this is also included in the
allowable scram insertion times of Specification 3.2.8.3. The specified
limits provide sufficient scram capability to accommodatefailure to
scram of anyone operable rod. This failure is in addition to any
inoperable rods that exist in the core, provided that those inoperable
rods met the core reactivity Specification3.2.A.
Control rods (6) which cannot be moved with control rod drive pressure
are clearly Indicativeof an abnormal operating condition on the
affected rods and are, therefore, considered to be inoperable.
Inoperable rods are valved out of service to fix their position in the
core and assure predictablebehavior. If the rod is fUllyinserted and
then valved out of service, it Is in a safe position of maximum
contribution to shutdown reactivity. If it is valved out of service in
a non-fully inserted position, that position is required to be
consistent with the shutdown reactivity limitation stated in
Specification 3.2.A, which assures the core can be shutdown at all times
with control rods. Before a rod is valved out of service in a non-fully
inserted position, an analysis is performed to insure Specification
3.2.A is met.
The number of inoperablecontrol rods permitted to be valved out of service
could be many more than six allowed by the specification, particularly late in
the operating cycle; however, the occurrence of more than six could be
indicative of a generic problem and the reactor will be shut down. Operable
rods that have been taken out of service at the fully inserted position to
perform HCU maintenance are not to be counted as inoperable control rods.
Also, if damage within the control rod drive mechanism and in
particular, cracks in drive internal housings, cannot be ruled out, then
a generic problem affecting a number of drives cannot be ruled out.
Circumferential cracks resulting from stress assisted intergranular
corrosion have occurred in the collet housing of drives at several SWRs.
This type of cracking could occur in a number of drives and if the
cracks propagated until severance of the collet housing occurred, scram
could be prevented in the affected rods. limiting the period of
operation with a potentially severed collet housing and requiring
increased surveillance after detecting one stuck rod will assure that
the reactor will not be operated with a large number of rods with failed
collet housings. Placing the reactor in the shutdown condition inserts
the control rods and accomplishes the objective of the specifications on
control rod operability. This operation is normally expected to be
accomplished within eight hours.
The source range monitor (SRM) system (7) performs no automatic safety
function. It does provide the operator with a visual indication of
neutron level.which is needed for knowledgeable and efficient reactor
startup at low neutron levels. The results of the reactivity accidents
are functions of the neutron flux. The requirement of at least 3 cps
assures that any transient begins at or above the initial value of 10-8
of rated power used in the analyses of transients from cold conditions.
One operable SRM channel would be adequate to monitor the approach to
critical using homogeneous patterns of scattered control rods.
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T~e standby liquid co~trol system is designed to bring the reactor to a
cold shutdown condition from the full power steady state operating
condition at any time in core life independent of the control rod system
capabilities (8). If the reactor is shutdown by the contr~l rod system
and would be subcritical in its most reactive condition as required in
Specification 3.2.A, there is no requirement for operability of this
system. To bring the reactor from full power to cold shutdown,
sufficient liquid control must be inserted to give a negative reactivity
worth equal to the combined effects of rated coolant voids, fuel
Doppler, xenon, samarium, and temperature change plus shutdown margin.
This requires a Boron-IO concentration of 110 ppm in the reactor. An
additional 25% Boron-10, which results in an average Boron-10
concentration in the reactor of 138 ppm, is inserted to provide margin
for mi xi ng.. uncerta int ies in.the..r.eacto.r..._.An.ilIDunt .of·.80r-on··IOequa1 to
or greater than 82 pounds will bring the reactor to cold shutdown.

The standby liquid control system is also required to meet 10 CFR 50.62
(Requirements for Reduction of Risk from Anticipated Transients Without
Scram (ATWS) Events for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants). The
standby liquid control system must have the equiv~lent control capacity
(injection rate) of 86 gpm at 13' by wt. natural sodium pentaborate for
a 251- diameter reactor pressure vessel in order to satisfy 10 CFR 0.62
requirements. The equivalency requirement is fulfilled by a combination
of concentration, Boron-10 enrichment and flow rate of sodium
pentaborate solution. A minimum of 15.0 wt.' solution and 35 atom'
Boron-IO enrichment at a 30 gpm pump flow rate satisfies the ATWS Rule
(10 CFR 50.62) equivalency requirement. and assures that the reactor is
shutdown 'before unac~~table containment conditions develop.
The standby liquid control system is required to insert the solution
within 120 minutes in order to override the rate of reactivity insertion·
due to cooldown of the reactor following the xenon peak, the 3737
gallons 5 wt. ~ point represents the allowable maximum volume-minimum
concentration values 'which satisfy this requirement. Compliance with 10
CFR 50.62 (use of enriched boron) results in the cold shutdown 8-10
concentration in the reactor,· at the maximum concentration - minimum
volume points chosen 19.6 wt. , 913 gallons, being injected in
approximately 26 minutes. Thus, the system will insert the solution in
the time interval of between 26-120 minutes.
The shaded area of Figure 3.2-1 represents the acceptab1~ values of
liquid control tank volume and solution concentration which assure that,
with one 30 gpm liquid control pump, the reactor can be brought to the
cold shutdown condition from a full power stea~y state operating
condition at any time in core life independent of the control rod system
capabilities. The cross-hatched area of Figure 3.2-} represents the
acceptable values of liquid control tank volume and solution
concentration which assure that the equivalency requirements of 10 CFR
50.62 are satisfied. The maximum volume of 4213 gal is established by
the tank capacity. The tank volume requirements include consideration
for 137 gal of solution which is contained below the point where the
pump .takes suction from the tank and, therefore, cannot be inserted into
the reactor.
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The solution saturation temperature varies with the concentration of sodium pentaborate.
The solution will be maintained at least 5°F above the saturation temperature to guard
against precipitation. The 5°F margin is included in Figure 3.2-2. Temperature and
liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated in the control room.
The acceptable time out of service for a standby liquid control system pumping circuit as ,
well as other safety features is determined to be 10 days. However, the allotted time out
of service for a standby liquid control system pumping circuit is conservatively set at 7
days in the specification. Systems are designed with redundancy to increase their
availability and to provide backup if one of the components is temporarily out of service.
The standby liquid control system also has a post-LOCA safety function to buffer
suppression pool pH in order to maintain bulk pH above 7.0. This function is necessary
to prevent iodine re-evolution to satisfy the methodology for Alternate Source Term.
Manual initiation is used, and the minimum amount of total boron required for
suppression pool pH buffering is 1460 Ibm. A single pump can satisfy the post-LOCA
function which applies to POWER OPERATION and SHUTDOWN CONDITION.
During each fuel cycle, excess operating reactivity varies as fuel depletes and as any
burnable poison in supplementary control is burned. The magnitUde of this excess
reactivity is indicated by the integrated worth of control rods inserted into the core,
referred to as the control rod inventory in the core. As fuel burnup progresses,
anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity may be detected by comparison of
actual rod inventory with expected inventory based on appropriately corrected past data.
Experience at Oyster Creek and other operating BWR's indicates that the control rod
inventory should be predictable to the equivalent of one percent in reactivity. Deviations
beyond this magnitude would not be expected and would require thorough evaluation.
One percent reactivity limit is considered safe since an insertion of this reactiVity into the
core would not lead to transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor system.
References:
(1)
FDSAR, Volume I, Section 111-5.3.1
(2)
FDSAR, Volume I, Section VI-3
(3)
FDSAR, Volume I, Section 1/1-5.2.1
(4)
FDSAR, Volume I, Section VII·9
(5)
NEDE·24011-P-A, General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel
(GESTAR II) (latest approved version as specified in the COLA).
(6)
FDSAR, Volume I, Section 111-5 and Volume II, Appendix B
(7)
FDSAR, Volume I, Sections VII-4.2.2 and VII-4.3.1
(8)
FDSAR. Volume I, Section VI-4
(9)
FDSAR, Amendment No. 55, Section 2
(10)
C. J. Paone, Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence, January 1988
(NEDO-21231)
(11)
UFSAR, Volume 4, Section 4.3.2.4.1
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3.3

REACTOR COOLANT

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of the reactor coolant system.

Objective:

To assure the structure integrity of the reactor coolant system.

Specification:

A. Pressure Temperature Relationships
(i) Reactor Vessel Pressure Tests - the minimum reactor vessel
temperature at a given pressure shall be in excess of that indicated by
the curves in the Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR).
(ii) Heatup and Cooldown Operations: Reactor noncritical -- the
minimum reactor vessel temperature for heatup and cooldown
operations at a given pressure when the reactor is not critical shall be
in excess of that indicated by the curves in the Pressure and Temperature
Limits Report (PTLR).
(iii) Power operations -- the minimum reactor vessel temperature for
power operations at a given pressure shall be in excess of that
indicated by the curves in the Pressure and Temperature Limits Report
(PTLR).

(iv) Deleted
B. Reactor Vessel Closure Head Boltdown: The reactor vessel closure head
studs may be elongated .020" (1/3 design preload) with no restrictions on
reactor vessel temperature as long as the reactor vessel is at atmospheric
pressure. Full tensioning of the studs is not permitted unless the
temperature of the reactor vessel flange and closure head flange is in
excess of the values specified in the Pressure and Temperature Limits
Report (PTLR).
C. Thermal Transients
1. The average rate of reactor coolant temperature change during normal
heatup and cooldown shall not exceed the values specified in the
Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR).
2. The pump in an idle recirculation loop shall not be started unless the
temperature of the coolant within the idle recirculation loop is within
50°F of the reactor coolant temperature.
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D.

Reactor Coolant System Leakage
1. Reactor coolant system leakage shall be limited to:
a. 5 gpm unidentified leakage
b.' 25 gpm total (identified and unidentified)
c. 2 gpm increase in unidentified leakage rate within any 24
hour period while operating at steady state power

2. With the reactor coolant system leakage greater than the limits
in 3.3.0.1.1 or·b above•. ~duce.th•..l'lklge .rate .to witnin the
acceptable limits within 8 hours, or place the reactor in the
shutdown condition within the next 12 hours and be in the cold
shutdown condition within the following 24 hours.

3. With any reector coolant leakage greater than the limit in
3.3.D.l.c above. identify the source of leakage within 4 hours,
or be in the shutdown condition within the next 12 hours and be
in the cold shutdown <ondition within the following 24 hours.
4.

For dete~ination of unidentified leakage. the primary
containment sump flow monitoring system shall be operable'except
as specified below:
a. With the primary containment sump flow integrator inoperable:

1. Restore it to operable status within 7 days.
2. Calculate the unidentified leakage rate utilizing an
acceptable alternate means as specified in plant
procedures.
b.

If Specification 3.3.D.4a cannot be met, place the reactor in
the shutdown condition within the next 12 hours.

S. For determination of identified leakage, the primary containment
eauiDml.nt drain tank monitoring system shall be operableexeept
as specified below:

a. With the pri-.ry containment eauip-ent drain tank monitoring
"
syst.. inoperable:

1. Restore it to operable status within 7 days. wrJ
2. Calculate the identified leakage rate utiliZing an
ICceptable alternate means as specified in plant
procedures.
b.
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If Specification 3.3.0.5.a cannot" be met, place the reactor
in the shutdown condition within the next 12 hours.
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E.

Reactor Coolant Quality
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2 uslcm[S=tDhos at 25°C (77°F]
0.1 ppm

conductivity
chloride ion
2.

When the conductivity and chloride concentration limits given in 3.3.E.I are
exceeded, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated immediately. and the reactor
coolant temperature shall be reduced to less than 212°P within 24 hours.

3.

The reactor coolant quality during power operation with steaming rates to the
turbine-condenser of greater than or equal to 100,000 pounds per hour shall be
limited to:
conductivity
chloride ion

F.

.---

.-."

The reactor coolant quality during power operation with steaming rates to the
turbine-condenser of less than 100,000 pounds per hour shall be limited to:

10 uS/em
0.5 ppm

4.

When the maximum conductivity or chloride concentration limits given in
3.3.E.3 are exceeded. an orderly shutdown shall be initiated immediately. and
the reactor coolant temperature shall be reduced to less than 212°P within 24
hours.

5.

During power operation with steaming rates on the turbine-condenser of greater
than or equal to 100,000 pounds per hour, the time limit above 1.0 uS/cm at
25°C (77°F) and 0.2 ppm chloride shall not exceed 72 hours for any single
incident.

6.

When the time limits for 3.3.E.5 are exceeded. an orderly shutdown shall be
initiated within 4 hours.

Recirculation Loop Operability
1.

During POWER OPERATION. all five recirculation loops shall be
OPERATING except as specified in Specification 3.3.F.2.

2.

POWER OPERAnON with a maximum of two IDLE RECIRCULAnON
LOOPS or one IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP and one ISOLATED
RECIRCULATION LOOP is permitted, The reactor shall not operate with two
ISOLATED RECIRCULATION LOOPS.
a.

With one ISOLATED LOOP the following conditions shall be met:
I.
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The AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR flEA T GENERAnON
RATE (APLHGR) as a function of average planar exposure. at
any axial location shall not exceed 98% of the limits specified in
3.10.A. The action to bring the core to 98% of the APlll..GR
limits shall be completed prior to isolating the recirculation
loop.
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b.

2.

The circuit breaker of the recirculation pump motor generator
set associated with an ISOLATED RECIRCULATION LOOP
shall be open and defeated from operation.

3.

An ISOLATED RECIRCULATION LOOP shall not be returned to
service unless the reactor is in the COLD SHUTDOWN condition.

When there are two inoperable recirculation loops (either two IDLE
RECIRCULATION LOOPS or one IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP
and one ISOLA TED RECIRCULATION LOOP) the reactor core
THERMAL POWER shall not exceed 90% of rated power.

3.

If Specifications 3.3.F.l and 3.3.F.2 are not met, an orderly shutdown shall be
initiated immediately until all operable control rods are fully inserted and the
reactor is in either the REFUEL MODE or SHUTDOWN CONDITION within
12 hours.

4.

With reactor coolant temperature greater than 212°F and irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, at least one recirculation loop discharge valve and its associated
suction valve shall be in the full open position.

5.

If Specification 3.3.F.4 is not met, immediately open one recirculation loop
discharge valve and its associated suction valve.

6.

With reactor coolant temperature less than 212°F and irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, at least one recirculation loop discharge valve and its associated
suction valve shall be in the full open position unless the reactor vessel is
flooded to a level above 185 inches TAF or unless the steam separator and dryer
are removed.
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G.

PrimaryCoolant System Pressure Isolation Valves
Applicability:
Operational conditions- Startupand Run Modes; applies to the operational status of the
primarycoolant system pressure isolation valves.
Objective:
To increasethe reliability of primarycoolant system pressure isolation valves thereby
reducingthe potential of an inter-system Joss of coolant accident.
Specification:

H.

1.

Duringreactor power.operatingconditions, the integrityof all pressure isolation
valves listed in Table 3.3.1 shall be demonstrated. Valve leakageshall not
exceedthe amounts indicated.

2.

If Specification 1 cannot be met, an orderly shutdownshall be initiated and the
reactorshall be in the cold shutdowncondition within 24 hours.

Required Minimum Recirculation Flow Rate for Operation in IRM Range 10
1.

During STARTUP mode operation,a minimum recirculation flow rate is
required before operating in JRM range 10 to ensure that technical specification
transient MCPR limits for operation are not exceeded. This minimum flow rate
is no longer required once the reactor is in the RUN mode.

2.

39.65 x 1061blhr is the minimum recirculation flow rate necessaryfor operation
in IRM range 10 at this time. This flow rate leaves sufficient marginbetween
the minimum flow required by the RWE analysis performed and the minimum
flow used while operating in IRM range 10.

NRC Order Dated April 20, 1981
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Bases:
The reactor coolant system(l) is a primary barrier against the release of fission products to the environs.
In order to provide assurance that this barrier is maintained at a high degree of integrity, restrictions have
been placed on the operating conditions to which it can be subjected.
The Oyster Creek reactor vessel was designed and manufactured in accordance with General Electric
Specification 21AI105 and ASME Section I as discussed in Reference 13. The original operating
limitations were based upon the requirement that the minimum temperature for pressurization be at least
60 0P greater than the nil ductility transformation temperature. The minimum temperature for
pressurization at any time in life has to account for the toughness properties in the most limiting regions
of the reactor vessel, as well as the effects of fast neutron embrittlement.
Pressure and temperature curves are generated in accordance with Reference 15 and are contained in the
Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR).
Stud tensioning is considered significant from the standpoint of brittle fracture only when the preload
exceed approximately 1/3 of the final design value. No vessel or closure stud minimum temperature
requirements are considered necessary for preload values below 113 of the design preload with the vessel
depressurized since preloads below 1/3 of the design preload result in vessel closure and average bolt
stresses which are less than 20% of the yield strengths of the vessel and bolting materials. Extensive
service experience with these materials has confirmed that the probability of brittle fracture is extremely
remote at these low stress levels, irrespective of the metal temperature.
The reactor vessel head flange and the vessel flange in combination with the double "0" ring type seal
are designed to provide a leak tight seal when bolted together. When the vessel head is placed on the
reactor vessel, only that portion of the head flange near the inside of the vessel rests on the vessel flange.
As the head bolts are replaced and tensioned, the vessel head is flexed slightly to bring together the entire
contact surface adjacent to the "0" rings of the head and vessel flange.
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Detailedstress analyses(4) were made on the reactorvessel for both steadystate and transient conditions
with respect to material fatigue. The results of theseanalyses are presented and comparedto allowable
stress limits in Reference (4). The specific conditionsanalyzed currently include240 cycles (17) of
normal startup and shutdownwith a heating and cooling rateof 100°F per hour appliedcontinuously over
a temperature range of 100°Fto 546°F and for 10cycles of emergency cooldown at a rate of 3000F per
hour applied over the same range. A review of the original analysis shows that the components with the
highestfatigue usage factor are the reactorvessel studs and reactor vessel basin seal skirt. These
components have the potential to exceedthe allowable fatigue usagefactor if the numberof thennal
cycles (l.e., heatup.'cooldown) exceed design assumptions. The numberof heatupand cooldown cycles
was reanalyzed, as documented by Reference (17). for a higher numberof cycles (240) thanexpected in
the originalanalysis (120). The reanalysis confirmedthat the originalfatigue usage factor limitof 0.8 is
maintained. All other components have relatively low usage factors and are not expectedto exceed
fatigue usage factor limit of 0.8 for theoriginal design lifeof 40 years. Subsequently, the method for the
determination of Fatigue Cumulative Usage Factor (CUP) waschangedto incorporate the NRC-approved
methodology of ASME B&PV code. The limit used withthis methodwaschanged from 0.8 to 1.0
(Reference 18). Thennal stresses from this analysis combined with the primary load stressesfall within
ASMECode Section m allowable stress intensities. Although the OysterCreek Unit I reactor vessel was
built in accordance with Section I of the ASME Code, the designcriteria included in the reactor vessel
specifications were in essential agreement with the criteria subsequently incorporated into Section m of
the Code.(6)
The expected number of normal heatupand cooldowncycles to which the vessel will be subjected is
80(7). Although no heatupor cooldown rates of 300°F per hour are expected over the life the vessel and
the vessel design did not consider suchevents(6), stress analyses have been made whichshowedthe
allowable number of such events is 22,000 on the basis of ASMESection ill alternating stress limits.
During reactor operation, the temperature of the coolant in an idle recirculation loop is expected to
remain at reactor coolant temperature unless it is valved out of service. Requiring the coolant
temperature in an idle loop to be within50ap of the reactorcoolant temperature before the sump is
started assures that the change in coolant temperature at the reactor vessel nozzles and bottom head
region are within the conditions analyzed for the reactor vessel as discussed above.
Allowable leakage rates of coolant from the reactorcoolant system have been basedon the predicted and
experimentally observed behaviorof cracks in pipes and on the ability to makeup coolant system leakage
in the event of loss of offsite AC power. The nonnally expected background leakage due to equipment
design and the detection capability for determining coolantsystem leakage were also considered in
establishing the limits. The behaviorof cracks in pipingsystems has been experimentally and
analytically investigated as part of the USAEC sponsoredReactorPrimary Coolant System Rupture
Study (the Pipe Rupture Study). Worle (8) utilizingthe data obtained in this study indicates that leakage
from a crack can be detected before thecrack grows to a dangerous or critical size by mechanically or
thennally inducedcyclic loading, or stress corrosion crackingor some other mechanism characterized by
gradual crack growth. This evidencesuggests that for leakage somewhat greater than the limitspecified
for unidentified leakage, the probability is small that imperfections or cracksassociated with such
leakage wouldgrow rapidly. However. the establishment of allowable unidentified leakage greater than
that given in the 3.3-0 on the basisof the data presently available would be premature becauseof
uncertainties associated with the data. For leakage of the order of 5 gpm as specified in 3.3-0, the
experimental and analytical data suggesta reasonable margin of safety that such leakage magnitude
would not result from a crack approaching the critical size for rapid propagation. Leakage of the
magnitude specifiedcan be detected reasonably in a matterof a few hours utilizing the available leakage
detection schemes, and if the origincannot be determinedin a reasonably short time, the plantshould be
shut down to allow further investigation and corrective action.
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The drywell floor drain sump and equipment drain tank provide the primary means of leak
detection(9,10). Jdentifiedleakage is that from valves and pumpsJn the.reactor.system and from the
reactor vessel head flange gasket. Leakage through the seals of this equipment is piped to the dryweD
equipment drain tank. Leakage from other sources is classified as unidentified leakage and is collected
in the drywell floor drain sump. Leakage which does not flash in a vapor will drain in the sump. The
vapor will be condensed in the dryweD ventilation system and routed to the sump.
Condensate cannot leave the sump or the drywell equipment drain tank unless the respective pumps are
running. The sump and the drain tank are provided with two pumps each. Alarms are provided for the
sump that will actuate on a predetermined pumpout rate(IO) and will be set to actuate at a leakage that is
less than the unidentified leakage limit of 5 gpm.
Additional qualitative infonnation(IO) is available to the operator via the monitored drywell atmospheric
condition. However, this information is not quantitative since fluctuation in atmospheric conditions are
normally expected, and quantitative measurements are not possible. The temperature of the closed
cooling water which serves as coolant for the drywell ventilation system is monitored and also provides
information which can be related to reactor coolant system leakage(9). Additional protection is provided
by the drywell high pressure scram which would be expected to be reached within 30 minutes of a stearn
leak of about J2 gpm( 10).
During a loss of offsite AC power, the control rod drive hydraulic pumps, which are powered by the
diesels, each can supply 1J0 gpm water makeup to the reactor vessel. A 25 gpm limit for total leakage.
identified and unidentified, was established to be less than the 110 gpm makeup of a single rod drive
hydraulic pump to avoid the use of the emergency core cooling system in the event of a loss of normal
ACpower.
Materials in the primary system are primarily 304 stainless steel and zircaloy fuel cladding. The reactor
water chemistry limits are placed upon conductivity and chloride concentration since conductivity is
measured continuously and gives an indication of abnormal conditions or the presence of unusual
materials in the coolant, while chloride limits are specified to prevent stress corrosion cracking of
stainless steel.
Chlorides are known to (1) promote intergranular stress corrosion cracking of sensitized steels, (2)
induce transgranular cracking of non-sensitized stainless steels, (3) promote pitting and (4) promote
crevice attack in most RCS materials (BWR Water Chemistry Guidelines, EPRI, Aprill, 1984). The
higher the concentration, the faster the attack. Therefore, the level of chloride in the reactor water should
be kept as low as is practically achievable. The limits are therefore set to be consistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.56 (Rev. 1).

In the case of BWR's where no additives are used in the primary coolant, and where neutral pH is
maintained, conductivity provides a very good measure ofthe quality of the reactor water. When the
conductivity is within its proper normal range, pH, chloride, and other impurities affecting conductivity
and water quality must also be within their normal ranges. Significant changes in conductivity provide
the operator with a warning mechanism so that he can investigate and remedy the conditions causing the
change.
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Measurements of pH,chloride, and other chemical parameters are made to determine the cause of the
unusual conductivity and instigate proper corrective action; These can be done before limiting
conditions, with respect to variables affecting the boundaries of the reactor coolant, are exceeded.
Several techniques are available to correct off-standard reactor water quality conditions including
removal of impurities from reactor water by the cleanup system. reducing input of impurities causing
off-standard conditions by reducing power and reducing the reactor coolant temperature to less than
212°P. The major benefit of reducing the reactor coolant temperature to less than 212°P is to reduce the
temperature dependent corrosion rates and thereby provide time for the cleanup system to re-establish
proper water quality.
Specifications 3.3.F.I and 3.3.F.2 provide the OPERABILITY requirements for recirculation loops
including acceptable valve alignments for OPERATION with less than five OPERABLE loops.
The IDLE loop configuration allows back flow through the loop discharge bypass valve and the loop
temperature can be maintained within 50 0P of the reactor coolant inlet temperature. An idle loop can be
restarted since the restart of the loop will not result in a cold water addition transient causing a concern
from either reactivity addition or reactor nozzle thermal stresses.
The ISOLATED RECIRCULAnON LOOP will experience a cooling of the loop temperatures greater
than 50°F and restart of an isolated loop could result in a cold water addition transient. Therefore,
restart of an ISOLATED loop is not permitted and the circuit breakers for the motor generator set are
open and defeated from operation to prevent an inadvertent startup of an ISOLATED
RECIRCULAnON LOOP. The ISOLATED LOOP can only be returned to service when the reactor is
in COLD SHUTDOWN. When a recirculation loop is ISOLATED, the coolant between the suction and
discharge and discharge bypass valves is no longer available during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
This lose of inventory requires a reduction to 98% of the MAPLHGR limits in the Core Operating Limits
Report.
During three-loop operation reactor power is limited to 90% of rated power. This is a physical
restriction, since it is unlikely that the plant could operate at 90% of rated power with three operating
recirculation pumps; and it is the maximum power analyzed for three-loop operation. No more than one
recirculation loop can be ISOLATED. This restriction is required since the loss of inventory from a
second ISOLATED REICRCULATION LOOP has not been analyzed. Operation with two IDLE or one
IDLE and one ISOLATED RECIRCULTION LOOPS is pennissible.
A non-operating recirculation loop may not be configured with both the suction valve and discharge
valve in the open position since the back flow through the loop would result in non-conservative
instrument readings for recirculation flow. Therefore, the reactor would be shutdown according to
Specification 3.3.F.3 if a recirculation loop cannot be placed into an IDLE or ISOLATED configuration.
Specifications 3.3.F.4 and 3.3.F.6 assure that an adequate flow path exists from the annular space,
between the pressure vessel wall and tbe core shroud, to the core region. This provides sufficient
hydraulic communication between these areas, thus assuring that reactor water instrument readings are
indicative of the level in the core region. For the bounding loss of feedwater transient'", a single fully
open recirculation loop transfers coolant from the annulus to the core region at approximately five times
the boiloff rate with no forced circulation'", With the reactor vessel flooded to a level above 185 inches
TAF or when the steam separator and dryer are removed, the core region and all recirculation loops can
therefore be isolated. When the steam separator and dryer are removed, safety limit 2.I.D ensures water
level is maintained above the core shroud.
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TABLE 3.3.1
PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVES
Haximum(a)
Allowable Leakage

Valve No.

System
Core Spray System 1
Core Spray System 2

.~~

~D~

5.0 GPH
5.0 GPH

NZ02B
NZ02D

5.0 GPM
5.0 GPM

Footnote:
(a)l. Leakage rates less than or equal to 1.0 gpm are considered acceptable.
2.

Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm
are considered acceptable if the latest measured rate has not exceeded
the rite determined by the previous test by an amount that reduces
the margin between measured leakage rate and the maximum permissible
rate of 5.0 gpm by 5~ or greater.

3.

Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gp. but 1.55 than or equal to S.O gpm.
are considered unacceptable if the latest measured rate exceeded the
rate determined by the previous test by an amount that reduces the
..rgin between measured leakage rate and the maximum permissible
rate of 5.0 ;pm by 5~ or greater.

4.

Leakage rates greater than 5.0 gp. are considered unacceptable.

5.

Test differential pressure shall not be less than 150 psid.
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3.4

EMERGENCY COOLING

or the emergency cooling systems,

Applicabiliry;

Applies to the operating status

Objective:

To assure operability of the emergency cooling systems.

Specifications;

A.

CoreSpraY System
NOTE: LCO 3.0.C.2 is not applicable to the Core Spray System
I.

The Core Spray System shall be OPERABLE at all times with irradiated fuel in the reactor
vessel with an absorption chamber water volume of at least 82,000 ftl except as specified in
Table 3.4.1, or as noted below.

2.

If Specification 3.4.A.1 is not met the reactor shall be PLACED IN the COLD SHUTDOWN
CONDITION and no wane shall be performed on the reactor or its connected systems which
could result in lowering the reactor water level to less than 4'SNabo'Ve TOP OF ACTIVE
FUEL.
Table 3.4.1

Run or Startup Mode (except for low power physics testing)
Condition
Any active loop component
becomes inoperable.
-ORTwo or more active loop
components in the same loop
(System ] or System 2) are
inoperable provided no two
components lire redundant.

One Emergency Diesel
Generator is inoperable.
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Reeuiremen;
The Reactor may remain in
operation for a period not to exceed
15 Days.

Provided:
Both Emergency Diesel
Generators are OPERABLE.
The Redundant active loop
components within the same
loop as the inoperable
components are verified
OPERABLE on a daily basis.

Specification 3.4.A.3 is met
unless onJy a core spray
booster pump is inoperable.
All core spray equipment
The Reactor may remain in
operation for a period not to exceed . connected to the OPERABLE
emergency diesel generator is
7 Days.
OPERABLE.
(Refer to Section 3.7.C.2)
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Run or Startup Mode (except for low power physics testing)
Condition

Requirement

One core spray loop (System 1
or System 2) or its core spray
header delta-P instrumentation
becomes inoperable.
-OR
Both of the redundant
components in a loop (System 1
or System 2) are inoperable.

The Reactor may remain in
operation for a period not to exceed
7 Days.

Two of the four redundant
active loop components in the
core spray system not in the
same loop (System 1 or System
2) are inoperable.
-OR
Two or more non-redundant
active loop components are
inoperable in both loops
(System 1 and System 2).

The Reactor may remain in
operation for a period not to exceed
7 Days.

Provided:
Both Emergency Diesel
Generators are OPERABLE.
The remaining loop (System I
or System 2) has no inoperable
components and is verified
daily to be OPERABLE.

Specification 3.4.A.3 is met.
Both Emergency Diesel
Generators are OPERABLE.
The Redundant active loop
components within the same
loop as the inoperable
components are verified
OPERABLE on a daily basis.
Specification 3.4.A.3 is met.

Shutdown or Refuel Mode
Condition
Maintenance or modifications
of core spray systems, their
power supplies, or water
supplies.

Requirement
Maintain reduced core spray system
availability as follows:
IAt least one core spray pump, and
system components necessary to
deliver rated core spray to the
reactor vessel, must remain
OPERABLE to the extent the pump
and any necessary valves can be
started or operated from the control
room or from local control stations.
2.The Fire protection system is
OPERABLE to the extent that one
diesel driven fire pump is capable
of providing water to the core spray
system.

Provided:
The Reactor is maintained in
the COLD SHUTDOWN
CONDmON or in the
REFUEL MODE with the
reactor coolant system
maintained at less than 212°F
and vented.

-ANDNo work is performed on the
reactor vessel and connected
systems that could result in
lowering the reactor water
level to less than 4'8" above
the TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL.

3.Verify the systems in 1 & 2 above
are OPERABLE on a weekly basis.
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Shutdown or Refuel Mode
Condition

Requirement

Maintenance or modifications
of core spray systems, their
power supplies, or water
supplies while work is in
progress having the potential to
lower reactor water level below
4'8"TAF.
-ORThe Reactor is in the startup
mode for low power physics
testing.

Maintain reduced core spray system
availability as follows:
I.At least one core spray pump in
each loop, and system components
necessary to deliver rated core
spray to the reactor vessel, must
remain OPERABLE to the extent
that the pump and any necessary
valves in each loop can be started or
operated from the control room or
from local control stations.

Provided:
The Reactor is:

In the REFUEL MODE with
the reactor coolant system
maintained at less than 212°F.
-ORIn the STARTUP MODE for
the purpose of low power
physics testing.

2.Fire protection system is
OPERABLE to the extent that one
diesel driven fire pump is capable
of providing water to the core spray
system.

The requirements for
maintenance or modification
can not be met.

3.Verify the systems in I & 2 above
are OPERABLE every 72 hours.
Initiate work to meet the
requirements.

Specification 3.4.A.2 is met.

3. In the event of inoperable active loop components the APLHGR of all the rods in any
fuel assembly, as a function of average planar exposure, at any axial location shall not
exceed 90% of the limits given in Specification 3.l0.A. The action to bring the core to
90% of the APLHGR Limits must be completed within two hours after the component
has been determined to be inoperable.
4.

The core spray system is not required to be operable when the following conditions are
met:
a. The reactor mode switch is locked in the "Refuel" or "Shutdown" position.
b. (1)

There is an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the
condensate storage tank and transferring water to the reactor vessel, and

(2)

The fire protection system is OPj3RABLE to the extent that one diesel
driven fire pump is capable of providing water to the core spray system,
and

(3)

These systems are verified to be OPERABLE on a weekly basis.
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c.

The reactor coolant system is maintained at less than 212 of and vented (except during
reactor vessel pressure testing).

d.

At least one core spray pump, and system components necessary to deliver rated
core spray flow to Ihe reactor vessel, must remain operable to the extent that the
pump and any necessary valves can be started or operated from the control room or
from local control stations, and the torus is mechanically intact. Verify the pump
and components are OPERABLE, as described, on a weekly basis.

e.

(I)

No work shall be performed on the reactor or its connected systems which
could result in lowering the reactor water level to less than 4'8" above the
TOP OF the ACTIVE FUEL and there is a minimum of 360,000 gallons of
waler available between the torus and condensate storage lank water
inventories. AI least two redundant core spray systems including core
spray pumps and system components must remain operable as defined in d.
above. At least one recirculation loop discharge valve and its associated
suction valve shall be in the full open position. Verify the pumps and
components are OPERABLE, as described. on a weekly basis.
OR

(2)
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The reactor vessel head, fuel pool gale, and separator-dryer pool gates are
removed and the water level is above elevation 117 feet. When filling or
draining the reactor cavity, a sufficient water inventory (between the condensate
storage tank and the reactor cavity) to complete the flooding operation shall be
maintained. The 360,000 gallons of water minimum requirement in (1) above
does not apply during the filling and draining operation provided there is a
sufficient amount of water 10 complete the flooding operation.
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B.

Automatic Depressurization System
I.

Five electromatic relief valves. which provide the automatic depressurization and
pressure relief functions, shall be operable when the reactor water temperature is greater
than 212°F and pressurized above 110 psig, except as specified in 3.4.B.2 and during
Reactor Vessel Pressure Testing consistent with Specifications 1.39 and 3.3.A.(i).

2.

If at any time there are only four operable electromatic relief valves, the reactor may remain in
operation for a period not tu exceed 3 days provided the motor operated isolation and condensate
makeup valves in both isolation condensers are verified daily to be operable.

3.

If Specifications 3.4.B.I and 3.4.B.2 are not met; reactor pressure shall be reduced to I 10 psig or
less, within 24 hours.

4.

C.

The time delay set point for initiation after coincidence of low-low-low reactor water level and
high drywell pressure shall be set not to exceed two minutes.

Containment Spray System and Emergency Service Water System

NOTE: LCO 3.0.C.2 is not applicable to the Containment Spray System and Emergency Service
Water System
I.

The containment spray system and the emergency service water system shall be operable at all
times with irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel, except as specified in Specifications 3.4.C.3,
3.4.C.4, 3.4.C.6 and 3.4.C.8.

2.

The absorption chamber water volume shall not be less than 82,000 ft3 in order for the
containment spray and emergency service water system to be considered operable.

3.

If one emergency service water system loop becomes inoperable, its associated containment spray
system loop shall be considered inoperable. If one containment spray system loop andlor its
associated emergency service water system loop becomes inoperable during the run mode. the
reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 7 days provided the remaining
containment spray system loop and its associated emergency service water system loop each have
no inoperable components and are verified daily to be operable.

4.

If a pump in the containment spray system or emergency service water system becomes
inoperable, the reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 15 days provided the
other similar pump is verified daily to be operable. A maximum of two pumps may be inoperable
provided the two pumps are not in the same loop. If more than two pumps become inoperable.
the limits of Specification 3.4.C.3 shall apply.

5.

During the period when one diesel is inoperable. the containment spray loop and emergency
service water system loop connected to the operable diesel shall have no inoperable components.
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D.

E.

6.

If primary containment integrity is not required (see Specification 3.5.A), the
containment spray system may be made inoperable.

7.

If Specifications 3.4.C.3, 3.4.C.4, 3.4.C.5 or 3.4.C.6 are not met, the reactor shall be
placed in cold shutdown condition. H the containment spray system or the emergency
service water system becomes inoperable, the reactor shall be placed in the cold
shutdown condition and no work shall be performed on the reactor or its connected
systems which could result in lowering the reactor water level to less than 4'8" above
the top of the active fuel.

8.

The containment spray system may be made inoperable during the integrated primary
containment leakage rate test required by Specification 4.5, provided that the reactor
is maintained in the cold shutdown condition and that no work is performed on the
reactor or its connected systems which could result in lowering the reactor level to
less than 4'8" above the top of the active fuel.

Control Rod Driye Hydraulic System
1.

The control rod drive (CRn) hydraulic system shall be operable when the reactor
water temperature is above 212"F except as specified in 3.4.D.2 and 3.4.D.3 below.

2.

If one CRD hydraulic pump becomes inoperable when the reactor water temperature
is above 212°P. the reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 7 days
provided the second CRD hydraulic pump is operating and is checked at least once
every 8 hours. If this condition cannot be met, the reactor water temperature shall be
reduced to less than 212"F.

3.

During reactor vessel pressure testing, at least one CRD pump shall be operable.

Core Spray and Containment Spray Pump Compartments Doors
The core spray and containment spray pump 'compartments doors shall be closed at all times
except during passage in order to consider the core spray system and the containment spray
system operable.

F.

Fire Protection System

1.

The fire protection system shall be operable at all times with fuel in the reactor vessel
except as specified in Specification 3.4.F.2.

2.

If the fire protection system becomes inoperable during the run mode, the reactor
may remain in operation provided both core spray system loops are operable with no
inoperable components.
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Bases:
This specification assures operability of the emergency core cooling system to provide adequate
core cooling. The Oyster Creek ECCS has two core spray loops (system 1 and system 2); each
containing a core spray sparger and redundant active loop components consisting of two main
pumps, two booster pumps, two parallel isolation valves (outside the drywell) and two
check valves in parallel (inside the drywell). Specification 3.4.A.l insures the availability of
core cooling to meet the BCCS acceptance criteria in 10 CPR 50.46 utilizing the MAPLHGR
limits provided in Section 3.10. These limits are from calculations(1) that include models and
procedures which are specified in 10 CPR 50 Appendix K. A core spray flow of at least 3400
gpm (1 main and I booster pump) from 1 loop plus 2200 gpm (1 main pump) from the other loop
at a vessel pressure of 110 psig is used in the calculation. Core spray loop 2 would be required to
deliver 3640 gpm if loop 2 is relied upon as the two pump contributor and 2360 gpm if loop 2 is
the single pump contributor, since loop 2 has flow losses through cracks in the core spray sparger.
Table 3.4.1 allows continued operation with one core spray loop inoperable for a limited period
of time. An evaluation of data presented in Reference 5 shows that flow from a single Core spray
sparger, main and booster pumps delivering 3400 gpm (3640 gpm for loop 2) at a vessel pressure
of 110 psig, will meet 10 CPR 50.46 criteria with a 10% reduction in MAPLHGR Limits
specified in Section 3.10. At 90% of the APLHGR, each core spray system is capable of
supplying the required minimum bundle flow rate to ensure core cooling (References 6 and 7).
Two hours is allowed for a reduction in the APLHGR limit which is consistent with two hours
provided by Specification 3.10.A.3 to return an exceeded APLHGR to within the prescribed limit.
Under the APLHGR operational constraints of specification 3.4.A.3 the operable core spray loop
meets all Appendix K requirements except for the case of a core spray line break inside the
drywell in the operable loop. As a result, reactor operation is permitted for a period not to exceed
seven days. The allowed time out of service for the redundant core spray loop is justified based
on the low probability of the event, the direct operator indication of a Core Spray System pipe
break, and emergency procedures which provide for additional cooling water through the fire
system.
The probability of a pipe break between the reactor vessel and the core spray check valve in the
operable core spray loop (approx. 28 feet of 6 inch pipe) compared to the total pipe in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary is very small, The probability of a core spray line break in conjunction
with the other core spray loop out of service, which in itself is a low probability, is so small that it
does not constitute an unacceptable risk. In the extremely unlikely event that this LOCA scenario
were to occur, the operators are provided with a specific visual and audible alarm alerting them of
a "Core Spray System I (II) Pipe Break" (one for each core spray loop). These alarms are
initiated by differentiaJ pressure detectors on each core spray loop. In such a case the core spray
line break would occur above the top of the active fuel allowing the core to be re-flooded from
the fire protection system through the intact core spray loop.

In addition, a small break LOCA in the operable core spray loop prior to a larger break will be
detected by the drywell unidentified leakage system (drywell sump) even before it is detected by
the core spray alarm system. This will provide the operators with additional time to respond.
Therefore, the out-of-service time for one of the two core spray loops, as evaluated as per the
guidelines in Reference 8, has been conservatively selected to be 7 days.
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Table 3.4.1 allows continued operation with one redundant active loop component inoperable for
a limited period of time. Each core spray loop contains redundant active components based upon
Reference I or 5, as appropriate. Therefore. with the loss of one of these components, the system
as a whole (both loops) can tolerate an additional single failure of one of its active components
and still perform the intended function and meet 10 CFR 50.46 criteria. If a redundant active
loop component fails, a fifteen day period is allowed for repairs, bused on lout of 4 components
being required. The J out of 4 requirement is maintained by assuring no two inoperable
components are redundant.
Table 3.4.1 ensures that if one diesel is out of service for repair. the core spray components fed by
the other diesel must be OPERABLE, Since each diesel will provide power to components for
both core spray loops, the required flow specified in the bases for Specification 3.4.A.I will be
mer.
When the reactor is in the shutdown or refueling mode and the reactor coolant system is less than

212°F and vented and no work is being performed that could result in lowering the water level to
less than 4'8" above the core, the likelihood of a leak or rupture leading to uncovering of the core
is very low. The only source of energy that must be removed is decay heat and one day after
shutdown this heat generation rate is conservatively calculated to be not more than 0.6% of rated
power. Sufficient core spray flow to cool the core can be supplied by one core spray pump or one
of the two fire protection system pumps under these conditions. When it is necessary to perform
repairs on the core spray system components, power supplies or water sources, Table 3.4.1
permits reduced cooling system capability to that which could provide sufficient core spray flow
from two independent sources. Manual initiation of these systems is adequate since it can be
easily accomplished within 15 minutes during which time the temperature rise in the reactor fuel
cladding will not reach 2200°F.
In order to allow for certain primary system maintenance. which will include control rod drive
repair, LPRM removal/installation, reactor leak test. etc .. (all performed according to approved
procedure). Table 3.4.1 requires the availability of an additional core spray pump in an
independent loop, while this maintenance is being performed. The likelihood of the core being
uncovered is still considered to be very low, however, the requirement of a second core spray
pump capable of full rated flow and the 72 hour OPERABILITY verification of both core spray
pumps is specified.
Specification 3.4.A.4 allows the core spray system to be inoperable in the cold shutdown or refuel
modes if the reactor cavity is flooded and the spent fuel pool gates are removed and a source of
water supply to the reactor vessel is available as specified in 3.4.AA.b.1 which may include the
core spray pump, a condensate pump through the feedwater system, or other defined path from
the condensate storage tank capable of providing the required makeup capability. Water would
then be available to keep the core flooded.
The requirement in Specification 3.4.AA.e( I) to maintain at least one recirculation loop discharge
valve and its associated suction valve in the full open position assures that an adequate flow path
exists from the annular space, between the pressure vessel wall and the core shroud, to the core
region.
The relief valves of the automatic depressurization system enable the core spray system to
provide protection against the small break in the event the feed water system is not active.
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The containment spray system is provided to remove beat energy from the containment in the event
of a loss-of-eoolant accident. Actuation of the containment spray system in accordance with plant
emergency operating procedures ensures that containment and torus pressure and temperature
conditions are within the design basis for containment integrity, EQ, and core spray NPSH
requirements. The flow from one pump in either loop is more than ample to provide the required heat
removal capability (2). The emergency service water system provides cooling to the containment
spray heat exchangers and, therefore, is required to provide the ultimate heat sink for the energy
release in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The emergency service water pumping
requirements are those which correspond to containment cooling heat exchanger performance implicit
in the containment cooling description. Since the loss-of-eoolant accident while in the cold shutdown
condition would not require containment spray, the system may be deactivated to permit integrated
leak rate testing of the primary containment while the reactor is in the cold shutdown condition.
The core spray main pump compartments and containment spray pump compartments were provided
with water-tight doors(4). Specification 3.4.E ensures that the doors are in place to perform their
intended function.
Similarly, since a loss-of-eoolant accident when primary containment integrity is not required would
not result in pressure build-up in the drywell or torus, the containment spray system may be made
inoperable under these conditions.
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3.5

CONTAINMENT

Applicability: Applies to the operating status of the primary and secondary containment systems.
Objectjve:

To assurethe integrity ofthe primary and secondary containment systems.

Specification: A.

Primary Containment
1.

At any time that the nuclear system is pressurized above atmospheric
or work is being done which has the potential to drainthe vessel and
irradiated fuel is in the vessel, the suppression pool water volumeand
temperature shall be maintained within the following limits.
. a. Maximum water volume - 92,000 ft3
"b. Minimum water volume - 82,000 ft3
c. Maximum water temperature
(I) Duringnormal POWER OPERATION - 9S"F

(2) Duringtestingwhich adds heat to the suppression pool, the
water temperature shall not exceed IO"F abovethe normal
POWEROPERATION limit specified in (1) above. In
connection with suchtesting, the pooltemperature must be
reduced to belowthe nonnal POWEROPERATION limit
specified in (l) above within24 hours.
(3) The reactorshall be scrammed from any operating condition
if the pool temperature reaches IIO"F. POWER
OPERATION shall not be resumed until the pool temperature
is reduced below the nonnal POWEROPERATION limit
specified in (1) above.
(4) Duringreactor isolation conditions, the reactor pressure vessel
shall be depressurized to less than J80 psig at normal
cooldown rates if the pool temperature reaches 120"F.
d. If the limits of Specification 3.S.A l.a, b or C(l) are exceeded, the
reactor shall be PLACED IN the COLD SHUTDOWN
CONDITION within 24 hours.
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2.

Maintenance and repair, including draining of the suppression pool,
may be performed provided that the following conditions are satisfied:
a.

The reactor mode switch is locked in the refuel or shutdown
position.

b.

(1)

There is an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction
from the condensate storage tank and transferring water to
the reactor vessel, and

(2)

The fire protection system is OPERABLE to the extent that
one diesel driven fire pump is capable of providing water to the
core spray system, and

(3)

These systems are verifIed to be OPERABLE on a weekly basis.

c.

The reactor coolant system is maintained at less than 212°F and
vented.

d.

At least one core spray pump, and system components necessary to
deliver rated core spray flow to the reactor vessel, must remain
OPERABLE to the extent that the pump and any necessary valves
can be started or operated from the control room or from local
control stations, and the torus is mechanically intact. Verify the pump
and components are operable, as described, on a weekly basis.

e.

(1)

No work shall be performed on the reactor or its connected
systems which could result in lowering the reactor water level
to less than 4'8' above the TOP OF the ACTIVE FUEL and
there is a minimum of 360,000 gallons of water available
between the torus and condensate storage tank water
inventories. At least two redundant core spray systems
including core spray pumps and system components must
remain operable as defined in d. above. At least one
recirculation loop discharge valve and its associated suction
valve shall be in the full open position. Verify the pumps and
components are operable, as described, on a weekly basis.
or

(2)
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The reactor vessel head, fuel pool gate, and separator-dryer
pool gates are removed and the water level is above elevation
117 feet. When filling or draining the reactor cavity, a sufficient
water inventory (between the condensate storage tank and the
reactor cavity) to complete the flooding operation shall be
maintained. The 360,000 gallons of water minimum requirement
in (1) above does not apply during the filling and draining operation
provided there is a sufficient amount of water to complete the
flooding operation.
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3.

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained at all
times when the reactor is critical or when the reactor water
temperature is above 212°F and fuel is in the reactor vessel except
while performing low power physics tests at atmospheric pressure
during or after refueling at powerlevels not to exceed 5 Mwt or during
REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE TESTING.
a. With one or more of the automatic containment isolation valves
inoperable:
(I) Maintain at least one isolation valve OPERABLE in each
affected penetration that is open and within 4 hours (48 hours
. for the traversing in-core probe system) either;
(a)

Restore the inoperable valve(s) to OPERABLE status
or

(b)

Isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one
deactivated automatic valve secured in the isolation
position, or.

(c)

Isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one
closed manual valveor blind flange.

(2) If Specification 3.5.AJ or the provisions of Specifications
3.5.A.3.a.(I)(a), (b) or (c) can not be met, the reactor shall be
PLACED IN the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITIONwithin
24 hours.
(3) An inoperable containment isolation valve of the shutdown
cooling system may be opened with a reactor water
temperature equalto or less than 350°Fin order to PLACEthe
reactor IN the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION. The
inoperablevalve shall be returned to the OPERABLE status
prior to placingthe reactor in a condition where PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required.
b. If the primary containmentair lock is inoperable, per Specification
4.5.C.2, restore the inoperable air lock to OPERABLE status
.. within the 24 hours or be in at least a SHUTDOWNCONDITION
within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following
24 hours.
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4. Reactor BuildiDl~ to Suppression ChamberVacuum Breaker System
a. Exceptas specified in Specification 3.5.A.4.b below, two reactor
building to suppression chamber vacuumbreakers in each line
shall be OPERABLE at all timeswhen PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required. The set point of the
differential pressure instrumentation which actuates the air
operatedvacuum breakers shall not exceed O.S psid. The vacuum
breakersshall movefrom closed to fully open when subjected to a
force equivalent of not greater than 0.5 psid acting on the vacuum
. _. breaker disc.
b. Fromthe time that one of the reactor building to suppression

chamber vacuum breakers is made or found to be inoperable, the
vacuum breaker shall be locked closed and reactor operation is
permissible only during the succeeding seven days unless such
vacuum breaker is madeOPERABLE sooner. provided that the
proceduredoes not violate PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY.
c. If the limits of Specification 3.5.A.4.a are exceeded, reactor
shutdown shall be initiated and the reactor shaH be in a COLD
SHUTDOWN CONDITION within 24 hours.
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5.

Pressure Suppression Chamber - Drywell Vacuum Breakers
a. When primary containment is required, all suppression chamber
drywell vacuum breakers shall be OPERABLE except during
testing and as stated in Specification 3.5.A.5.b and c, below.
Suppression chamber - drywell vacuum breakers shall be
considered OPERABLE if
(1)

The valve is dem onstrated to open from closed to fully open
with the applied force at all valve positions not exceeding that
equivalent to 0.5 psi acting on the suppression chamber face
of the valve disk.

(2)

The valve disk will close by gravity to within not greater than
0.10 inch of any point on the seal surface of the disk when
released after being opened by remote or manual means.

(3)

The position alarm system will annunciate in the control room
if the valve is open more than 0.10 inch at any point along the
seal surface of the disk.

b. Five of the fourteen suppression chamber - drywell vacuum
breakers may be inoperable provided that they are secured in the
closed position. With one of the nine required suppression chamber
drywell vacuum breakers inoperable, restore one vacuum breaker
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours.
c.

One position alarm circuit for each OPERABLE vacuum breaker
may be inoperable, provided that each OPERABLE suppression
chamber - drywell vacuum breaker with one defective alarm circuit.
and associated remaining position alarm circuit are verified to be
OPERABLE immediately,and monthly in accordance with 4.5.F.5.a.
Additionally, a daily verification using the OPERABLE position
alarm circuit that the affected vacuum breaker is closed shall be
performed.

d. If Specifications 3.5.A.5(a), (b) or (c) can not be met, the reactor
shall be PLACED 11\1 the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION
within 24 hours.
6.
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The primary containment oxygen concentration shall be less than 4.0 volume
percent while in the RUN MODE, except as specified in 3.5.A.6.a and 3.5.A.6.b
below.
a.

From 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is> 15% RTP following startup, to,

b.

24 hours prior to reducing THERMAL POWER to < 15% RTP prior to the
next scheduled reactor shutdown.
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c.

If the primary containment oxygen concentration is greater than or equal to

4.0 volume percent while in the RUN MODE, except as specified in
3.5.A.6.a or 3.5.A.6.b above, restore oxygen concentration to < 4.0 volume
percent within 24 hours, otherwise reduce THERMAL POWER to S 15%
RTP within the next 8 hours.

7.
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S.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
a.

b.

All safety related snubbers are required to be
operable whenever the systems they protect are
required to be operable except as noted in
3.S.A.S.b and c below.
Wi th one or IIOre snubbers i noperab , e, wi th in

72 hours replace or restore the inoperable
snubblr(s) to operable statUI.

B.

c.

If thl requirements of 3.5.A.S.a and 3.5.A.a.b
cannot bl .at, declare the protected system
inoperable and follow the appropriate action
statement for that system.

d.

An Ingineering evaluation shall be performed to
d.tlrmine if the COlPonents protected cy the
snubblr(s) ~re advers.ly affected by the 1nopera
bilfty of the snubblr prior to returning the
system to operable status.

S.condary Containment
1.

S.condary containment integrity shall be maintained
at all timls unless all of the following conditions
are lilt:
I.

The rlactor is subcritical and Specification 3.2.A
is met.

b.

The reactor is in the cold shutdown condition.

c.

Thl reactor vlSsel head or the drywell head a,ee
in plac••

d.

No work i5 being p.rform.d on the reactor or its
connected systems in thl rlactor building which
could result in inadv.rtent rele.ses of radio·
active IIateria 1.

e.

No operations art b.ing pet-fomed in, above, or
around the spent fUll storage pool that could
caus. rele.se of radioactive matlrials.

",
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2.

Upon the accidental loss of SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY, restore, SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
within 4 hours, except as provided in specification
3.5.8.3.

3.

With one or more of the automatic secondary
containment isolation valves inoperable:

4.

a.

Maintain at least one automatic secondary
containment isolation valve in each affected
penetration OPERABLE.

b.

Within 8 hours restore the inoperable automatic
secondary containment isolation valve(s) to
OPERABLE status or isolate each affected
penetration with at least one valve secured in
the closed position.

If Specifications 3.5.8.2 or 3.5.8.3 cannot be met:
a. During Power Operation:
(1) Have the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
mode position within the following 24 hours.
(2) Cease all work on the reactor or its
connected systems in the reactor building
which could result in inadvertent releases of
radioactive materials.
(3) Cease all operations in, above or around the
Spent Fuel Storage Pool that could cause
release of radioactive materials.
b. During refueling:
(1) Cease fuel handling operations or activities
which could reduce the shutdown margin
(excluding reactor coolant temperature
changes).
(2) Cease all .work on the reactor or its
connected systems in the reactor building
which could result in inadvertent'releases of
radioactive materials.
(3) Cease all operations in, above or around the
Spent Fuel Storage Pool that could cause
release of radioactive materials.

5:
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Two separate and independent standby gas treatment
system circuits shall be operable when secondary
containment is required except as specified by
Specification 3.5.8.6.
Amendment No.:
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6.

With one standby gas treatment system circuit inoperable:
a.

b.

7.

During Power Operation:
(1)

Verify the operability of the other standby gas
treatment system circuit within 2 hours. If testing is
required to demonstrate operability and significant
painting, tire, or chemical release has taken place
in the reactor building within the previous 12 hours,
then demonstration by testing shall take place
within 1 hour of the expiration of the 12 hour period,
and

(2)

Continue to verify the operability of the standby gas
treatment system circuit once per 24 hours until the
inoperable standby gas treatment circuit is returned
to operable status.

(3)

Restore the inoperable standby gas treatment
circuit to operable status within 7 days.

During Refueling:
(1)

Verify the operability of the other standby gas
treatment system within 2 hours. If testing is
required to demonstrate operability and significant
painting, fire, or chemical release has taken place
in the reactor building within the previous 12 hours,
then demonstration by testing shall take place
within 1 hour of the expiration of the 12 hour period,
and

(2)

Continue to verify the operability of the redundant
standby gas treatment system once per 7 days until
the inoperable system is returned to operable
status.

(3)

Restore the inoperable standby gas treatment
system to operable status within 30 days or cease
all spent fuel handling. core alterations or operation
that could reduce the shutdown margin (excluding
reactor coolant temperature changes,

If Specifications 3.5.B.5 and 3.5.6.6 are not met, reactor shutdown
shall be initiated and the reactor shall be in the cold shutdown
condition within 24 hours and the condition of Specification 3.5.6.1
shall be met.
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Specifications are placed on the operating status of the containment systems to assure
their availability to control the release of any radioactive materials from irradiated fuel in
the event of an accident condition. The primary containment system(1} provides a barrier
against uncontrolled release of fission productsto the environs in the event of a break in
the reactor coolant systems.
DF,

Whenever the reactor coolant water temperature is above 212 failure of the reactor
coolant system would cause rapid expulsion of the coolant from the reactor with an
associated pressure rise in the pri mary containment. Primary containment is required,
therefore, to contain the thermal energy of the expelled coolant and fission products
which could be released from any fuel failures resulting from the accident. If the reactor
coolant is not above 212 there would be no pressure rise in the containment. In
addition, the coolant cannot be expelled at a rate which could cause fuel failure to occur
before the core spray system restores cooling to the core. Primary containment is not
needed while performingJow power physicstests since procedures and the Rod Worth
Minimizer would limit rod worth such that a rod drop would not result in any fuel
damage. In addition, in the unlikely event that an excursion did occur, the reactor
building and standby gas treatment system, which shall be operational during this time,
offer a sufficient barrier to keep off-site doses well below 10 CFR 100 limits.
DF,

The absorption chamber water volume providesthe heat sink for the reactor coolant
system energy released following the loss-of-coolant accident. The core spray pumps
and containment spray pumps are located in the comer rooms and due to their proximity
to the torus, the ambient temperature in those rooms could rise during the design basis
accident. Calculations(7) made, assuming an initial torus water temperature of 100aF and a
minimum water volume of82,000 ft.', indicatethat the comer room ambient temperature
would not exceed the core spray and containment spray pump motor operating
temperature limits and, therefore, would not adversely affect the long-term core cooling
capability. The maximum water volume limit allows for an operating range without
significantly affecting accident analyses with respect to free air volume in the absorption
chamber. For example, the containment capabilityCI) with a maximum water volume of
92,000 ft.' is reduced by not more than 5.5% metal-water reaction below the capability
with 82,000 ft.'.
Experimental data indicate that excessive steam condensing loads can be avoided if the
peak temperature ofthe suppressionpool is maintained below 160ep during any period of
relief valve operation with sonic conditions at the discharge exit. Specifications have
been placed on the envelope of-reactor operatingconditions so that the reactor can be
depressurized in a timely manner to avoid the regimeof potentially high suppression
chamber loadings.
.
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The technical specifications allow for torus repair work or inspections that might require draining of the
suppression pool when all irradiated fuel is removed or when the potential for draining the reactor vessel
has been minimized. This specification also provides assurance that the irradiated fuel has an adequate
cooling water supply for normal and emergency conditions with the reactor mode switch in shutdown or
refuel whenever the suppression pool is drained for inspection or repair.
The function of the primary containment isolation valves (PCIVs), in combination with other accident
mitigation systems, is to limit fission product release during and following postulated Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs) to within limits. Primary containment isolation within the time limits specified for
those isolation valves designed to close automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to
the environment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for a DBA.
The OPERABILITY requirements for PCIVs help ensure that an adequate primary containment
boundary is maintained during and after an accident by minimizing potential paths to the environment.
Therefore, the OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that primary containment function
assumed in the safety analyses will be maintained. These isolation devices are either passive or active
(automatic). Manual valves, deactivated automatic valves secured in their closed position (including
check valves with flow through the valve secured), blind flanges, and closed systems are considered
passive devices. Check valves, or other automatic valves designed to close without operator action
following an accident, are considered active devices. Two barriers in series are provided for each
penetration so that no single credible failure or malfunction of an active component can result in a loss of
isolation or leakage that exceeds limits assumed in the safety analyses. One of these barriers may be a
closed system.
The opening of locked or sealed closed containment isolation valves on an intermittent basis will be
performed under administrative control including the following considerations: 1) an operator, who is in
constant communication with the control room, will be stationed at the valve controls; 2) that operator
will be instructed to close those valves in anaccident situation; and, 3) it will be assured that
environmental conditions will not preclude access to close those valves and that this action will prevent
the release of radioactivity outside the containment.
The purpose of the vacuum relief valves is to equalize the pressure between the drywell and suppression
chamber, and suppression chamber and reactor building so that the containment external design pressure
limits are not exceeded.
The vacuum relief system from the reactor building to the pressure suppression chamber consists of two
100% vacuum relief breaker subsystems (2 parallel sets of2 valves in series). Operation of either
subsystem will maintain the containment external pressure less than the 2 psi external design pressure of
the drywell; the external design pressure of the suppression chamber is I psi (FDSAR Amendment 15,
Section I I ).
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The capacity of the 14 suppression cham ber to drywell vacuum reli ef valves is sized to
limit the external pre ssure of the drywell during post-accident dr ywell cooling operations
to the design lim it of 2 psi. They are sized on the basis of the Bodega Bay pressure
suppression tests (9)(10). A calculation'"? was performed in accordance with NE DE-24802(16)
to determine the required number of vacuum breakers by using a mass and energy balance to
determine vacuum breaker flow area. The results of the calculation indicate that 8 vacuum
breakers are required to proivde vacuum relief capability. An aditional vacuum breaker is
included for single fail ure criteria, bringing the total required to 9.
Each suppression cham ber drywell vacuum breaker is fitted with a redundant pair of limit
switches to provide fail safe signals to panel mounted indicators in the reactor bu ilding
and alarms in the control room when the disks are open more than 0.1" at any point along
the seal surface of the disk. These switches are capable of transmitting the disk
closed-to-open signal with 0.01" movement of the switch plunger. Continued reactor
operation with failed com ponents is justified because of the redundancy of com ponents
and circuits and, most importantly, the accessibil ity of the valve lever arm and position
reference external to the valve. T he fail-safe feature of the alarm ci rcuits assures operator
attention if a Ii ne fault occurs.
Conservative estimates of the hydrogen produced, consistent with the core cooling system
provided, show that the hydrogen air mixture resulting from a loss-of-coolant accident is
considerably below the flam mability limit and hence it cannot bu rn, and
inerting would not be needed. However, inerting of the primary containment was
included in the proposed design and 0 peration. The 5% oxygen limit is the oxygen
concentration lim it stated by the American Gas Association for hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures below which combustion will not occur.!" The 4% oxygen limit was
established by analysi s of the Generation and Mi tigation of Com bustible Gas Mixtures in
Inerted BWR Mark I Containments.(12)
All nuclear reactors must be designed to withstand events that gener ate hydrogen either du e to the
zirconium metal water reaction in the core or due to radiolysis. The primary method to control
hydrogen is to inert the primary containm ent. With the primary containment inert, that is, oxygen
concentration < 4.0 volum e percent (v/o), a combustible mixture cannot be present in the primary
. containment for any hydrogen concentration. An event that rapidly generates hydrogen from
zirconium metal water reaction will result in excessive hydrogen in primary containment, but oxygen
concentration will rem ain < 4.0 vlo and no combustion can occur. The prim ary containment oxygen
concentration must be wi thin the specified lim it when the primary containment is inerted, except as
allowed by Specifications 3.5.A.6.a or 3.5.A.6.b during startups and shu tdowns. The primary
containment must be inert when reactor power is greater th an or equal to 15% RT P, since this is the
condition with the highest probability of an event that could pro duce hydrogen. Specifi cation
3.5.A.6.a requires that primary containment be inerted within 24 hours of exceeding 15 percent RTP
during startup. Specification 3.5.A.6.b allows de-inerting to com mence 24 hou rs prior to reaching 15
percent RTP during the shutd own sequence.
Inerting the primary containment is an operational problem because it prevents containment access
without an appropriate breathing apparatus. Therefore, the primary containment is inerted as late as
possible in the plant startup and de-inerted as soon as possibl e in the plant shutdown. As long as
power is less than 15 percent RT P, the potential for an event tha t generates signifi cant hydrogen is
low and the primary containment need not be inert. Furthermore, the probability of an event tha t
generates hydrogen occurring within the fi rst 24 hours of a startup or within the las 24 hours befor e a
shutdown, is low enough that these "windows," when the primary containment is not inerted, are also
justified. The 24-hour time period is a reasonable amount of time to allow plant personnel to perform
inerting or de-inerting.
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Snubbers are designed to prevent unrestrained pipe motion underdynamicloads as mIghtoccur
during an earthquakeor severe transient, while allowing normalthermal motion during startup
and shutdown. The consequence 01 an Inoperable snubber is an increase in the probability of
structural damage to piping as a result of a seismic or other event Initiating dynamic loads. It is,
therefore, reqUired that all snubbersrequiredto protectthe primarycoolant system or any other
safety system or component be OPERABLE whenever the systemsthey protect are requiredto
be OPERABLE.
The purpose of an engineering evaluation is to determine if the components protected by the
snubber were adverselyaffected by the inoperability of the snubber. This ensuresthat the
protected component remains capable01 meeting the designedservice. A documented visual
inspection will usually be sufficientto determinesystemOPERABILITY.
Because snubber protectionis requiredonly during low probabilityevents,a period of 72 hours
Is allowed for repairs or replacements.
Secondarycontainment(6) is designed to minimize any ground level releaseof radioactive
materials which might result from a seriousaccident. The reactorbuilding provides secondary
containmentduring reactor operation when the drywellis sealedand in serviceand provides
primary containmentwhen the reactor is shutdownand the drywell is open, as during refueling.
Because the secondarycontainment is an integral part of the overall containment system, it is
requiredat all times that primary containment is required. Moreover, secondatycontainment is
requiredduring fuel handlingoperations and wheneverwOl1t Is being performed on the reactor or
its connected systems in the reactor buildingsince their operationcould result in inadvertent
release of radioactivematerial.
When secondary containment is not maintained, the additional restrictions on operation and
maintenance give assurance that the probabilityof inadvertent releases of radioactive material
will be minimized. Maintenance will not be performed on systems which connect to the reactor
vessel lowerthan the top of the active fuel unlessthe system is isolated by at least one locked
closed isolationvalve.
The trunnion room door is not an access opening for the passage of personnel and eqUipment into
the reactor building. During all modes 01 operation, the trunnion room Is a low traffic area and
momentaryopenings of the door would be limitedand administratively controlled and have little
effect on SGTS and HVAC.
The standbygas treatment system(6) filters and exhauststhe reactor building atmosphere to the
stack during secondarycontainmentisolationconditions, with a mInimum release of radioactive
materialsfrom the reactor buildingto the environs.
In Section 3.5.8.5 and 3.5.B.6 of the Technical Specification, the use of the word ''Circuits''actually
means "Trains"as the word trains is used in the following paragraph.
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ECR OC 04-00842
Corrected: 12/24/84

Two separate filter trains are provided, each having 100%capacity's>. There Is a section of
ductwork upstream and downstream that is common to both filter trains. If one filter train
becomes inoperable, there is no immediate threat to secondary containment and reactor
operation may continue while repairsare being made. Since the test intelVal for this
system is one month (Specification 4.5), the time out-ot-servcs allowance of 7 days is
based on considerations presented in the Bases in Specification 3.2 for a one-out-of-two
system.
There is also only one vital powersupplyto the SGTS automatic initiation controls and for
the operation of the heating colis for both filter trains.
Therefore, the SGTS is not mechanically nor electrically single failure proof. However,
manualactuation of the SGTS is not vulnerable to single failures and is an acceptable
backup to automatic initiation.
Two automatic secondary containment isolation valves are Installed In each reactor
building ventilation system supplyand exhaustduct penetration. Both isolation valves
for each supply duct penetration are located insidethe secondary containment boundary,
and the two exhaust duct penetration isolation valves are located outside of the secondary
containment boundary. Removal of an inboard supplyor exhaust valve (closestto the
boundary) is permitted only when secondary containment is not required. The outboard
isolation supply or exhaustvalve can be removed when secondary containment is
required as long as the inboard valve is secured in the closed position.
References:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11 )
(12)
(13)
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FDSAR, Volume I, Section V-1
FDSAR, Volume I, Section V-1.4.1
FDSAR, Volume I, SectionV-1.7
licensing Application, Amendment 11, Question 111-25
FDSAR, Volume I, Section V-2
FDSAR, Volume I, Section V-2.4
Licensing Application, Amendment 42
Licensing Application, Amendment 32, Question 3
Robbins, C. H., -Tests on a Full Scale 1/48 Segmentof the
Humboldt Bay Pressure Suppression Containment, -GEAP-3596,
November 17, 1960.
Bodega Bay Preliminary Hazards Summary Report, Appendix I,
Docket 50-205, December 28, 1962.
Report H. R. Erickson, Bergen-Paterson To K. R. Goller, NRC,
October 7,1974. Subject: Hydraulic Shock Sway Arrestors.
General Electric NEDO-22155 -Generation and Mitigation of
Combustible Gas Mixtures In Inerted BWR Mark I Containment
June 1982.
Oyster Creek NuclearGenerating Station, Mark I Containment
long-Term Program, Plant UniqueAnalysis Report, Suppression
Chamber and Vent System, MPR-733; August, 1982.
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(14)

(15)

(16)
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Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Mark I Containment
Long-Term Program, Plant Unique Analysis Report, Torus
Attached Piping, MPR-734; August, 1982.
AmerGen Calculation C-1302-243-E17Q-087, 'Wetwell-to-Drywell
Vacuum Breaker Sizing"
General Electrtc NEDE-24802, "Mark I Containment Program Mark I
Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breaker Functional Requirements, Task
9.4.3," April, 1980.
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3.6

Radioactive Effluents

ApplicabilitY:

Applies to the radioactive effluents of the facility.

Objective: To assure that radioactive material Is not released to the environmentIn an uncontrolled
manner and to assure that the radioactive concentrations of any material released Is kept as
low as is reasonably achievableand, In any event. within the limits of 10 CFR part 20.1301
and 40 CFR Part 190.10{a}.
SPeCification:

3.6,A.

Reactor Coolant Radioactiy!ty
The specific activity of the primarY coolant except during REFUEL MODE shall be Imlted
to: Less than or equatto 0.2 microcuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT (D.E.) 1-131.
Umlting Condition for Operation

1.

Whenever an isotopicanalysisshows reactorcoolant activity exceeds 0.2
uCVgram DOSE EQUIVALENT (D.E.) 1-131. operation may continue for up to
48 hours. AdditIonal analyses shall be done at least once per 4 hoUrs until the
specific activity of the primary coolant Is restored to wtthln Its limit. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.C.3 are applicable.

2.

If the reactor coolant activity Is greaterthan 0.2 m/crocuries per gram DOSE
EQUIVALENT1-131 for more than 48 holl"8 dUring one c:onti1uous time Interval or
greater than 4.0 mlcrocurlesper gram D.E. 1·131, be In at least SHUTDOWN
CONDITION·wlthln 12 hours. The provisions of Specification 3.0.C.3 are applicable.

3.

Annual Reporting Requirement
The results of specific activityanalyses In which the r'itBctor coolant exceeded the limits
of Specification3.6.A shall be reported on an annualbasis. The followinginfonnatlon.
s1lall ~ Included: (1) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior to the first sample In
which the limit wasexceeded uritllafter the radlakldlne activity IS reduced to leee'than

the limit (2) Resultsof the last Isotopic analysis for radIoiodine performedprior to
exceeding the limit, results of analysts while limit was exceeded and resultsof one
analysis after radioiodine activity was reduced to less than the limit. Each result shoukl
Includedate and ttme of sampling and the radioiodine concentrations; (3) Ctean-up
system now historystarting 48 hoursprior to the first sample In which the limit was
exceeded untll.ner the radioiodine activity Is reduce to less than the Ifmlt;(4) Graph of
the 1-131 concentration and one other radioiodine Isotopeconcentration In microcurie!
per gram as a function of time for the duration of the specific actlYlty above the steady
state level; and, (5) The time duration when specificactivity of the primary coolant
exceeded the radlolodi1e limit.
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48.1g~Ma~Hi&,

191,241. 255

With the reactormode switch In Runor Startup position,

4.

wiltl:
1.

Thermal power changed by more than 15% of rated
thermalpower In one hour*, or

2.

The off-gas level, at the SJAE. Increasedby morethan
10,000mlcrocuries per second in one hour during
steadystate operation at release rates lessthan
75,000 mlcrocurles per second, 01

3.

The off~as level.at the SJAE, Increued by more lhan
15% In one hour duringsteadystate oper811on at
release rates greater than 75,000mlcrocuries per

second,

take sample and analyze at leastone sample. between 2 and 6
hours following the change in thermal poweror otf-gas level
and at least once per four hours thereafter, until the
specific activityof the primary coolant Is restoredto
wlthln limits.
3.6.B

Ljguld Radwaste Treatmgnt- RELOCATED TO THE ODCM

3.6.C

Radioactjye Liqyld Storage
Applicability.

Applies at all times to "pecifIed outdoor tanks

used to store radioactive liqUIds.
1.

The quantity of rad"108ctlve material, excludingtritium,

noble gases, and radionuclldes having half-lWes shorter
than three days,contained In any of the following outdoor
tanks shaJl not exceed 10.0 curies:

2.

a.

Waste SurgeTank, Hp·T-3

b.

Condensate Storage Tank

In the event the quantityof radioactive material In any of
the tanks named exceeds 10.0curies, begin treatment as soon
as reasonablyachievable, continue It untilthe total

quantJty of radioactive material in the tank Is 10 curiesor
less, and describe the reasonfor exceeding the limit in the
next Annual EffluentRelease Report.

3.

Specification 3.0.A and3.0.8 do not apply.

3.6.0

Condenser ottqas Treatment - RelOCATED TO THE ODeM

3.6.E

Main Condenser Offgas Aadloactty!ty
1.

The gross radioactiVity In noble gases dischargedfrom the
maincondenser air ejector shalJ not exceed 0.21/E cVsec
atter the holdup line Where E is the averagegamma energy
(Mevper atomic transformation).

2.

In the event Specification 3.6.E.1 is eXceeded, reduce the
discharge rate below the IImllwithin 72 hours or be- in at
least SHUTDOWN CONOITION whhin the following 12 hours.

••
If there are consecutive thermal power changes by more than 15% per hour, take sample and
analyze at least 2DI sample between 2 and 6 hours 'o/Iowlng the change and at least once per four
hours thereafter, until the specific activity of the primary cool8l.lt Is restored to within limits.
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3.6.1"

Condln.,E Q(tg•• HydrOa'" Concentration

1.

Th. canc.nt~ation of hyd~09.n in the Augmented Offga. Sy.t. .
(ACO) dovn.t~ ... of·th. r.cambin.r during AOG opara~ion
.hall. not .xceed 4 parc.nt by volume.

2.

In the .v.nt th. hydrog.n conc.ntration down.tr... at •
r.combin.r .xceed. 4 pare.nt by volume, the conc.ntratiOD
.hall b. reduced to 1••• than 4 perc.nt within 48 hour••

3.

In the .v.nt the hyc1roq.n eone.ntration i . not r.dueed to ~4
perc.nt within 48.bDu.,.be.in at.l•••t SHU'l'DOWR CORDI'rIOIf
or within the liait within the following 24 hour••

Not u.ed.
3.6.8

Not u.ed.

3.6.1

RAdioactiyity conc.ntration in Liquid Efflu,pt
RELOCAftD TO '1'D ODex
Limit on Do"

Ru. to Liquid Ifflu.nt

RELOCAftD TO '1'D ODex

DR"

'I"

PUt

tP g••tqu.

Ifll»,oi

U!.OCADD TO '1'D ODex
Aie Do.. Du. to Nobl. Ga. in Ga.WPy' Ifflu,nt
RELOCATED TO THB ODCH
3.6."

PS"

Pu. to 'ldiQipdin. Ind

r'E%iculat••

in Ga'8pu•. lllly.",

RELOCADD TO '1'D ODex
3.6 ••

Annual Total Do•• Du. to RAdioactiyw Ifflu'nt.
Rm.ClCATED TO '1'D ODCH

orSTD CUIDt

3.6-3

Basis:
3.6.A

10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP Section 15.6.4, requires that
the radiological consequences of failure of a main steam line
outside containment be limited to small fractions of the
exposure guidelines of 10 CFR 100. During Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP) for Oyster Creek, an independent assessment of the
radiological consequences of a main steam line failure outside
containment (SEP Topic XV-18) was performed by the NRC staff.
The assessment determined that if the existing Oyster Creek
Technical Specification limit for primary coolant iodine
activity (8.0 uCi total iodine per gram) is used, the potential
offsite doses would exceed the applicable dose limit. The staff
recommended that Oyster Creek maintain the primary coolant
radioiodine activity within the General Electric Standard
Technical Specification (NUREG-0123) limit (0.2 uCi/gram DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131), which would meet the acceptance criteria.
However, the Staffs analyses for Oyster Creek showed that
small-line failures are more limiting than the main steam line
failure. 10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP Section 15.6.2,
requires that the radiological consequences of failure of small
lines carrying primary coolant outside containment be limited to
small fractions of the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR 100.
During the evaluation of SEP Topic XV-16 "Radiological
Consequences of Failure of Small Lines Carrying Primary Coolant
Outside Containment" the Staff determined that Oyster Creek does
not comply with current acceptance criteria. The Staff
recommended that the General Electric Standard Technical
Specification (NUREG-0123) limit (0.2 uCi/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131) for reactor coolant radioiodine activity be adopted in
order to ensure that the radiological consequences to the
environment from a failure of small lines are acceptably low.
The LCO statement permitting power operation to continue for
limited time periods with the primary coolant's specific
activity greater than 0.2 microcuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131, but less than or equal to 4.0 microcuries per gram DOSE
EQUIVAL ENT 1-131, accommodates possible iodine spiking
phenomenon which may occur following changes in THERMAL POWER.
The reporting of cumulative operating time with greater than 0.2
microcuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 will allow sufficient
time for Commission to evaluate the circumstances.
Information obtained on iodine spiking will be used to assess
the parameters associated with spiking phenomena. A reduction
in frequency of isotopic analysis following power changes may be
permissible if justified by the data obtained.
The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that
excessive specific activity levels in the reactor coolant will
be detected in sufficient time to take corrective action.

3.6.B

RELOCATED TO THE ODCM
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Amendment No.: 49,108,126,166,266

3.6.C

Restricting the quantity of radioactive material contained in the specific tanks provides
assurance that in the event of an uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents, the
resulting concentrations would be less than the limits of 10 CFR Part 20.1001-20.2402,
Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2 in the canal at the Route 9 bridge.
Retaining radioactive liquids on-site in order to permit systematic and appropriate
processing is consistent with maintaining radioactive discharges to the environment as
low as practicable. limiting the contents of each outside tank to 10 curies or less
assures that even if the contents of a tank were released onto the ground and drained
into the discharge canal, the potential dose to a member of the public is.estimated to be
less than I percent of the 500 mremlyear limit to the total body of a member of the
public and only 1 percent of the corresponding 1500 mremlyear standard for a single
organ.
In the highly unlikely event that every outside tank named in Specification 3.6.C were
to contain 10 curies and the contents of all were to spill into the discharge canal, the
potential dose to a member of the public is estimated to be only about 2 percent of the
500 mrem/year limit to the total body and about 6 percent of the corresponding 1500

mrem/year standard.
3.6.D
3.6.E

.

.

RELOCATED TO THE ODCM
Some radioactive materials are released from the plant under controlled conditions as
part of the normal operation of the facility. Other radioactive material not normally

intended for release could be inadvertently released in the event of an accident.
Therefore, limits in 10 CFR Part 20 apply to releases during normal operation and
limits in 10 CFR Part 100 apply to accidental releases.
Radioactive gases from the reactor pass through the steam lines to the turbine and then
to the main condenser where they are extracted by the air ejector, passed through
holdup piping and released via the plant stack preferably after treatment in the
Augmented Offgas System. Radioactive materials release limits for the plant stack have
been calculated using meteorological data from a 400 ft. tower at the plant site. The
analysis of these on-site meteorological data shows that a release of radioactive gases
after holdup in the offgas system, would not result in a whole body radiation dose
exceeding the 10 CPR 20 value of 0.1 remper year.

-.
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Whole body dose was calculated to determine the offgas system isolationtrip setpoints for the Steam
Jet Air Ejeetor.(SJAE) radiation monitor using RAe Code from gamma dose due to cloud passage
over the receptor and not cloud submersion in which beta dose could be additive. The Holland
plume rise model with no.correction factor was used in the c:alculation of the effect of momentum
and buoyancy of a continuously emitted plume. The source terms for this calculation assumes
historical (i.e.. 1989-1990) oft'gas isotopiccomposition, site specific meteorological conditions. plant
specific offgas flowrates and takes credit for AOGoperation 60 percent ofthe time.
These calculations have established that a dose rate of ~ 2.000 mRemIhr at the SJAE Offgas
Radiation Monitoris within 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(1 ) limits, i.e., less than ] 00 mRem in a year.
3.6.F The purpose ofSpec:ification3.6.F is to require that the concentrationofpotentia1ly explosive SIS
mixtures in the Augmented Offgas System be maintained belowthe flammability limit of hydrogCll in
air. although the ADO is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion. Specification 3.6.f applies to
the hydrogen concentration downstream of a rec:ombiner during AOG operation. The AOO has
redundant recombiners so that the recombiner in use can be isolated and purged with air in the event
hydrogen in it exceeds the specified limit.
3.6.G NOT USED
3.6.H NOT USED
3.6.1

RELOCATED TO THE ODeM

3.6.J

RELOCATED TO THE ODCM

3.6.K RELOCATED TO TIlE ODeM
3.6.L RELOCATEDTOTHEODCM
3.6.M RELOCATEDTOTHEODCM
3.6.N RELOCATED TO THE ODeM

-,
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3.7

AUXIUARY ELECTRICAL POWER .

Applicability: Applies to the OPERATING status of the auxiliary electrical power supply.
To assure the

Objective:

OPERABIUTY of the aUxiliary electrical power supply.

Specification:
NOTE: LCO 3.0.C.2 is not applicable to Auxiliary Electrical Power.
A.

The reactor shall not be made critical unless all of thefollowing requirements are
satisfied:
The followfng buses or panels energized.

1.

a.

4160 volt buses 1C and 1D in the Turbine Building Switchgear Room.

b.

460 volt buses:
USS 1A2, USS 162, MCC 1A21, MCC 1821, Vital MCC 1A2. and Vrtal
MCO 162 in the Reactor Building 480 V SWitchgear Room.
USS 1A3 and USS 183 In the Intake Structure.
MCC 1A21A, MeC 1A218, MCe 1B21A,MCC 16218, and Vital MCC
1A82 on Reactor BuDding 8evatlon 23' 6-.
.

MeC 1A24 and 1824 In the Boller House.
c.

208/120 volt panels CIP-3, IP-4, IP-4A, IP-48,IP-4C and VACP-1 In the
Aeactor BUilding Switchgear Room.

d.

120 wit protection panels PSP-1 and PSP-2In the Lower Cable
Spreading Room.

e.

125 VDC DIstribution Centers DC-B and DC-C.
125 VDC Power Panels DC-D and DC-F.
125 VDC MCCs 00-1 and DC-2

1.

24 volt DC power panels DC-A and OC-8 In the Lower Cable Spreading

Room.
2.

xv

One 230
line (N-llne or O-Iine) is fully operational and switch gear and both
startup transformers are energized to carry power to the station 4160 volt AC

buses and carry power to or away from the plant.
3.

An additional source of power consisting of one of the following ls In service
connected to feed the appropriate plant 4160 V bus or buses:
a.

b.
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230 KV S-Iine fully operational.
A 34.5 KV line fully operational.
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1.a6, 211,222,241,246, 256
Cerrestoe by letter of 1Q/1 ~gQq

B.

C.

4.

Station batteries 8 and C and an associated battery charger are OPERABLE.
Switchgear control power for 4160 volt bus 10 and 460 volt buses 182 and 1B3
is provided by 125 VDC Distribution Center DC-B. Switchgear control power for
4160 volt bus 1C and 460 volt buses 1A2 and 1A3 is provided by 125 VDC
Distribution Center DC-C.

5.

8us tie breakers ED and EC are in the open position.

The reactor shall be PLACED IN the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION if the availability
of power falls below that required by Specification A above, except that
1.

The reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 7 days if a
startup transformer is out of service. None of the engineered safety feature
equipment fed by the remaining transformer may be out of service.

2.

The reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 7 days if 125
VDC Motor Control Center DC-2 is out of service, provided the requirements of
Specification 3.8 are met.

3.

The reactor may remain in operation provided the requirements of Specification
3.7.0 are met.

Standby Diesel Generators
1.

The reactor shall not be made critical unless both diesel generators are operable
and capable of feeding their designated 4160 volt buses.

2.

If one diesel generator becomes inoperable during power operation, repairs shall
be initiated immediately and the other diesel shall be operated at least one hour
every 24 hours at greater than 80% rated load until repairs are completed. The
reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 7 days if a diesel
generator is out of service. During the repair period none of the engineered
safety features normally fed by the operational diesel generator may be out of
service or the reactor shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition. If a diesel
is made inoperable for biennial inspection, the testing and engineered safety
feature requirements described above must be met.

3.

If both diesel generators become inoperable during power operation, the reactor
shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition.

4.

For the diesel generators to be considered operable:

A)

There shall be a minimum of 14,000 gallons of diesel fuel in the standby
diesel generator fuel tank,
.
OR

B)

To facilitate inspection, repair, or replacement of equipment which would
require full or partial draining of the standby diesel generator fuel tank,
the following conditions must be met:
1)

OYSTER CREEK

There shall be a minimum of 14,000 gallons of fuel oil contained
in temporary tanker trucks, connected and aligned to the diesel
generator fill station.
3.7-2
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Corrected by letter of 10/15/2004

Amendment No.: 44,
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-

-AND
2)

The reactor cavity shall be flooded above elevation 117 feet with
the spent fuel pool gates removed, or all reactor fuel shall be
contained in the spent fuel pool with spent fuel pool gates
installed.

AND
3)

D.

The plant shall be placed in a configuration in which the core
spray system is not required to be OPERABLE.

StationBatteries and Associated BatteryChargers
1.

2.

With one required station battery B or C charger inoperable:
a.

Restore associated station battery terminal voltage to greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours,

b.

Verify affected station battery float current s 2 amps once per 12 hours,
and

c.

Restore station battery charger to OPERABLE status within 7 days.

With one or more station Band C batteries inoperable due to:
a.

One station battery B or C having one or more battery cells float voltage
< 2.07 volts, perform 4.7.C.1.a and 4. 7.C.1.b for the affected battery

within 2 hours and restore affected cell(s) voltage ~ 2.07 volts within 24
hours.

(*)

b.

One station battery B or C float current> 2 amps, perform 4.7.C.1.a for
the affected battery within 2 hours and restore affected battery float
current to within limits within 12 hours.

c.

One station battery B or C having one or more cells electrolyte level less
than minimum established design limits, if electrolyte level was below the
top of the plates restore electrolyte level to above top of plates withIn 8
hours and verify no evidence of leakage(·) within 12 hours. In all cases,
restore electrolyte level to greater than or equal to minimum established
design limits within 31 days.

d.

One station battery B or C having pilot cell electrolyte temperature less
than minimum established design limits, restore battery pilot cell
temperature to greater than or equal to minimum established design
limits within 12 hours.

If electrolyte level was below the top of the plates, the verification that there is no evidence of
leakage is required to be completed regardless of when electrolyte level is restored.
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e.

Both station batteries Band C inoperable due to entering one or more
Actions 3.7.D.2.a through 3.7.D.2.d, restore battery parameters for one
battery to within limits within 2 hours.

f.

Station battery B or C not meeting any Action 3:7.D.2.a through
3.7.D.2.e, meet the Action(s) within 2 hours or the reactorshall be PLACED
IN the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION.

g.

One station battery B or C having:
(i)

One or more battery cells float voltage < 2.07 volts (Action
3.7.0.2.a)
AND

(ii)

Float current> 2 amps (Action 3.7.D.2.b)

Restore one battery parameter to within limits within 2 hours or the reactor
shall be PLACED IN the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION.
3.

With one station battery inoperable tor reasons other than allowed In 3.7.0.2.a
through 3.7.D.2.g, restore the battery to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or the
reactor shall be PLACED IN the COLDSHUTDOWN CONDITION.
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Bases:
The general objective is to assure an adequate supply of power with at least one active and one
standby source of power available for operation of equipment required for a safe plant
.shutdown, to maintain the plant In a safe shutdown condition and to operate the required
engineered safety feature eqUipment following an accident.

AC power for shutdown and operation of engineered safety feature equipment can be provided

by any of three active {one or two 230 KV 6nes: N-Iine or ()..Jlne, the 230 KV S-Iine, and one of
two 34.5 KV lines Is active) and either of two standby (two diesel generators) sources of power.
In applying the minimum requirement of one active and one standby source of AC power, since
two 230 KV lines are on the same set of towers, either one or both of the 230 KV lines (N-Iine
or o-Une) are considered as a single active source. Nonnally an six sources are available.
However, to provf~ for maintenance and repair of equipment and still have redundancy of
power sources the requirement of one active and one stancl:>y source of power was .
established. The pJanfs ma;n generator is not given credit as a source since it. Is not available
during shutdown.
The plant 125V DC system consists of three batteries and associated distribution system.
Batleri~ Band C are designated as the safety related SUbsystems whOe battery A Is designated
as a non-safety related subsystem. Safety related loads are supplied by batteries Band C, each
with two associated full capacity chargers: One charger on each battery is In service at all times
with the second charger available in the event of charger failure. These chargers are active
sources and supply the normal 125V DC requirements with the batteries .and standby sources. (1)
Action 3.7.D.1 is for one reqUired safety related battery B or battery C charger O.e., no station
battery charger operable for the associated battery) inoperable (e.g., the battery float voltage
limit of 4.7.C.1.a Is not maintained for battery B or battery C). These Actions provide a tiered·
response that focuses on returning the battery to the tully charged state and restoring a fully
qUalified charger to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Action 3.7.0.1.a requires
that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage within 2 hours. This time provides for returning the Inoperable charger
to OPERABLE status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage. Restoring the battery terminal
voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage proVides good'
assurance that, within 12 hours, the associated battery will be restored to Its fully charged
condition (as verified by Action 3.7.0.1.b) from any discharge that might have occurred due to
the charger inoperabllity.
A discharged battery having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float voltage
indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of Its
recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to Its fUlly charged state under this condition Is
simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding
a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.
If established battery lenninal float voltage cannot be restored to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage within 2 hours, and lhe charger is not operating in the
current-limiting mode, a fau~ charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that it can
revert to and operate property in the current limit mode that is necessary during the recovery
period following a battery discharge event that the DC system Is designed for.
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If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is an indication that the
battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be reduced. The time to return the
battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger capacity, the
amount of loads on the associated DC system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not
adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Action 3.7.D.1.b).
. Action 3.7.D.1.b requires that the affected station battery float current be verified s 2 amps.
This indicates that, if the battery had been discharged as the result of the inoperable battery
charger, it has now been fUlly recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the
battery float current is not within limits this indicates there may be additional battery problems.
Action 3.7.D.1.c limits the restoration time for the inoperable battery charger to 7 days. This
action is applicable if an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage has been used (e.g., balance of plant non-Class
1E battery charger or the standby charger in the event it was inoperable but continued to supply
minimum established float voltage). The 7 days reflects a reasonable time to effect restoration
of the qualified battery charger to OPERABLE status.
With one or more cells in one station battery -c 2.07 V, the battery cell(s) is degraded. Per
Action 3.7.0.2.a, within 2 hours, verification of the requlred battery charger OPERABILITY is
made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage (4.7.C.1.a) and of the overall battery state of
charge by monitoring the battery float charge current (4.7.C.1.b). This assures that there is still
sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, with one or more cells in
one or more batteries < 2.07 V, continued operation is permitted for a limited period up to 24
hours.
One safety related station battery float current s 2 amps indicates that a partial discharge of the
battery capacity has occurred. This may be due to a temporary loss of a battery charger or
possibly due to one or more battery cells In a low voltage condition reflecting some loss of
capacity. Per Action 3.7.0.2.b, within 2 hours verification of the required battery charger
OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage.
Since Actions 3.7.D.2.a and 3.7.D.2.b only specify "pertorrn," a failure of 4.7.C.1.a or 4.7.C.1.b
acceptance criteria does not result in this Action not being met. However, if one of the
Surveillance ReqUirements is failed the appropriate Action(s}, depending on the cause of the
failure(s}, is also entered.
.

If the Action 3.7.D.2.b condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition but still
greater than 2.07 V and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, this is not indication of a
SUbstantially discharged battery and 12 hours is a reasonable time prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.
With one station battery with one or more cells electrolyte level above the top of the plates, but
below the minimum established design limits, the battery still retains sufficient capacity to
perform the intended function. Per Action 3.7.0.2.c. within 31 days the minimum established
design limits for electrolyte level must be re-established.
With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for dryout and plate
degradation. Action 3.7.D.2.c addresses this potential (as well as provisions in Specification
6.8.5, "Station Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program"). Within 8 hours, level is required
to be restored to above the top of the plates. The Action requirement to verify that there is no
leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 6.8.5 item to initiate action to equalize and
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test in accordance with manufacturers' recommendation are taken from Annex 0 of IEEE
Standard 450-1995. They are performed following the restoration of the electrolyte level to
above the top of the plates. Based on the results of the manufacturer's recommended testing,
the battery may have to be declared inoperable and the affected cell(s) replaced.
Per Action 3.7.0.2.d, with one station battery with pilot cell temperature less than the minimum
established design limits, 12 hours is allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available. Since the battery is sized with
margin, while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and the affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result
of the pilot cell temperature not met.
Per Action 3.7.0.2.e, with both station batteries with battery parameters not within limits there is
not sufficient assurance that battery capacity has not been affected to the degree that the
batteries can still perform their required function, given that both safety related station batteries
are involved. With both safety related station batteries involved, this potential could result in a
total loss of function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries. The longer restoration
times specified for battery parameters on one safety related battery not within limits are
therefore not appropriate, and the parameters must be restored to within limits on one required
station battery within 2 hours.
Per Action 3.7.0.2.1, when any battery parameter is outside the allowances of Actions 3.7.0.2.a,
b, c, d, or e, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load requirement is not
ensured and a 2 hour restoration time is appropriate. Additionally, per Action 3.7.0.2.g,
discovering one or both station batteries with one or more battery cells float voltage less than
2.07 V and float current greater than limits indicates that the battery capacity may not be
sufficient to perform the intended functions. The battery must therefore be restored within
2 hours or the reactor placed in the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION.
Action 3.7.0.3 imposes a 2-hour restoration time for one station battery that is inoperable for
reasons other than addressed by the parameter degradation Actions provided. With one
station battery inoperable, the battery charger is supplying the DC bus. The 2-hour limit allows
sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery given that the majority of the
conditions that lead to battery inoperability (e.g., loss of battery charger, battery cell voltage less
than 2.07 V, etc.) are identified in Actions 3.7.0.2 together with additional specific completion
times. Failing to correct this lnoperabilitywlthln 2 hours would require the plant to proceed to
cold shutdown.
The probability analysis in Appendix "L" of the FOSAR was based on one diesel and shows that
even with only one diesel the probability of requiring engineered safety features at the same
time as the second diesel fails is quite small. The analysis used information on peaking diesels
when synchronization was required which is not the case for Oyster Creek. Also the daily test
of the second diesel when one is temporarily out of service tends to improve the reliability as
does the fact that synchronization is not required.
There are numerous sources of diesel fuel which can be obtained within 6 to 12 hours and the
heating boiler fuel In a 75,000 gallon tank on the site could also be used.
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If makeup Fuel to the Diesel Fuel Oil Tank is not available, the loading on the EDGs can

be managed so that they can provide their, Des,igr Basis function without makeup to the
Fuel Oil Tank for three days. Calculation C-1302-S62-5360-002 provides scenarios that
will ensure that the Diesels will be available for three days without makeup fuel oil.
During plant cold shutdown or refueling, it may be necessary to inspect, repair and
replace the 15,150 gallon standby diesel generator fuel storage tank. This would require
tank partial or full drain down. An ahemate fuel supply configuration may be
established which consists of temporary tanker trucks capable of containing 14,000
gallons. This configuration is capable of supporting continuous operation of both
diesels for at least 3 days.
The temporary configuration is acceptable since a minimal power load would be
required during and following a design basis condition of a loss of offsite power while
the plant is in cold shutdown or refueling. Analysis shows that in the event of a tornado
or seismic event which may cause a loss of oNsite power and a temporary loss of the
temporary EDG fuel oil supply, power can be restored before the consequences of
previously analyzed conditions are exceeded.
References:
(1)

Letter, Ivan R. Finfrock, Jr. to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation dated
April 4, 1978.
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3.8

ISOLAnON CONDENSER
A~~licability:Appliesto

Objective:

operating status of the isolation condenser.

To assure heat removal capability under conditions of reactor vessel isolation from its
normal heat sink.

Specification:
NOTE: LCO 3.0.C.2 is not applicable to the Isolation Condenser.

A. The two isolation condenser loops shall be operable during power operations and whenever the
reactor coolant temperature is greater than 212°F except as specified in C, below or during
reactor vessel pressure testing.

B. The shell side of each condenser shall contain a minimum water volume of 22,730 gallons. If the
minimum volume cannot be maintained or if a source of makeup water is not available to the
condenser, the condenser shall be considered inoperable.
C. If one isolation condenser becomes inoperable during the run mode the reactor may remain in
operation for a period not to exceed 7 days provided the motor operated isolation and condensate
makeup valves in the operable isolation condenser are verified daily to be operable.
D. If Specification 3.8.A and 3.8.B are not met, or if an inoperable isolation condenser cannot be
repaired within 7 days, the reactor shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition.
E. If an isolation condenser inlet (steam side) isolation valve (V-14-30, 31,32 or 33) becomes or is
made inoperable, in the open position during the run mode, the redundant inlet isolation valve
shall be verified operable. If the inoperable valve is not returned to service within 4 hours declare
the affected isolation condenser inoperable, isolate it and comply with Specification 3.8.C.

F. If an AC motor-operated isolation condenser outlet (condensate return) isolation valve (V-14-36
or 37) becomes or is made inoperable in the open position in the run mode, return the valve to
service within 4 hours or declare the affected isolation condenser inoperable, isolate it and
comply with Specification 3.8.C.

Basis:

The purpose of the isolation condenser is to depressurize the reactor and to remove reactor decay
heat in the event that the turbine generator and main condenser is unavailable as a heat sink'!'
Since the shell side of the isolation condensers operate at atmospheric pressure, they can
accomplish their purpose when the reactor temperature is sufficiently above 212°F to provide for
the heat transfer corresponding to reactor decay heat. The tube side of the isolation condensers
form a closed loop with the reactor vessel and can operate without reducing the reactor coolant
water inventory.
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Each condenser containing a minimum total water volumeof22,730 gallons provides 11,060gallons
above the condensing tubes. Based on scram from a reactor power level of 1950 MWt (the design basis
power level for the isolation condensers)the condenser system can accommodatethe reactor decay
heat(2,3) (corrected for U-239and NP-239) for I hour and 40 minutes without need for makeup water.
One condenser with a minimum water volume of 22,730 gallons can accommodatethe reactor decay
heat for 45 minutes after scram from 1950MWt before makeup water is required. In order to
accommodate a scram from 1950MWt and cooldown, a total of 107,500gallonsof makeup water
would be required either from the condensatestorage tank or from the fire protectionsystem. Since the
rated reactor power is 1930MWt. the abovecalculations represent conservative estimates of the
isolation condenser system capability.
The vent lines from each of the isolationcondenser loops to the main steam lines downstream of the
main stearn lines isolationvalves are provided with isola%il:m 1I81y.cs..w.hich.dose.automaticaUy on
isolationcondenser actuationor on signalswhich close the main stearn isolation valves. High
temperature sensors in the isolationcondenserand pipe areas cause alarm in the control roomto alert
the operator of a piping leak in these areas.
. Specification 3.8.E allows reduction in redundancyof isolationcapabilityfor isolation condenser inlet
(steam side) isolation valves. Reasonable assuranceof isolationcapability is provided by testingthe
operabilityof the redundantvalve. Specification 3.8.F allows short term inoperability of the AC motor
operated isolation condenseroutlet (condensate return) valve. It is not necessary to test the redundant
DC motor-operated valve as this valve is normally in the closed position. These specificationspermit
troubleshootingand repair as well as routinemaintenance,such as valve stem packingadditionor
replacement. to be performedduring reactor 'operationwithout reducing the redundancyof the isolation
condenserheat sink function. The out of servicetime of 4 hours is consistent with that permittedfor
.
"
' vaIves.(5)
pnmary
contamment
ISOI
anon
.
Eitherof the two isolation condensers can accomplishthe purpose ofthe system. If one condenser is
found to be inoperable,there is no immediatethreat to the beat removal capability for the reactor and
reactoroperation may continuewhile repairsare being made. Therefore. the time out of service for one
of the condensers is based on considerationsfor a one out of two system.(4) The test intervalfor
operability of me valves required to place the isolationcondenser in operation is onceJ3 months
(Specification 4.8). The allotted out of servicetime for an isolation condenser is conservatively set at
seven days. However, if at the time the failure is discovered and the repair time is longerthan 7 days,
the reactorwiII be placed in the cold shutdowncondition. If the repair time is not more than 7 days the
reactormay continue in operation, but as an added factor of conservatism,the motor operated isolation
condenserand condensate makeup valves on the operable isolationcondenser are tested daily.
Ex.piration of the 7 day period or inabilityto meet the other specifications requiresthatthe reactor be
placed in the cold shutdown condition which is normally expected to take no more than )8 hours. The
out of service allowance when the system is required is limited to the run mode in order to require
systemavailability, includingredundancy, at startup.
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References:
1. FDSAR,Volume I, SectiOD IV-3
2. K. ShureIDd D. 1. Dudziak, -CaJ<:U.Iaq EDermr Release by FISSion ProducU.- U.S. ABC
Report, WAPD-T-1309. March 1961.
3. K. Shure, "FlSSioD Product Decay Heat,· in U.S. AEC Report, WAPD-BT-24, December 1961.
4. SpecificatioD 3.2, Bases.
5. Speci1ication3.5.3.LI.
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3.9

REFUELING

Applicability:

Applies to fuel handling operations cur;ng refueling.

Objective:

To assure that criticality does not occur during refueling.

Specification: A.

Fuel shall not be loaded into a reactor core cell unless the control rod in
that core cell is fully inserted.

B.

During CORE ALTERATIONS the reactor mode switch shall be locked in
the refuel position.

c.

The refueling interlocks shall be OPERABLE with the fuel grapple hoist
loaded switch set at s485 lb. during the fuel handling operations with the
head off the reactor vessel. If the frame-mounted auxiliary hoist, the
trolley-mounted auxiliary hoist or the service platform hoist is to be used
for handling fuel with the head off the reactor vessel the load limit switch
on the hoist to be used shall be set at S400 lb.
Fuel Handling operations with the head off the reactor vessel can be
performed with the refueling interlocks inoperable provided all the
following specifications are satisfied:
1.

All control rods are verified to be fully inserted.

2.

Control rod withdrawal has been disabled.

D.

During CORE ALTERATIONS at least two (2) source range monitor
(SRM) channels shall be OPERABLE and inserted to the normal
operating level. One of the OPERABLE SRM channel detectors shall be
located in the core quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS are being
performed, and another shall be located in an adjacent quadrant.

E.

Removal of one control rod or rod drive mechanism may be performed
provided that all the follOWing specifications are satisfied.

F.
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1.

The reactor mode switch is locked in the refuel position.

2.

At least two (2) sources range monitor (SRM) channels
shall be OPERABLE and inserted to the normal operation
level. One of the OPERABLE SRM channel detectors shall
be located in the core quadrant where the control rod
is being removed and one shall be located in an adjacent
quadrant.

Removal of any number of control rods or rod drive mechanisms may be
performed provided all the following specifications are satisfied:

1.

The reactor mode switch is locked in the refuel position and all
refueling interlocks are OPERABLE as required in Specification
3.9.C. The refueling interlocks associated with the control rods
being withdrawn may be bypassed as required after the fuel
assemblies have been removed from the core cell surrounding the
control rods as specified in 4, below.

2.

At least two (2) source range monitor (SRM) channels
shall be OPERABLE and inserted to the normal operation
level. One of the OPERABLE SRM channel detectors shall
be located in the core quadrant where a. control rod is
3.9-1
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being removed and one shall be located In an adjacent
quadrant.
3.

All other control rods are fully inserted with the exception
of one rod which may be partially withdrawn not more than
two notches to perform refueling interlock surveillance.

4.

The four fuel assemblies are removed from the core cell
surrounding each control rod or rod drive mechanism to be
removed.

5.

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.2.A
are met.

6.

An evaluation will be conducted for each refueVreload to
ensure that actual core criticality of the proposed order of
defueling and refueling is bounded by previous analysis
performed to support such defueling and refueling
activities, otherwise a new analysis shall be performed.
The new analysis must show that sufficient conservatism
exists for the proposed order of defueling and refueling
before such operation shall be allowed to proceed.

G.
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With any of the above requirements not met, cease CORE
ALTERATIONS or control rod removal as appropriate. and initiate action
to satisfy the above requirements.
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During refueling operations, the reactivity potential of the core is being altered. It
is necessary to require certain Intar'ocks and restrict certain refueling procedures
such that there is assurance that inadvertent criticality does not occur.
Addition of large amounts of reactivity to the core is prevented by operating
procedures, which are in turn backed up by refueling interlocks (1) on rod
withdrawal and movement of the refueling platform. When the mode switch is in
the "Refue'" position, interlocks prevent the refueJing platform from being moved
over the core if a control rod is withdrawn and fuel is on a hoist. Likewise, if the
refueling platform is over the core with fuel on a hoist control rod motion is
blocked by the interlocks. With the mode switch in the refuel position only one
control rod can be withdrawn (1, 2).
The one rod withdrawal interlock may be bypassed in order to allow multiple
control rod removal for repair, modifications, or core unloading. The
requirements for simultaneous removal of more than one control rod are more
stringent than the requirements for removal of a single control rod, since in the
latter case Specification 3.2.A assures that the core will remain subcritical.
The refueling interlocks may be inoperable provided that all 137 control rods are
verified to be fully inserted and control rod withdrawal has been disabled prior to
commencing or recommencing fuel handling operations with the head off the
reactor vessel. This will ensure that all control rods remain fully inserted during
fuel handling operations with the head off the reactor vessel. Therefore,
Specification 3.2.A is met and the core will remain subcritical during fuel handling
operations.
It is not the intent of the alternative option in Specification 3.9.C to eliminate the
first performance of Technical Specification Surveillance 4.9.A prior to in-vessel
fuel movement. It is expected that the refueling interlocks would be operable
during fuel moves except for equipment failures or during maintenance that
would otherwise result in false indications of rod withdrawal during which all rods
will be verified as fully inserted and rod withdrawal prevented.
Fuel handling is normally conducted with the fuel grapple hoist. The total load on
this hoist when the interlock is required consists of the weight of the fuel grapple
and the fuel assembly. This total is approximately 773 Ibs. in the extended
position in comparison to the load limit of 485 Ibs. Provisions have also
been made to allow fuel handling with either of the three auxiliary hoists and still
maintain the refueling interlocks. The 400 Ib load trip setting on these hoists is
adequate to trip the interlock when one of the more than 600 lb. fuel bundles is
being handled.
The source range monitors provide neutron flux monitoring capabilities with the
reactor in the refueling and shutdown modes (3). Specifications 3.9.0, 3.9.E and
3.9.F require the OPERABILITY of at least two source range monitors during
CORE ALTERATIONS and when control rods are to be removed. This
requirement ensures that redundant monitoring capability is available to detect
changes in the reactivity condition of the core.
REFERENCES:
(1)
(2)
(3)
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FDSAR, Volume I, Section XIII-2.2
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3.]0

CORE LIMITS

Applicability:

Applies to core conditions required to meet the FmaI Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Coolins Perfonnance.

Obiective:

To assure conformance to the peak clad temperature limitations
durinS I postuJated 10ss-of-eooluJt accident u specified in ] 0 CFR
50.46 (January 4. 1974) and to usure conformance to the opeq!ins
limits for LOCAL LINEAR HEATGENERAnON RATE and
mjnimum CRITICAL POWER RATIO.

Specification:
A. AVERAGE PLANAR LHGR
Durins POWER OPERATION the maximum AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR
HEATGENERATION RATE (APLHGR) for each fuel type U I function of
exposure shall not exceed the linUtslpeCified in the COREOPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR).
Ifat any time during POWER OPERATION it is determined by normal surveiJlance
that the limiting value for APLHGR is being exceeded. action shall be initiued to
restore operation to within the prescribed limits. If the APLHGR is not returned to
within the prescribed limits within two (2) hours. action shall be initiated to bring the
reactor to the COLD SHUTDOWN CONOmON within 36 hours. DurinS this
period surveillance and c:orrespondingacboD ahaI1 continueUDtil reactor operation is
within the prescribed limits at which time POWER OPERATION may be continued.

I
I

B. LOCAL LHGR
During POWER OPERATION. the LOCAL LINEAR HEAT GENERATION
RATE (LHGR)of anyrod in any fuel assembly, at any axialloeation shall not
exceed the maximum 1110~able LHGR limits specified in the COLR.
If at any time durinS operation it is determined by normal surveillance that the
limiting value ofLHGR is beina exceeded, 8Ction sbalJ be initiated to rescore
operation to within the prescribed limits. Iftbe UiGR. ia DOt returned to within the
prescribed limits within two (2) hours, action sbaIl be initiated to brina the reactor to
the COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITION within 36 boun. DurinS this period.,
surveillance and correspondins actionshall continue until reactor operationis within
the prescribed limits at which timePOWER OPERATION may be continued.
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I

C.

Minimum CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)

•

During steady state POWER OPERATION the minimum CRITICAL POWER RATIO
(MCPR) shall be equal to or greater than the MCPR limit as specified in the COLA.

When APRM status changes due to instrument failure (APRM or LPRM input failure),
the MCPR requirement for the degraded condition shall be met within a time interval of
eight (8) hours, provided that the control rod block is placed in operation during this
interval.
For core flows other than rated, the nominal value for MCPR shall be increased by a
factor of k" where kf is as shown in the COLA.
If at any time during POWER OPERATION it is determined by normal surveillance
that the limiting value for MCPR is being exceeded for reasons other than
instrument failure, action shall be initiated to restore operation to within the
prescribed limits. If the steady state MCPR is not returned to within the prescribed
limits within two [2] hours, action shall be initiated to bring the reactor to the COLD
SHUTDOWN CONDITION within 36 hours. During this period, surveillance and
corresponding action shall continue until reactor operation is within the prescribed
limit at which time POWER OPERATION may be continued.
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Bases:
,

0

•

The Specification for AVERAGE PLANAR LHGR assures that the peak cladding
temperature following the postulated design basis loss-of-coolant accident will not exceed
the 2200°F limit specified in 10 CFR 50.46. The analytical methods and assumptions used
in evaluating the fuel design limits are presented in FSAR Chapter 4.
LOCA analyses are performed for each fuel design at selected exposure points to
determine APLHGR limits that meet the PCT and maximum OXidation limits of 10 CFR
50.46. The analysis is performed using GE calculational models which are consistent with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.
The PCT following a postulated LOCA is primarily a function of the average heat generation
rate of all the rods of a fuel assembly at any axial location and is not strongly influenced by
the rod to rod power distribution within an assembly. Since expected location variations in
power distribution within a fuel assembly affect the calculated peak clad temperature by less
than ± 20°F relative to the peak temperature for a typical fuel design, the limit on the
average linear heat generation rate is sufficient to assure that calculated temperatures are
below the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46.
The maximum AVERAGE PLANAR LHGR limits for the various fuel types currently being
used are provided in the COLA. The COLR includes MAPLHGR limits for five loop
operation. Additional limits on MAPLHGA for operations with less than five loops are given
in Specification 3.3.F.2.
Fuel design evaluations are performed to demonstrate that the cladding 1% plastic strain
and other fuel design limits are not exceeded during anticipated operational occurrences for
operation with LHGRs up to the operating limit LHGR.
The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating the anticipated operational
occurrences to establish the operating limit MCPR are presented in the FSAR, Chapters 4,
6 and 15 and in Technical Specification 6.9.1.1. To assure that the Safety Limit MCPR is
not exceeded during any moderate frequency transient event, limiting transients have been
analyzed to determine the largest reduction in CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR). The
types of transients evaluated are pressurization, positive reactivity insertion and coolant
temperature decrease. The operational MCPR limit is selected to provide margin to
accommodate transients and uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state,
manufacturing, and in the critical power correlation itself. This limit is derived by addition of
the CPR for the most limiting transient to the safety limit MCPR designated in Specification
2.1.
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The APRM response is used to predict when the rod block occurs in the analysis of the rod
withdrawal error transient. The transient rod position at the rod block and correspo nding MCPR
can be determined. The MCPR has been evaluate d for different AP RM responses which would
result from changes in the A PRM status as a consequence of bypassed AP RM channel and/or
failed/bypassed LPRM inputs. The steady state MCPR required to protect the minimum
transient CPR for the worst case AP RM status condition (APRM Status 1) is determi ned in the
rod withdrawal error transient analysis. The steady state MC PR values for AP RM status
conditions 1, 2, and 3 wi II be evaluated each cycle. For those cycles where the rod withdrawal
error transient is not the most severe transient the MC PR value for AP RM status conditions 1, 2,
and 3 will be the sam e and be equal to the limiting transient MCPR value.
The time interval of Eight (8) hours to adjust the steady state of MC PR to account for a
degradation in the APRM status is justified on the basis of instituting a control rod block which
precludes the possibility of experiencing a rod withdrawal error transient since rod withdrawal is
physically prevented. This time interval is adequate to allow the operator to either increase the
MCPR to the appropriate value or to upg rade the status of th e APRM system while in a
condition which prevents the possibility of this transient occurring.
Transients analyzed each fuel cycle will be evaluated with respect to the oper ational MCPR limit
specified in the COLR.
The purpose of the k. factor is to define operating lim its at other than rated flow conditions. At
less than 100% flow the required MCPR is the product of the operating lim it MCPR and the kf
factor. Specifically, the k, factor provides the required thermal margin to protect against a flow
increase transient.
The k, factor curves, as shown in the COLR, were developed generically using the flow control
line corresponding to RATED THERMAL POWER at rated core flow. For the manual flow
control mode, the k, factors were calculated such that at the maxi mum flow state (as limited by
the pump scoop tube set point) and the corresponding core power (along the rated flow control
line), the limiting bundle's relative power was adjusted until the MCPR was slightly above the
Safety Limit. Using this relative bundle power, the MCPR's were calculated at differe nt points
along the rated flow control line corresponding to differe nt core flows. The ratio of the MC PR
calculated at a given point of core flow, divided by the ope rating limit MCPR determines the
value of kf •
The kf factor also provides the required thermal margin to protect against reactor ther mal
hydraulic instability. The kf factor establishes the require d MCPR at low flow conditions such
that if a reactor thermal hydraulic instabil ity were to occur, the MCPR Safety Limit would not be
exceeded.
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3.12

Alternate Shutdown Monitoring Instrumentation

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of alternate shutdown monitoring
instrumentation.

Objective:

To assure the operability of the alternate shutdown monitoring
instrumentation.

Specification:
A.

The alternate shutdown monitoring instruments listed in Table 3.12-1 shall be
operable during reactor power operations and when reactor coolant temperature
exceeds 212 DF.

B.

With less than the minimum number of operable channels specified in Table
3.12-1, either restore the inoperable channel to operable status within 30 days, or
be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within
the following 24 hours.

The operability of the alternate shutdown monitoring instrumentation ensures that sufficient
capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of hot shutdown of the planl from
locations outside of the control room. This capability is required in the event control room
habitability is lost and is consistent with Appendix R and General Design Criteria 19 of 10 CFR

50.
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TMLE J, 12-1 ALTERNATE SHUTDOWN
MONITORING INSTROMINTATION

bOstiAn,l

Readout
Location

UnJ.~

Kin. cbannah
Operabla

UP

1

Reactor Watar Laval (fual zona)

RIP

1

Condan.ata Stora9a Tank Laval

Local

·1

Sarvic. Watar Pump Di.char9. Pre••ura

Local

1

Control Rod Drive Sy.tam Flowmetar

Rz 23'

1

naar V-lS-3D

Raactor Buildinq Cloaed COOling Watar
Pump Di.cbarga Pra••ura

Local

1

UP

1

Local

1

RIP - Remota Shutdown Panal
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3.13

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMEl'i"TATlON

Applicabilitv:

Applies to th~ operating sutus of accident monitoring instrumentation.

Objective:

To assure operabiliry of accidenr monitoring instrumentation.

Specification:

A.

B.

Rdief Valve Position Indic:ltors
l.

The accident monitoring instrumentarion channels shown in Table 3.13.1
shall be OPERABLE when the mode switch is in the Startup or Run
positions.

2.

With no accident monitoring instrumentation operable for a relief ..·:lIv e
as specified in Table 3.13. 1. either restore an)' inoperable channel to
operable staws within 7 days. or place tJ1e reactor in the SHUTDOWN
condition within the next 24 hours. If only me primary· detector or the
backup*· indicatoron a relief valve becomes inoperable. no action is
required. The provisionsof 3.0.A do not apply.

SafetV Valve Position Indicators
1.

During POWER OPERAnON. both primary* and backup·· safety valve
monitoring instruments are required to be OPERABLE except as
provided in 3.13.B.2.

2.

If the primary" accident monitoring instrument on a safety valve becomes
inoperable. the primary- accidentmonitoring insuumems on an adjacent
valve. if OPERABLE. must have itS set poilu approprialely reduced.
When a reduced selpOinE causes an alann condition due to background
noise. the setpoint may be remmed to normal. If the backup-accident
monitoring instrument on a safety valve becomes inoperable. no action is
required. ,The provisions of Specification).O.A do not apply.

-, ~

*

••

Acoustic Monitor
Thermocouple
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C.

In the event that any of these monitoring channels become
inoperable, they shall be made OPERABLE prior to startup
following the next COLD SHUTDOWN.

D.

Wide Range Torus Water Level Monitor

E.

F.

OYSTER CREEK

1.

Two wide range torus water level monitor channels
shall be continuously indicated in the control room
during POWER OPERATION.

2.

With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring
channels less than the total Number of Channels
shown in Table 3.13.1, restore the inoperable
channel(s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days or place
the reactor in the SHUTDOWN CONDITION within the
next 24 hours.

3.

With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring
instrumentation channels less than the Minimum
Channels operable requirements of Table 3.13.1,
restore the inoperable channel(s) to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours or place the reactor in the SHUTDOWN
CONDITION within the next 24 hours.

Wide Range Drywell Pressure Monitor
1.

Two Wide Range Drywell Pressure monitor channels
shall be continuously indicated in the control room
during POWER OPERATION.

2.

With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring
channels less than the total Number of Channels
shown in Table 3.13.1, restore the inoperable
channel(s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days or place
the reactor in the SHUTDOWN CONDITION within the
next 24 hours.

3.

With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring
instrumentation channels less than the Minimum
Channels operable requirements of 3.13.1, restore
the inoperable channel(s) to OPERABLE status within
48 hours or place the reactor in the SHUTDOWN
CONDITION within the next 24 hours.

DELETED
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l
G.

Containment HiQ:h-Range Radiation Monitor

1.

Two containment high-range radiation monitors shall be
OPERABLE when PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required.

2.

With the number of OPERABLE monitors less than 2:

3.

H.

a.

Take appropriate action to restore the inoperable
rnonitor/s) to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

b.

Perform any actions required by Table 3.1.1.

c.

Restore the inoperable monitor(s) to OPERABLE status
within 7 days of the failure or prepare and submit a
Special Report within 14 days following the failure
outlining the cause of inoperability, actions taken. and
the planned schedule for restoring the monitors to
OPERABLE status.

With the number of OPERABLE monitors less than 1, in addition
to the actions of 3.13.0.2 above. restore at least I monitor
to OPERABLE status within 7 days of the failure or have
available a preplanned alternate method capable of being
implemented to provide an estimate of the radioactive material
in containment under accident conditions.

Hieh-Range Radioactive Noble Gas Effluent Monitor

1.

The high range radioactive noble gas effluent monitors listed
in Table 3.13.1 shall be OPERABLE during POWER OPERATlON.

2.

With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
minimum channels OPERABLE requirements. restore the inoperable
channelis) to OPERABLE status witffilr 7 days of the event or
prepare and submit a Special Report within 30 days following
the event outlining the action taken. the cause of the
inoperability and the plans and schedule for restoring the
equipment to OPERABLE status.

BASES
The purpose of the safety/relief valve accident monitoring instrumentation
is to alert the operator to a stuck open safety/relief val ve which could result
in an inventory threatening event.
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CElrreetioFl lette r of 6115/82

As the safety valves present distinctly different concerns than those related to relief valves, the
technical specifications are separated as to the actions taken upon inoperability. Clearly, the
actuation of a safety valve will be immediately detectable by observed increase in drywell
pressure. Further confirmation can be gained by observing reactor pressure and water level.
Operator action in response to these symptoms would be taken regardless of the acoustic
monitoring system status. Acoustic monitors act only to confirm the reseatlng of the safety valve.
In actuality, the operator actions in response to the lifting of a safety valve will not change
whether or not the safety valve reseats. Therefore, the actions taken for inoperable acoustic
monitors on safety valves are significantly less stringent than that taken for those monitors
associated with relief valves.
Should an acoustic monitor on a safety valve become inoperable, the setpoint on an adjacent
monitor, if operable, will be reduced to assure alarm actuation should the safety valve lift. When
a reduced setpoint results in haVing the acoustic monitor on an adjacent valve in an alarm
condition due to background noise, the setpoint may be retumed to normal. This will ensure that
the adjacent valve's acoustic monitor remains operable. Analyses, using very conservative
blowdown forces and attenuation factors, show that reducing the alarm setpoint on adjacent
monitors to less than 1.4g will assure alarm actuation should the adjacent safety valve lift.
Minimum blowdown force considered was 30g with a maximum attenuation of 27dB. In actuality,
a safety valve lift would result in considerably larger blowdown force. The maximum attenuation
of 27dB was determined based on actual testing of a similar monitoring system installed in a
similar configuration.
The operability of the accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that sufficient information is
available on selected plant parameters to monitor and assess these variables during and
following an accident. The capability is consistent with NUREGs 0578 and 0737.
The capability is provided to detect and measure concentrations of noble gas fission products In
(1) plant gaseous effluents and (2) in containment during and follOWing an accident. For the
plant gaseous effluent capability, two Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Systems
(RAG EMS) are installed at Oyster Creek. One system monitors releases at the main stack
(RAG EMS I) and the other monitors the turbine bUilding vents (RAGEMS II). For the in
containment post-accident capability, two high range radiation monitors are installed in the
drywell. These monitors augment the capabilities provided by the Offsite Thermoluminescent
Dosimeter Program (Emergency Plan Section 7.5.2.2b).
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TABLE 3.13.1

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT

1.

**

TOTAL NO. OF
CHANNELS

Relief Valve Position Indicator
(Primary Detector*)

MINIMUM CHANNELS
OPERABLE

1/valve

Relief Valve Position Indicator
(Backup Indications**)

1ivalve

2.

Wide Range Drywell Pressure
Monitor (PT/PR-53 & 54)

2

3.

Wide Range Torus Water Level
(LT/LR-37 & 38)

2

4.

DELETED

5.

Containment High Range Radiation

2

1

6.

High Range Radioactive Noble Gas
Effluent Monitor
Main Stack
a.
Turbine Building Vents
b.

1
1

1
1

1

Acoustic Monitor
Thermocouple
Thermocouple TE 65A can be substituted for thermocouple TE21 0-43V, W, or X
Thermocouple TE 65B can be substituted for thermocouple TE21 0-43Y or Z
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3.15

l'Pig.t!. GI. "pottgring In't;pm.nt.tioD

Ob1egt1ye1 The explo.ive ga. monitoring in.trumentation channel. .hewn
~n Table 3.15.2 .hall be OPERABLE with Alarm/Trip .etpoint• •et to
en.ure that the limit. of Specification 3.6.F are not exceeded.
APRliClbilitYI

A• • hewn

in Table 3.15.2

Specifiqation
A.

A.

Zxplg.iy. Gil In'trvmlnt'tioD
1.

With an explo.ive ga. manitor1ng in.trumentation channel
AlU1ll/Trip .etpoint le.. con.ervative than required by the
Objective above declare the channel inoperable and tau AC'l'IOil
.hown in Table 3.15.2.

2.

With le•• than the minilllwa number of explo.ive ga. monitoring
in.trumentation channel. OPBRABU, tau the ACTIO. .bawD in
Table 3.15.2. Re.tore the inoperable in.trumentation to
OPIRABLI .tatu. within 30 day. and, if un.ucce••ful, prepare and
.ubmit a Special Repo~ to the Commi••ion pur.uant to
Specification 6.9.3.

3.

The provi.ion. of Specification. 3.0 and 3.1 are npt applicable.

The explo.ive 9a. manitorin9 in.trumentation in Table 3.15.2 i.

pl:'OVided for manitor1ng hydra«;en belav the explo8ive level in tbe
Otf9a. 8y.t_ down.tA_ trc- the rec:OIIIbuec. The operebill.ty and
u.e of thi. in.trumentation i. con.1.tent with the requ~nt. ot
General De.i9O Criteria 60 and 64 ot Appendix A to 10 en 50. The
ottga. hydrogen manitoc ha. an al~ which repo~. in the reactor
Control Room. The ott9a. hydrogen monitoc initiate. a bypa.. ot the
Au;.ented Ott9a. Syn_ in the . .ent the .etpoint i. exceeded.
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101,
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2

i

I

3.15.2
I.STRUICBIf%A~IO.

..1Dia. . (.)

I ••t~.t
1.

Mai. OODd. . . .r Off,.. ~r••t . . .t Sr.t. .
"coablD.~ .ffl•••t .rdrag.. Mo.itor

Cb. . . .l.
Ope~abl.

2(d)

S••••tl.l

ru.ct:io.

lIo.itor brdrog••

co.c••tr.tl0.

Applic.bility
(c)

Actio.
1~5

·...
w

III

I

N

I
if•

.

...o
•
0'
0'

...

TABLE 3.15.2 NOTATIONS

(a) Channel• •hall be OPEJ\AIIU and 1n .ervice a. indicated excepc that a
channel may be taken alit of .erviee for the purpo.e of a check.,
calibration, te.t, maintenance or .ample media chanqe without
declarinq the channel to be inoperable.
(b) NOT USED
(C)

Dllring Auqmented Offga. Treatment Sy.tea ·operation.

(d) one hydroqen and one temperature .en.or.
ACTIOR 125

01l'S'lD CRDJt

With one channel O ~ , operation of the main eondenHr
offgu treatment .y.t_ may continue provided a recQlb1Mr
t-.perature . . .iraq in8t~nt i. operable. When only one
of tbe type. of in.tru.eat., i.e., hydrogen IIlOnitor or
temperature monitor, i. operable, the offga. treatment
.y.t_ may be operated provided a ga. .ample i. eolleet8d at
lea.t once per day and i. analyzed for hydrogen within four
hour.. In the e. .nt neither a hydrogen IIIOnitor nor a
recombiner te.peratur. .en.ing in.t~nt i. operable when
required, the Offga. Trea~nt Sy.t_ . .y be operated
provided a 9a• •ample ie collected at leaet once per 8 hour.
and analyzed Within the following 4 hour••
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3.17

Control Room Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning System

Applicability:

Applies to the operability of the control room heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system and Control Room Envelope (CRE) boundary.
--.--------------------------------------NOTE--------------.-.--- -----------.----- ---------------
The CRE boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control.

Objective:

To assure the capability of the control room HVAC system and CRE boundary to
minimize the amount of radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or smoke from entering the
control room in the event of an accident.

Specifications:
A.

The control room HVAC system shall be operable during all modes of plant operation.

B.

With one control room HVAC system determined inoperable for reasons other than
specification D:

C.

D.

1.

Verify once per 24 hours the partial recirculation mode of operation for the operable
system, or place the operable system in the partial recirculation mode; and

2.

Restore the inoperable system within 7 days, or prepare and submit a special report to
the Commission in lieu of any other report required by Section 6.9, within the next 14
days, outlining the action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans/schedule for
restoring the HVAC system to operable status.

With both control room HVAC systems determined inoperable for reasons other than
specification D:
1.

During Power Operation: place the reactor in the cold shutdown condition within 30 hours

2.

During Refueling:
(a)

Cease irradiated fuel handling operations; and

(b)

Cease all work on the reactor or its connected systems in the reactor building
which could result in inadvertent releases of radioactive materials.

When one or both control room HVAC systems are determined inoperable due to an inoperable
CRE boundary:
1.

During Power Operation: actions to implement mitigating actions shall be performed
immediately, verification that the mitigating actions are in place shall be performed within
24 hours, and the CRE boundary shall be restored to operable status within 90 days.

2.

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the containment or during operations with
a potential for draining the reactor vessel:
(a)

Immediately suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the containment;
and

(b)

Immediately initiate action to suspend operations with the potential to drain the
reactor vessel.

OYSTER CREEK
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The operability of the control room HVAC system ensures that the control room will remain
habitable for operations personnel during a postulated design basis accident. The CRE is the
area within the confines of the CRE boundary that contains the spaces that control room
occupants inhabit to control the unit during normal and accident conditions. This area
encompasses the control room, and may encompass other non-critical areas to which frequent
personnel access or continuous occupancy is not necessary in the event of an accident. The
CRE is protected during normal operation, natural events, and accident conditions. The CRE
boundary is the combination of walls, floor, roof, ducting, doors, penetrations and equipment
that physically form the CRE. The OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary must be maintained to
protect the CRE occupants. The CRE and its boundary are defined in the Control Room
Envelope Habitability Program.
Since control room HVAC systems A and B do not have HEPA filters or charcoal absorbers, the
supply fan and dampers for each system minimize the beta and gamma doses to the operators
by providing positive pressurization and limiting the makeup and infiltration air into the control
room envelope. For the supply of 100% outside unfiltered air to the control room envelope, the
most limiting design basis accident radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control room
is limited to less than a 30-day integrated dose of 5 rem TEDE.
The control room HVAC system with the use of Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
provides protection from smoke and hazardous chemicals for the CRE occupants. The analysis
of hazardous chemical releases demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not exceeded in the
CRE following a hazardous chemical release (Ref. 1). The evaluation of a smoke challenge
demonstrates that it will not result in the inability of the CRE occupants to control the reactor
either from the control room or from the remote shutdown panels (Ref. 2).
A periodic offsite chemical survey, and procedures for controlling onsite chemicals, are
essential elements of CRE protection against hazardous chemicals. The system design is
based on low probability of offsite sources of toxic gas, based on a chemical survey of the
surrounding areas. The offsite chemical survey is conducted periodically to determine any
change of condition that may need to be addressed. The onsite chemicals are controlled
procedurally such that they do not affect CRE habitability adversely.
The control room envelope (CRE) boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative
control. This only applies to openings in the CRE boundary that can be rapidly restored to the
design condition, such as doors, hatches, floor plugs, and access panels. For entry and exit
through doors, the administrative control of the opening is performed by the person(s) entering
or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls should be proceduralized and consist of
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the
operators in the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening
and to restore the CRE boundary to a condition equivalent to the design condition when a need
for CRE isolation is indicated.
In order for the Control Room HVAC System to be considered OPERABLE, the CRE boundary
must be maintained such that the CRE occupant dose from a large radioactive release does not
exceed the calculated dose in the licensing basis consequence analyses for DBAs, and the
CRE occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals and smoke.

OYSTER CREEK
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If the unfiltered inleakage of potentially contaminated air past the CRE boundary and into the
CRE can result in CRE occupant radiological dose greater than the calculated dose of the
licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences (allowed to be up to a 30-day integrated dose
of 5 rem TED E), or inadequate protection of CRE occupants from hazardous chemicals or
smoke, the CRE boundary is inoperable. Actions must be taken to restore an INOPERABLE
CRE boundary within 90 days.
During the period that the CRE boundary is considered inoperable, action must be initiated to
implement mitigating actions to lessen the effect on CRE occupants from the potential hazards
of a radiological or chemical event or a challenge from smoke. Actions must be taken within 24
hours to verify that in the event of a DBA, the mitigating actions will ensure that CRE occupant
radiological exposures will not exceed the calculated dose of the licensing basis analyses of
DBA consequences, and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals and
smoke. These mitigating actions (Le., actions that are taken to offset the consequences of the
inoperable CRE boundary) should be preplanned for implementation upon entry into the
condition, regardless of whether entry is intentional or unintentional. The 24-hour Completion
Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and
the use of mitigating actions. The 90 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the
determination that the mitigating actions will ensure protection of CRE occupants within
analyzed limits while limiting the probability that CRE occupants will have to implement
protective measures that may adversely affect their ability to control the reactor and maintain it
in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA. In addition, the 90 day Completion Time is
a reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the CRE
boundary.

REFERENCES:
(1)
(2)

UFSAR Section 6.4
UFSAR Section 9.5
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Section 4
4.0

Surveillance Requiremems

Surveillance Requirement Applicability
4.0.1

Surveillance requirements shall be met during the modes or other specified
conditions in the applicability for individual LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the
surveiIlance requirements. Failure to meet a surveillance, whether such failure is
experienced during the performance of the surveillance or between performances
of the surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a
surveillance within the specified frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO
except as provided in 4.0.2. Surveillances do not have to be performed on
inoperable equipment or variables outside specified limits.

4.0.2

If it is discovered that a surveillance was not performed within its specified
frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare the LCO not met
may be delayed. from the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of
the specified frequency, whichever is greater. This delay period is permitted to
aIlow performance of the surveillance. A risk evaluation shall be performed for
any surveillance delayed greater than 24 hours and the risk impact shall be
managed.

/

If the surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO must
immediately be declared not met, and the applicable condition(s) must be
entered.
When the surveiJIance is performed within the delay period and the surveillance
is not met, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, and the applicable
condition(s) must be entered.
4.0.3

Entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall only be made when the LCO's Surveillances have
been met within their specified frequency, except as provided by 4.0.2. When an
LCO is not met due to surveillances not having been met, entry into an
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability
shall only be made in accordance with LCO 3.0.C.
This provision shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with
LCO requirements or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.

BASES:

Surveillance Requirement 4.0.1 establishes the requirement that surveillance
requirements must be met during the modes or other specified conditions in the
applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply, unless otherwise
specified in the individual surveillance requirements. This specification is to
ensure that surveiIlances are performed to verify the OPERABn..ITY of systems
and components,and that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet a
surveillance within the specified frequency constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.
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Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the associated
surveillance requirements have been met. Nothing in this specification.
however, is to be construed as implying that systems or components are
OPERABLE when:
a.

The systems or components are known to be inoperable, although still
meeting the surveillance requirements; or

b.

The requirements of the surveillance(s) are known to be not met between
required surveillance performances.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is in a mode or other
specified condition for which the requirements of the associated LeO are not
applicable, unless otherwise specified.
Surveillances, including surveillances invoked by required actions, do not have
to be performed on inoperable equipment because the actions define the
remedial measures that apply. Surveillances have to be met and performed
prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE status.
Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance testing is
required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes ensuring applicable
surveillances are not failed. Post maintenance testing may not be possible in the
current mode or other specified conditions in the applicability due to the
necessary unit parameters not having been established. In these situations, the
equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the equipment is not
otherwise believed to be incapable of performing its function. This will allow
operation to proceed to a mode or other specified condition where other
necessary post maintenance tests can be completed.
Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the specified limits
when a surveillance has not been completed within the specified frequency. A
delay period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified frequency.
whichever is greater, applies from the point in time that it is discovered that the
surveillance has not been performed in accordance with surveillance requirement
4.0.2 and not at the time that the specified frequency was not met.
This delay period provides adequate time to complete surveillances that have
been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a surveillance before
complying with required actions or other remedial measures that might preclude
completion of the surveillance.
The basis for this delay period includes consideration of unit conditions,
adequate planning, availability of personnel. the time required to perform the
surveillance, the safety significance of the delay in completing the required
surveillance, and the recognition that the most probable result of any particular
surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with the
requirements.
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When a surveillance with a frequency based not on time intervals, but upon specified unit
conditions, operating situations, or requirements of regulations (e.g, prior to entering
power operation after each fuel loading, or in accordance with 10 CPR 50, Appendix I, as
modified by approved exemptions, etc.) is discovered to not have been performed when
specified, Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 allows for the full delay period of up to the
specified frequency to perform the surveillance. However, since there is not a time
interval specified, the missed surveillance should be performed at the first reasonable
opportunity. Surveillance requirement 4.0.2 provides a time limit for, and allowances for
the performance of, surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of mode
changes imposed by required actions.
Failure to comply with specified surveillance frequencies is expected to be an infrequent
occurrence. Use of the delay period established by Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 is a
flexibility which is not intended to be used as an operational convenience to extend
surveillance intervals. While up to 24 hours or the limit of the specified frequency is
provided to perform the missed surveillance, it is expected that the missed surveillance
will be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. The detennination of the first
reasonable opportunity should include consideration of the impact on plant risk (from
delaying the surveillance as well as any plant configuration changes required or shutting
the plant down to perform the surveillance) and impact 00 any analysis assumptions, in
addition to unit conditions, planning, availability of personnel, and the time required to
perform the surveillance. This risk impact should be managed through the program in
place to implement 10 CPR 50.65 (a)(4) and its implementation guidance, NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.182, 'Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities
at Nuclear Power Plants.' This Regulatory Guide addresses consideration of temporary
and aggregate risk impacts, determination of risk management thresholds. and risk
management action up to and including plant shutdown. The missed surveillance should
be treated as an emergent condition as discussed in the Regulatory Guide. The risk
evaluation may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended methods. The degree of depth
and rigor of the evaluation should be conunensurate with the imponance of the
component. Missed surveillances for important components should be analyzed
quantitatively. If the results of the evaluation determine the risk increase is significant,
this evaluation should be used to determine the safest course of action. All missed
surveillances will be placed in the licensee's Corrective Action Program.

If a surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay period, then the equipment is
considered inoperable or the variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
completion times of the required actions for the applicable LCO conditions begin
immediately upon expiration of the delay period. H a surveillance is failed within the
delay period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is outside the specified
limits and the completion times of the required actions for the applicable LCO conditions
begin inunediately upon the failure of the surveillance.
Completion of the surveillance within the delay period allowed by this specification, or
within the completion time of the actions, restores compliance with Surveillance
Requirement 4.0.1.
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. Specification 4.0.3 establishes the requirement that all applicable Surveillance
Requirements (SRs) must be met before entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDmON or
other specified condition in the Applicability.
This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABll..rrY requirements and
variable limits are met before entry into OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other
specified conditions in the Applicability for which these systems and components ensure
safe operation of the unit. The provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted
as endorsing the failure to exercise the good practice of restoring systems or components
to OPERABLE status before entering an associated OPERATIONAL CONDITION or
other specified conditionin the Applicability.
A provision is included to allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other
specified condition in the Applicability when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not
met due to a Surveillance not being met in accordance with Specification 3.0.C.
However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet a Surveillance Requirement will not
result in Specification 4.0.3 restricting an OPERATIONAL CONDmON change or
other specified condition change. When a system. subsystem, division, component.
device, or variable is inoperable or outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are
not required to be performed, per Specification 4.0.1, which states that surveillances do
not have to be performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment is inoperable,
Specification 4.0.3 does not apply to the associated SR(s) since the requirement for the
SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore, failing to perform the Surveillance(s)
within the specified Surveillance time interval does not result in a Specification 4.0.3
restriction to changing OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other specified conditions of
the Applicability. However, since the Limiting Condition for Operation is nOI met in this
instance, Specification 3.0.C will govern any restrictions that may (or may not) apply to
OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition changes. Specification 4.0.3
does not restrict changing OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other specified conditions
of the Applicability when a Surveillance has not been performed within the specified
Surveillance time interval, provided the requirement to declare the Limiting Condition for
Operation not met has been delayed in accordance with Specification 4.0.2.
The provisions of Specification 4.0.3 shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to
comply with LCO requirements. In addition, the provisions of Specification 4.0.3 shall
not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL CONDmONS or other specified conditions in
the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this context, a unit shutdown is
defmed as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDmON or other specified condition in the
Applicability associated with transitioning from POWER OPERATION to STARTUP
MODE, ST ARTIJP MODE to SHUTDOWN CONDmON, and SHUTDOWN
CONDITION to COLD SHUTDOWN CONDmON.
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SECTION -'I
SUREVEILLANCE REOVlREt\.1ENTS
4. I

PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Applicability: Applies to the surveillance of the instrumentation that performs a safety function.
Objective:

To specifythe minimum frequency and type of surveillance to
.'be'applied tothesafety instrumentation.

Specification: Instrumentationshall be checked, tested. and calibrated as
indicated in Tables 4.1.1 and 4. 1.2 using the definitions
given in Section I.
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4.1

PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Bases:
Surveillance intervals are based on reliability analyses and have been determined in accordance
with General Electric Licensing Topical Reports given in References 1 through 5.
The functions listed in Table 4.1.1 logically divide into three groups:
a.

On-off sensors that provide a scram function or some other equally important
function.

b.

Analog devices coupled with a bi-stable trip that provides a scram function or
some other vitally important function.

c.

Devices which only serve a useful function during some restricted mode of
operation, such as startup or shutdown, or for which the only practical test is one
that can be performed only at shutdown.

Group (b) devices utilize an analog sensor followed by an amplifier and bi-stable trip circuit. The
sensor and amplifier are active components and a failure would generally result in an upscale
signal, a downscale signal, or no signal. These conditions are alarmed so a failure would not go
undetected. The bi-stable portion does need to be tested in order to prove that It will assume its
tripped state when required.
Group (c) devices are active only during a given portion of the operational cycle. For example,
the IRM is inactive during full-power operation and active during startup. Thus, the only test that
is significant is the one performed just prior to shutdown and startup. The condenser Low
Vacuum trip can only be tested during shutdown, and although it is connected into the reactor
protection system, it is not required to protect the reactor. Testing at each REFUELING
OUTAGE is adequate. The switches for the high temperature main steamline tunnel are not
accessible during normal operation because of their location above the main steam lines.
Therefore, after initial calibration and in-place OPERABILITY checks, they will not be tested
between refueling shutdowns. Considering the physical arrangement of the piping which would
allow a steam leak at any of the four sensing locations to affect the other locations, it is
considered that the function is not jeopardized by limiting calibration and testing to refueling
outages.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies instrument channel operability. A successful test of the
required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the verification of a change in state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST or CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of a relay. This is acceptable because all the other required contacts of the relay are
verified by other Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specification tests.
The logic of the Inslrument safety systems in Table 4.1.1 is such that testing the instrument
channels trips the trip system to verify that it is OPERABLE. The testing may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps. However, certain systems
require coincident instrument channel trips to completely test their trip systems. Therefore, Table
4.1.2 specifies the minimum trip system test frequency for these tripped systems. This assures
that all trip systems for protective instrumentation are adequately tested, from sensors through the
trip system.
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IRM calibration is to be perfor med during reactor startup. The calibration of the IRM s during
startup will be significant since the IRMs will be relied on for neutron monitoring and reactor
protection up to 38.4% of rated power during a reactor startup.
To ensure that the AP RMs are accurately indicati ng the true core average power, the APRMs are
calibrated to the reactor power calculated from a heat balance. Lim iting Safety System Settings
(LSSS) 2.3.A.1 allows the APRMs to be reading greater than actual THERMAL POWER to
compensate for localized power pea king. When this adjustm ent is made, the requirement for the
absolute difference between the AP RM channels and the calculated power to indicate within 2%
RTP is modified to include any gain adjustments required by LSSS 2.3.A.1.
LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux profiles measured by the Traversing Incore
Probe (TIP) System. This establishes the relative local fl ux profile for appropriate representative
input to the APRM System. The 1000 MWD/T Frequency is based on operating experience with
LPRIVI sensitivity changes.
General Electric Licensing Topical Report NEDC-30851 P-A (Reference 1), Section 5.7 indicates
that the major contributor to rea ctor protection system unavailabil ity is common cause failure of
the automatic scram contactors. Analysis showed a weekly test interval to be optim um for scram
contactors. The test of the autom atic scram contactors can be performed as part of the
CHANNEL CALIBRATION or CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of Scram Functions or by use of
the subchan nel test switches.
References:

(1)

NEDC-30851 P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement Analyses
for BWR Reactor Protection System."

(2)

NEDC-30936P-A, "BWR Owners' Group Technical Specification
Improvement Methodology (With Demonstration for BWR ECCS
Actuation Instrumentation)," Parts 1 and 2.

(3)

NEDC-30851 P-A, Supplement 1, "Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block
Instrumentation."

(4)

NEDC-30851 P-A, Supplement 2, "Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation."

(5)

NEDC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement Analysis
for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation."
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TABLE 4.1.1

Page I of6
~lINIMUM CHECK, CALIBRATION AND TEST FREQUENCY FOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Instnunent Channel

Check

Calibrate

Test

Remarks (Applies to Test

&: Calibration)

I.

High Reactor Pressure

lid

Note 3

'1/3 mo.

2.

High Drywell Pressure (Scram)

NIA

1/3 mo.

113 mo.

3.

Low Reactor Water Level

lid

Note 3

113 mo.

4.

Low-Low Water Level

lId

Note 3

1/3 mo.

5.

High Water Level in Scram Discharge Volume
a,
Digital
b.
Analog

NIA
NIA

1/3 mo.

113 mo.
1/3 rna,

By varying level in sensor columns

Note 3

6

Low-Low-Low Water Level

NIA

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

By application of test pressure

7.

High Flow in Main Stcamlinc

lid

1/3 mo.

113 mo.

By application of test pressure

K.

Low Pressure in Main Stcamlinc

NIA

1/3 rna,

1/3 rna,

By application of test pressure

9.

High Drywell Pressure (Core Cooling)

lid

1/3 rna,

1/3 mo.

By application of test pressure

10.

Main Steam Isolation Valve (Scram)

NIA

NIA

1/3 mo.

By exercising valve
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By application of test pressure

TABLE 4.1.1
Page 20f6
MINIMUM CHECK, CALIBRATION AND TEST FREQUENCY FQR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
Instrument Channel

Cheek

Calibrate

Test

Remarks (Applies to Test & Calibration)

APRM Level

NIA

/l3d

NIA

Verify the absolute difference between
the APRM channels and the calculated
power is ~ 2% rated thermal power [plus
any gains required by LSSS 2.3.A.II.

APRM Scram Trips
•
Flow biased neutron flux - high
•
Fixed neutron flux- highor inop
•
Downscale

Note 2

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

Using built-in calibration equipment
during POWER OPERATION

12.

APRM Rod Blocks

Note 2

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

Upscale and downscale

13.

DELETED

I-J.

High Radiation in Reactor Building
Operating Floor
Ventilation Exhaust

lIs

1/3 mo.
1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.
1/3 mo.

Using gamma source for calibration

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

Using built-in calibration equipment
Channel Check
Source check
Calibration according to established
station calibration procedures
Note a

II

15.

Us

High Radiation on Air Ejector Off-Gas

lIs
l/mo.
1124 mo.
1/24 mo.
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TABLE 4.1.1
Page 3 of6
I\IINII\-lUM CHECICCALIBRATIQ;-'; AND TEST FREQUENCY FOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
InstfilOlent Channel

Check

Calibrate

Test

IRM Level

N/A

Each startup

N/A

IRM Scram

•

•

•

17.

IRM Blocks

N/A

Prior to startup
and shutdown

Prior to startup
and shutdown

Ill.

Condenser Low Vacuum

N/A

1/2-1 mo.

1/24 mo.

1'.1.

Manual Scram Buttons

N/A

N/A

1/3 mo.

20.

High Temperature Main StcamlineTUMei

N/A

1/24 mo.

Each refueling
outage

Using heat source box

21.

SRI\\

•

•

•

Using built-in calibration equipment

22.

lsolation Condenser High Flow ~p (Steam & Water)

N/A

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

By application of test pressure

23.

Turbine Trip Scram

N/A

N/A

1/3 mo.

24.

Generator Load Rejection Scram

N/A

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

25.

Recirculation Loop Flow

N/A

1/24 mo.

N/A

By application of test pressure

2(,.

Low Reactor Pressure Core Spray Valve Permissive

N/A

1/3 mo.

1/3 mo.

By application of test pressure

16.
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Rema~Applies

to Test & Calibration)

Using built-in calibration equipment
Upscale and downscale

TABLE 4.1.1
Page 4 of6
~lINII\IUl\l CHECK. CALIBRATION AND TEST

Instrument Channel
27.

2X.

FREQUENCY FOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Check

Calibrate

Test

Remarks (Applies to Test & Calibration)

Scram Discharge Volume (Rod Block)

a)

Water level high

N/A

Each refueling
outage

1/3 mo.

b)

Scram Trip bypass

N/A

N/A

Each refueling
outage

Calibrate by varying level in sensor
column

Loss of Power
a)

416 KV Emergency Bus Undcrvoltage
(Loss of Voltage)

lId

1124 mo.

lImo.

b)

4.16 KV Emergency Bus Undcrvoltagc
(Degraded Voltage)

lId

1/24 mo.

lImo.

29.

Drywcll High Radiation

N/A

Each refueling
outage

Each refueling
outage

30.

Automatic Scram Contactors

N/A

N/A

IIwk

Note I

31.

Core Spray Booster Pump Differential Pressure

N/A

113 mo.

1/3 mo.

By application of a test pressure .

,
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TABLE 4.1.1
Page 5 of 6
MINIMUM CHECK, CALIBRATION AND TEST FREQUENCY FOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

Instrument Channel

~

Calibrate

!H1

NlA
NJA

1112 mo.
Note 4

1/12 mo.

NlA

Each refueling
outage

1/3 mo.

Remarks (APplies to Test & calibration)

32. lPRM level
a)
b)

Electronics
Detectors

33. RWCU HELB
High Temperature

NJA

Calibrate prior 10 startup and normal shUldown and thereafter check 1/s and teal1/wk until no longer reqUired.

Legend:

NtA :: Not Applicable
1/s:: Once per shill
1/d :: Once per day

113d :: Onceper 3 days;
11wk = Once per week
limo. :: Once per month
113 mo. = Onceevery3 months;
1/12 mo. = Once f1I/8ry 12 months
1124 mo.:: Once f1II8ry 24 months
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Perfonn ChaMei Tests using the tEt&t

swi1ct1e6.

1

TABLE 4.1.1
Page 6 of 6
MINIMUM CHECK, CALIBRATION AND TEST FREQUENCY FOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
NOTE 1:

Each automatic scram contactor is required to be tested at least once per week. When not tested by other means, the weekly test can
be performed by using the subchannel test switches.

NOTE 2:

At least daily during reactor POWER OPERATION, the reactor neutron flux peaking factor shall be estimated and flow-referenced
APRM scram and rod block settings shall be adjusted, if necessary, as specified in Section 2.3 Specifications A.1 and A.2.

NOTE 3:

Calibrate electronic bistable trips by injection of an external test current once per 3 months. Calibrate transmitters by application of test
pressure once per 12 months.

NOTE 4:

Perform LPRM detectors calibration every 1000 MWD/MT Average Core Exposure

The following notes are only for Item 15 of Table 4.1 .1:
A channel may be taken out of service for the purpose of a check, calibration, test or maintenance without declaring the channel to be inoperable.
a.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also demonstrate that control room alarm annunciation occurs if any of the following conditions exists:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Instrument indicates measured levels above the alarm setpoint.
Instrument indicates a downscale failure.
Instrument controls not set in operate mode.
Instrument electrical power loss.
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TABLE 4.1.2
MINIMUM TEST FREQUENCIES FOR TRIP SYSTEMS
Trip System

Minimum Test Frequency

1)

Dual Channel (Scram)

Same as for respective
instrumentation in Table 4.1.1

2)

Rod Block

Same as for respective
instrumentation in Table 4.1.1

3)

DELETED

DELETED

4)

Automatic Depressurization
each trip system, one at a time

Each refueling outage

5)

MSIV Closure
each closure logic circuit independently
(1 valve at a time)

Each refueling outage

6)

Core Spray
each trip system, one at a time

1/3 mo. and each refueling outage

7)

Primary Containment Isolation
each trip circuit independently
(1 valve at a time)

Each refueling outage

8)

Refueling Interlocks

Prior to each refueling operation

9)

Isolation Condenser Actuation and Isolation
each trip circuit independently
(1 valve at a time)

Each refueling outage

10)

Reactor Building Isolation and SGTS Initiation

Same as for respective
instrumentation in Table 4.1.1

11)

DELETED

DELETED

12)

Air Ejector Offgas Line Isolation

Each refueling outage

13)

Containment Vent and Purge Isolation

1/24 mo.
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4.2

REACTIVITY CONTROL
Applicability:

Applies to the surveillance requirements for reactivity control.

Objective:

To verify the capability for controlling reactivity.

Specification:
A.

SDM shall be verified:
1.
Prior to each CORE ALTERATION, and
2.
Once withi n 4 hours following the first critical ity following any COR E
ALTERATION.

B.

The control rod drive housing support system shall be inspected after rea ssembly.

C.

The maximum scram insertion time of the control rod s shall be demonstrated
through measurement and, during single control rod scram ti me tests, the control
rod drive pumps shall be isolated from the accumulators:
1.

For all control rods prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 40% power
with reactor coolant pressure greater than 800 p sig, following core
alterations or after a reactor shutdown that is greater than 120 days.

2.

For specifically affected individual control rods follow ing maintenance on
or modification to the control rod or control rod drive system which could
affect the scram insertion time of those specific control rods in
accordance with either "a" or "b" as follows:

3.

D.

a.1

Specifically affected individual control rods shall be sc ram time
tested with the reactor depr essurized and the scram insertion time
from the fully withdrawn position to 90% insertion shall not exceed
2.2 seconds, and

a.2

Specifically affected individual control rods shall be sc ram time
tested at greater than 800 psiq reactor coolant pr essure prior to
exceeding 40% power.

b.

Specifically affected individual control rods shall be sc ram time
tested at greater than 800 psiq reactor coolant pr essure.

On a frequency of less than or equal to once per 180 days of cumulative
power operation, for at least 20 control rods, on a rota ting basis, with
reactor coolant pressure greater than 800 psig.

Each partially or fully withdrawn control rod shall be exercised at least once each
week. This test shall be performed within 24 hours in the event power operation
is continuing with two or more inoperable contro I rods or in the event power
operation is continuing with one full y or partially withdrawn rod which cannot be
moved and for which control rod drive mechanism damage has not been ruled
out. The surveillance need not be completed within 24 hours if the number of
inoperable rods has been reduced to less than two and if it has been
demonstrated that control rod drive mechanism collet housing failure is not the
cause of an im movable control rod.
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E.

Surveillance of the standby liquid control system shall be as follows:
1. Pump operability

Once/3 months

2. Boron concentration

Once/month

3. Functional test

Once every 24 months

determination
"

4. Solution volume and
temperature check

Once/day

5.

Once ever.y 24.montbs •. Enrich
ment analyses shall be received no
later than 30 days ..after sampling.
If not received within 30 days,
notify NRC (within 7 days) of plans
to obtain test results.

Solutio~.Boron-10

'Enrichment

F.

At specific power operation cond1tions, the actual control rod
configuration will be compared with the expected configuration based upon
appropriately corrected past data. This comparison shall be made every
equivalent full power month. The in1tia1 rod inventory measurement
performed with equilibrium conditions are established
after a refue11ng or major core a1terat10n w111 be used as base data
for reactivity monitoring during subsequent power operation throughout the
fuel cycle.
-

G.

The scram discharge volume drain and vent valves shall be verified
open at least once per 31 days, except in shutdown mode·, and shall be
cycled.at least one complete cycle of full travel at least quarterly.

H.

All withdrawn control rods shall be determined OPERABLE by
demonstrating the scram discharge volume drain and vent valves
OPERABLE. This will be done at least once per refueling cycle by placing
the mode switch 1n shutdown and by verifying that:
a.

The dra1n and vent valves close with1n 30 seconds afterrece1pt of
a signal for control rods to scram, and
.

b.

The scram signal can be reset. and "the dra1n and vent valves open
when the scram discharge volume tr1p is bypassed.

* These ..valves may be closed intermittently for testing under
administrative control.
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BASIS:
Adequate SDM must be demonstrated to ensure that the reactor can be
made subcritical from any initial operating condition. Adequate 80M is
demonstrated by testing before or during the first startup after fuel
movement, control rod replacement, or shuffling within the reactor
pressure vessel. Control rod replacement refers to the decoupling and
removal of a control rod from a core location, and subsequent
replacement with a new control rod or a control rod from another core
location. Since core reactivity will vary during the cycle as a
function of fuel depletion and poison burnup, the beginning of cycle
(BOC) test must also account for changes in core reactivity during the
cycle. Therefore, to obtain the SOM, the initial measured value must
be increased by an adder, "A', which is the difference between the
calculated value of maximum core reactMty during the operating cycle
and the calculated BOC core reactivity. If the value of A is negative
(that is, BOC Is the most reactive point in the cycle), no correction
to the BOC measured value Is required.
The SDM may be demonstrated during an in sequence control rod
withdrawal, in which the highest worth control rod is analytically
determined, or during local criticals. Local critical tests require
the withdrawal of out of sequence control rods.
The frequency of 4 hours after reaching criticality Is allowed to
provide a reasonable amount of time to perform the required
calculations and have appropriate verification.
During REFUEL MODE, adequate SDM is required to ensure that the reactor
does not reach criticality during core alterations. An evaluation of
each in vessel fuel movement during fuel loading (including shuffling
fuel within the core) shall be performed to ensure adequate SDM Is
maintained during refueling. This evaluation can be a bounding
analyses that demonstrate adequate SOM for the most reactive
configurations during the refueling may be performed to demonstrate
acceptability of the entire fuel movement sequence. For the SDM
demonstrations that rely solely on calculation, additional margin must
be added to the SDM limit of 0.38% delta k1k to account for
uncertainties in the calculation.
The control rod drive housing support system(2) is not subject to
deterioration during operation. However, reassembly must be assured
following a partial or complete removal.
The scram insertion times for all control rods(3) will be determined at
the time of each refueling outage. The scram times generated at each
refueling outage when compared to scram times previously recorded gives
a measurement of the functional effects of deterioration for each
control rod drive. Scram time testing with the reactor depressurized is adequate
to ensure that the control rod will perform its intended scram function during
startup of the plant until scram time testing above 800 psig reactor coolant
pressure is performed prior to exceeding 40% power.
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The weekly control rod exercise test serves as a periodic check against
deterioration of the control rod system. Experience with this control
rod system has indicated that weekly tests are adequate, and that rods
which move by drive pressure will scram when required as the pressure
applied is much higher. The requirement to exercise the control rods
within 24 hours of a condition with two or more control rods which are
valved out of service or one fully or partially withdrawn control rod
which can not be moved provides assurance of the reliability of the
remaining ~ontrol rods.
Pump operability, boron concentration, solution temperature and volume
of standby liquid control systelR(4/ are checked on a frequency
consistept with instrumentation checks described in.Specification 4.1 .
.Experience with similar systems has indicated that the test frequencies
are adequate. The only practical time to functionally test the liquid
control system is duriJlg a refueling outage. "rhe functional test
includes the firing of explosive charges to open the shear plug valves
and the pumping of demineralized water into the reactor to assure
operability of the systell downstreUl of the pumps. The test also
includes recircu1 ation of liquid control solution to and from the'
sol ution tanks.
Pump operability is demonstrated on a more frequent basis. This test
consists of recirculation of demineralized water to a test tank. A
continUity check of the firing circuit on the shear plug valves is
prOVided by pilot lights in the control roo~.
Tank level and
temperature alarms are prOVided to alert the operator to off-normal
conditions.
Figure 3.2.1 was revised to reflect the minimum and maximum weight
percent of sodium pentaborate solution, and the minimum atom percent of
B-I0 to meet 10 CFR 50.62(c)(4). Since the weight percent of sodium
pentaborate can change with water makeup or water evaporation, frequent_.
surveillances are perfo~ed on the solution concentration, volume and
temperature. The sodium pentaborate is enriched with 8-10 at the
chemical vendor's facility to meet the minimum atom percent.
Preshipment samples of batches are analyzed for 8-10 enrichment and
veri fi ed by an independent 1aboratory pri or to shi pment to Oyster
Creek. Since the 8-10 enrichment will not change while in storage or
in the SLCS tank, the surveillance for B-10 enrichment is performed on
a 24 month interval. An additional requirement has been added to
evaluate the solution's capability to meet the original design shutdown
criteria whenever the Boron-IO enrichment requirement 1S not met •
. The functional test and other surveillance on components, along with
the monitoring instrumentation, gives a high reliability for standby
liquid control system operability.
References
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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FDSAR,
FDSAR,
FOSAR,
FOSAR,

Vol ume
Volume
Volume
Volume

n, Figure 111-5-11

I, Section VI-3
I, Section 111-5 and Volume II, Appendix 8
I, Section VI-4
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4.3

REACTOR COOLANT

Applicability:

Applies to the surveillance requirements for the reactor coolant system.

Objective:

To determine the condition of the reactor coolant system and the operation of the
safety devices related to it.

SpeciIication: A.

Materials surveillance specimens and neutron flux monitors shall be installed
in the reactor vessel adjacent to the wall at the midplane of the active core.
Specimens and monitors shall be periodically removed, tested, and evaluated
to determine the effects of neutron fluence on the fracture toughness of the
vessel shell materials. Pressure and temperature curves are contained in
the Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR).

B.

Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 systems
and components shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required
by 10 CFR, Section 50.55a, except where specific written relief has been
granted by the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR, Section 50.55a.

C.

Inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 pumps and
valves shall be performed in accordance with the ASME Code for
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (ASME OM Code)
and applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR, Section 50.55a, except
where specific written relief has been granted by the NRC pursuant to 10
CFR, Section 50.55a.

D.

A visual examination for leaks shall be made with the reactor coolant system
at pressure during each scheduled refueling outage or after major repairs
have been made to the reactor coolant system in accordance with Article
5000, Section XI. The requirements of specification 3.3.A shall be met
during the test.

E.

Each replacement safety valve or valve that has been repaired shall be tested
in accordance with Specification C above. Setpoints shall be as follows:
Number of Valves

4
5
F.
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Set Points (psig)
1212 ± 36
1221 ± 36

A sample of reactor coolant shall be analyzed at least every 72 hours for the
purpose of determining the content of chloride ion and to check the
conductivity.
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*

G.

Primary Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves Specification:
1.

H.

I.

Periodic leakage testing(a) on each valve listed in Table 4.3.1 shall
be accomplished prior to exceeding 600 psig reactor pressure every
time the plant is placed in the cold shutdown condition for
refueling, each time the plant is placed in a cold shutdown
condition for 72 hours if testing has not been accomplished in the
preceding 9 months, whenever the valve is moved whether by
manual actuation or due to flow conditions, and after returning the
valve to service after maintenance, repair or replacement work is
performed.

Reactor Coolant System Leakage
1.

Unidentified leakage rate shall be calculated at least once every 4
hours.

2.

Total leakage rate (identified and unidentified) shall be calculated
at least once every 8 hours.

3.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the primary containment sump
flow integrator and the primary containment equipment drain tank
flow integrator shall be conducted at least once per 24 months.

An inservice inspection program for piping identified in NRC Generic Letter
88-01 shall be performed in accordance with the NRC staff positions on
schedule, methods, personnel, and sample expansion included in the generic
letter or in accordance with alternate measures approved by the NRC staff.

Bases:
Data is available relating neutron fluence (E>1.0MeV) and the change in the Reference Nil-Ductility
Transition Temperature (RT NDT)' Pressure and temperature curves are contained in the Pressure
and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR).
The inspection program will reveal problem areas should they occur, before a leak develops. In
addition, extensive visual inspection for leaks will be made on critical systems. Oyster Creek was
designed and constructed prior to

(a)

To satisfy ALARA requirements, leakage may be measured
indirectly (as from the performance of pressure indicators) if
accomplished in accordance with approved procedures and supported
by computations showing that the method is capable of demonstrating
valve compliance with the leakage criteria.

* NRC Order dated April 20, 1981.
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the existence of ASME Section XI. For this reason, the degree of access required
by ASME Section XI is not generally available and will be addressed as "requests
for relief' in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g).
Experience in safety valve operation shows testing in accordance with the ASME Code is
adequate to detect failures or deterioration. The as-found setpoint tolerance is specified
in the ASME OM Code as the owner-defined tolerance or ± 3% of valve nameplate set
pressure. An analysis has been performed which shows that with all safety valves set
36 psig higher, the safety limit of 1375 psig is not exceeded.
Conductivity instruments continuously monitor the reactor coolant. Experience
indicates that a check of the conductivity instrumentation at least every
72 hours is adequate to ensure accurate readings. The reactor water sample
will also be used to determine the chloride ion content to assure that the limits
of 3.3.E are not exceeded. The chloride ion content will not change rapidly
over a period of several days; therefore, the sampling frequency is adequate.
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TABLE 4.3.1
PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISQLATION VALVES

..

,.
Valve No.

H3XillUIII (a)
Allowable Leakage

Core Spray Systell 1

HZ02A
NZ02C

5.0 GPM
5.0 GPM

'Core Spray System 2

HIO%!
NI02D

5.0 GPM
S.O GPM

Syst_

Footnote:
(a)

1.

Leakage rates less than or equal to 1.0

Z.

Leakage rites greater than 1.0 gp_ but less than or equal to 5.0 gplI
are considered acceptable if the latest ~easurid rite has not exceeded
the rate determined by the previous tes~ by an a-ount that.reduces
the margin. between .e.lured leakage rate and the maximum permissible
rate of 5.0 gpm by Sal or greater.
.

3.

Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm
are considered unacceptable if the latest .e.sured rat. exceeded the
rate determined by the previous test by an amount that reduces the
..rgin bet~n ...sured leakage rate and the maxi.um permissible rate
of 5.0 gpm by 501 o!" greate...
.

4.

Leakage rates greater than 5.0 gpm are considered unacceptable.

5.

Test differential pressure shall not be less than 150 psid.

~

are considered acceptable.

NRC Order .dated April 20. 1981

..
'
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4.4

EMERGENCY COOLING

Applicability: Applies to surveillance requirements for the emergency cooling systems.
Objective:

To verify the operability of the emergency cooling systems.

Specification: Surveillance of the emergency cooling systems shall be performed as follows:
Frequency
A. gQre Spray System
OnceJ3 months. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup fQllowing a refueling outage.

1. Pump Operability

2. MotQr operated valve
Qperability

Once13 months

3. Automatic actuation test

Every three months

4. Pump compartment water
tight doors closed

Once/week and after each entry

5. Core spray header l1P
instrumentation
CHANNEL CHECK
CHANNEL CALIBRATION
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

Once/clay
Oncel3 months
Oncel3 months

B. Automatic Depressurization
1. Verity each relief valve actuator
strokes when manually actuated

Once every 24 months

2. Automatic actuation test

Every refueling outage

C. CQnlainment Cooling System
OnceJ3 months. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup following a refueling outage.

1. Pump Operability

OYSTER CREEK
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Frequency
C. Containment Cooling System
2. Motor-operated valve operability

Every 3 months

3. Pump compartment water
tight doors closed

Once/week and after each entry

D. Emergency Service Water System
1. Pump Operability

Once/3 months. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup following a refueling outage.

E. Control Rod Drive Hydraulic
System
Once/month. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup following a refueling outage.

1. Pump Operability

F. Fire Protection System
Once/month. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup following a refueling outage.
Once/3 months. Also after major maintenance
and prior to startup following a refueling outage.

1. Pump Operability
2. Isolation valve operability

Bases:
It is during major maintenance or repair that a system's design intent may be violated accidentally.
Therefore, a functional test is required after every major maintenance operation. During an extended
outage, such as refueling outage, major repair and maintenance may be performed on many systems. To
be sure that these repairs on other systems do not encroach unintentionally on critical standby cooling
systems. they should be given a functional test prior to startup.

a

Motor operated pumps, valves and other active devices that are normally on standby should be
exercised periodically to make sure that they are free to operate. Motors on pumps should
operate long enough to approach equilibrium temperature to ensure there is no overheat problem.
Whenever practical, valves should be stroked full length to ensure that nothing impedes their
motion. Testing of components per OC Inservice Testing Program in accordance with the ASME Code
once every 3 months provides assurances of the availability of the system. The Control Rod Hydraulic
pumps and Fire Protection System pumps are not part of the Inservice Test Program per the ASME
Code and will continue to be tested for operability once per month. Engineering jUdgment based on
experience and availability analyses of the type presented in Appendix L of the FDSAR indicates that
testing these components more often than once a month over a long period of time does not
significantly improve the system reliability. Also. at this frequency of testing wearout should not
be a problem through the life of the plant.
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The operability of the Electromatic Relief Valves (EMRVs) is verified by a stroke test of its relief valve
actuator as specified in TS 4.4.6.1, andby the Inservice Testing Program (1ST).
The EMRVactuator stroke test is performed with the pilotvalve actuator mounted In Its normalposition.
The test checks the manual actuation electrical circuitry, solenoid actuator, pilot operating lever, and pilot
valve assembly. This verifies pilot valve movement. However, sincethis test is performed priorto
establishing the reactorpressureneeded to overcome the main valveclosure spring force, the main valve
will not stroke during the test, therebyminimizing the potential for valveleakage.
The control rod drive hydraulic system is normallyin operation, thereby providing continuous indication of
system operability. A check of flow rateand operability can be made during normal operation.
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4.5

~QNTA~MENTSY$TEM

ApplicabilitY-

Applies to containmeDt system leakage rate,continuousleak rate
momtor, functional testingof valves, SW1dby gas treatmentsystem
operability, memng surveillance, drywell coatins surveillance,
instrument line flow checkvalvesurveillance,suppressionchamber
surveillance, and snubbersurveillance.

Objectives:

To verify opcrabilityofcontainment systems, and that leakage
from thecontainmentsystcm is maintained withinspecified
values, as outlinedin AppendixJ of 10 CFR SO.

Sped ficatjorr
A. Primary Containment LeakageTesting

A PrimaryContainment LeakageRate Testing Program shall be establishedto
implement10 GFR 50, AppendixJ, Option B. as modified by approvedexemptions.
This programshall be in accordance with the guidelines containedin Regulatory Guide
J.163, "Performance Based ContainmentLeakTest Program," dated September 1995,
as modifiedby the following exception:
1.

The first Type A test required by this progrun willbe performedduringrefueling
outage J8R.

B. Type A PrimaryContainment Integrated LeakRateTest (pCILRT).
PCILRT shall be performed in accordance with the Primary ContainmentLeakage Rate
Testing Program.
C. Type B and Type C LocalLeak RateTests (LLRn
1. LLRT shall be performedin accordancewiththe PrimaryContainmentLeakage
Rate TestingProgr;im.
.
2.

The DrywellAirlock, DryweU Airlockelectrical penetration, and
DrywellAirlockbarrel seal sha1J be local leakrate tested in accordancewith the
PrimaryContainment Leakage Rate TestingProgram.

a.

. OYSTERCREEK

When containment integrity is required, the airJock must be tested
at-IO psig within7 days after each contaUunentaccess. Ifthe
airlock is openedmore frequentlythan once ~ 7 days, it may be
tested at J0 psig once per 30 days duringthis time period.
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b.

D.

If the airlock is opened during a period when Primary
Containment is not required, it need not be tested while
Primary Containment is not required, but must be tested at Pa
prior to returning the reactor to an operating mode requiring
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY.

Primary Containment Leakage Rates shall be limited to:

1.

The maximum allowable Primary Containment leakage rate is 1.0
La. The maximum allowable Primary Containment leakage rate to
allow for plant startup following a type A test is 0.75 La. The
leakage rate acceptance criteria for the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program for Type B and Type C tests is
SO.60 La at Pa, except as stated in Specification 4.5.D.2.

2.

Verify leakage rate through each MSIV is :S 11.9 scfh when tested at ~ 20
psig.

3.

The leakage rate acceptance criteria for the drywell airlock shall be
S 0.05 La when measured or adjusted to Pa'

E.

F.

Continuous Leak Rate Monitor
1.

When the primary containment is inerted, the containment shall be
continuously monitored for gross leakage by review of the inerting
system makeup requirements,

2.

This monitoring system may be taken out of service for the
purpose of maintenance or testing but shall be returned to service
as soon as practical.

Functional Test of Valves
1.

All automatic primary containment isolation valves shall be tested
for automatic closure by an isolation signal during each
REFUELING OUTAGE and the isolation time determined to be
within its limit. The following valves are required to close in the
time specified below:
Main steam line isolation valves: ~ 3 seconds and S 10 seconds

2.
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Each automatic primary containment isolation valve shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE prior to returning the valve to service
after maintenance, repair or replacement work is performed on
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the valve or its associated actuator by cycling the valve through at least one
complete cycle of full travel and verifying the isolation time limit is met.
Following maintenance, repair or replacement work on the control or power
circuit for the valves, the affected component shall be tested to assure it will
perform its intended function in the circuit.
3.

During each COLD SHUTDOWN, each main steam isolation valve shall be
closed and its closure time verified to be within the limits of Specification
4.5. F. I above unless this test has been performed within the last 92 days.

4. Reactor Building to Suppression Chamber Vacuum Breakers

a. The reactor building to suppression chamber vacuum breakers and
associated instrumentation, including setpoint, shall be checked for proper
operation every three months.
b. During each REFUELING OUTAGE, each vacuum breaker shall be tested
to determine that the force required to open the vacuum breaker from closed
to fully open does not exceed the force specified in Specification 3.5.A.4.a.
The air-operated vacuum breaker instrumentation shall be calibrated during
each REFUELING OUTAGE.
5. Pressure Suppression Chamber - Drywell Vacuum Breakers

a. Periodic OPERABILITY Tests
Once every 3 months and following any release of energy which would tend
to increase pressure to the suppression chamber, each OPERABLE
suppression chamber - drywell vacuum breaker shall be exercised.
Operation of position switches, indicators and alarms shall be verified every
3 months by operation of each OPERABLE vacuum breaker.
b. REFUELING OUTAGE Tests

.( I)

All suppression chamber - drywell vacuum breakers shall be tested to
determine the force required to open each valve from fully closed to
fully open.

(2)

The suppression chamber - drywell vacuum breaker position
indication and alarm systems shall be calibrated and functionally
tested.
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(3)'

At least four ofth~ suppression chamber - drywell vacuum breakers shall

be inspected. Ifdeficiencies are found, all vacuum breakers shall be
inspected and deficiencies corrected such that Specification 3.5.A.5.a can
be met.
(4)

G.

H.

A drywell to suppression chamber leak rate test shall be performed once
every 24 months to demonstrate that with an initial differential pressure
of not less than 1.0 psi, the differential pressure decay rate shall not
exceed the equivalent of air flow through a 2-inch orifice.

Reactor Building
1.

Secondary containment capability tests shall be conducted after isolating the
reactor building and placing either Standby Gas Treatment System filter train in
operation.

2.

The tests shall be performed at least once per operating cycle (interval not to
exceed 20 months) and shall demonstrate the capability to maintain a 1/4 inch of
water vacuum under calm wind conditions with a Standby Gas Treatment System
Filter train flow rate of not more than 4000cfin.

3.

A secondary containment capability test shall be conducted at each refueling
outage prior to refueling.

4.

The results ofthe secondary containment capability tests shall be in the subject of
a summary technical report which can be included in the reports specified in
Section 6.
.

Standby Gas Treatment System
1.

The capability of each Standby Gas Treatment System circuit shall be
demonstrated by:
a.

At least once per 18 months, after every 720 hours of operation, and
following significant painting, fire, or chemical release in the reactor
building during operation of the Standby Gas Treatment System by
verifying that:
(I)
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The charcoal absorbers remove ~ 99% ofa halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas and the HEPA filters remove
> 99% of the DOP in a cold DOP test when tested in accordance
with ANSI N51O-1975.
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(2)

Results oflaboratory carbon sampleanalysisshow2>9S%
radioactive methyl iodide removal efficiency when tested in
accordance with ASThi 0 3803-t989 (30°C. 95% relative
humidity, at least45.72 feet per minutechareoal bed face
velocity),

b.

I.

At least once per 18 months by demonstrating:
(I)

That the pressuredrop across a HEPA filter is equal to or less
than the maximum allowable pressure drop indicated in Figure
4.5.1.

(2)

The inlet heater is capable ofat least 10.9 KW input.

(3)

Operation with a total flow within 10% of design flow.

c.

At least once per 30 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by operating
each circuit for a minimum of 10 hours.

d.

Anytime the HEPA filter bank or the charcoal absorbers have been
panially or completely replaced,the test per 4.5.H.l.a (as applicable)
will be performed prior to returning the system to OPERABLE
STATUS.

e.

Automatic initiation ofeach circuit ever)' 18 months.

Inening Surveillance
When an inert atmosphere is required in the primary containment, the oxygen
concentration in the primary containment shall be checked at least weekly.

J.

Drywell Coating Surveillance
Carbon steel test panels coated with Firebar 0 shall be placed inside the drywell near the
reactor core midplane level. They shall be removed for visual observation and weight
loss measurementsduring the first, second, fourth and eighth refueling outages.

K.

Instrument Line Flow Check Valves Surveillance
The capability of a representative sample of instrument line now check valves to isolate
shall be tested at least once per 24 months. In addition, each time an instrument line is
returnedto service after any condition which could have produced a pressure now
disturbance in that line, the open position of the now check valve in that line shall be
verified. Such conditions include:
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Leakageat instrument fittings.and valves
Venting an unisolated instrumentor instrument line
Flushingor draining an instrument
Installation of a new instrumentor instrument line

L.

Suppression Chamber Surveillance
I.

,

M.

At least once per day the suppressionchamber water level and temperature and
pressure suppression system pressureshall be checked.
A visual inspection of the suppression chamber interior. including water line
regions, shall be made at each major refueling outage.

3.

Whenever heat from relief valve operation is being added to the suppression
pool, the pool temperature shall be continually monitored and also observed
until the heat addition is terminated.

4.

Whenever operation of a relief valve is indicated and the suppression pool
temperature reaches 160°F or above while the reactor primary coolant system
pressure is greater than 180 psig, an external visual examination of the
suppression chamber shall be made before resuming normal power operation.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
As used in this specification, "type of snubber" shall mean snubbers of the same design
and manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.
I.

Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the
following inspection program:
.
a.

Visual Inspections
Snubbers are categorized as inaccessible or accessible during reactor
operation. Each of the categories (inaccessible and accessible) may be
inspected independently according to the schedule detennined by Table
4.S-1. The visual inspection interval for each type of snubber shall be
determined based upon the criteria provided in Table 4.5-1.
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·~

b. Visual Inspection Acc:eptaDCe Criteria
Visual inspections shall verify that: (1) that tbere ~ JiG visible
indications of damqe or impaired OPERABIUTY; (2) IltKbmenu to
the foundation or supporting strucnue are fuaetiODl1; IDd (3) fasteDers
for the aaachment of tbe snubber to rhe component IUd to the aaubber
ancborqc ~ fuDctioDll.
Snubbers wbich appear iDaperable u a result of visual inspections sball
be clusifled U UDlCCeptible IUd may be reclassified u acceptlble for the
purpose of esmblisbinl the IICX1 visual iDSpcction.iDteMJ" prvvidiDa that:
(1) thecause of tile rejection is clearly escabJisbed and mnedied for that
particular snubber IDd for other snubbers irrespective of type that may be
generically susceptible; and (2) the affected snubber is fuDctionaJJy
tested in the as-fOUDd condition ud determined OPERABLE per
SpecifICation 4.S.M.d or 4.S.M.e. A review IDd evaluation shall be
performed ud documented to justify coDtiDued operation with an
unacceprable snubber. If continued operation cannot be justified, the
snubber shall be declarcd inoperable IDd the AcnON requirements sball
be met.

•

c.

Functional Tests

At least once every 24 montbs. a represeDWive sample (lOS of·the to&aI
of eacb type of snubber in use in the plant) sball be functionally tested
either in place or in a beach telL For each snubber that does DOC meet
the functional test acceptance criteria of Specifx:ation 4.S.M.d or
4.S.M.e, an additional lOS of that type of snubber shaH be functionally
tested. As used in dfIs specifx:ation, type of snubber sbaJl mean
snubbers of the same design IIId manuflcturcr, mechanical or hydraulic.
The representative sample selected for functional tesUl1I shaJJ include the
various configurations, opcratiq environments and the ranle of size IJJd
capacity of snubbers. At least 2S S of the snubbers in the rqJre5Cntative
sample shall include snubbers from the following th!= catelories:
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1.

The first snubber away from each reactor vessel nozzle.

2.

Snubbers within S feet of heavy equipment (valve, pump,
motor, ete.).

3.

Snubbers within 10 feet of the discharge from a safety relief
valve.
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In addition to the regular sample, snubbers which failed a previous
functional test shall be retested during the next test period. If a spare
snubber has been installed in place of a failed snubber, then both the
failed (if it is repaired and installed in another position) and the
replacement snubber shall be retested. The results from testing of these
snubbers are not included for determining additional sampling
requirements.
For any snubber that fails to lockup or fails to move, i.e., frozen in
place, the cause will be evaluated. If caused by manufacturer or design
deficiency, actions shall be taken to ensure that all snubbers of the same
design are not subject to the same defect.
d.

Hydraulic Snubbers Functional Test Acceptance Criteria

The hydraulic snubber functional test shall verify that:

e.

1.

Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the
specified range of velocity or acceleration in both tension and
compression.

2.

Snubber bleed, or release rate, where required, is within the
specified range in compression or tension. For snubbers
specifically required to not displace under continuous load,
the ability of the snubbers to withstand load without
displacement shall be verified.

Mechanical Snubbers Functional Test Acceptance Criteria

The mechanical snubber functional test shall verify that:
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1.

The drag force to maintain movement of the snubber rod in
either tension or compression is less than the specified
maximum drag force.

2.

Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the specified
range of velocity or acceleration in both tension and
com pression.

3.

Snubber release rate, where required, is within the specified
range in compression or tension. For snubbers specifically
required not to displace under continuous load, the ability of
the snubber to withstand load without displacement shall be
verified.
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r.

Snubber Service Life Monitoring
A record of the service life of each snubber. the date at which the
.desigmiteo service life commences and theinSiallation·and·mainte~c~
records on which the designated service life is based shall be maintained
as required by Specification 6.10.2.1. _
Concurrent with the first inservice visual inspection and at least once per
24 months thereafter. the installation and maintenance records for each
snubber shall be reviewed to verify that the indicated service life has not
been exceeded or will not be exceeded prior.to the next scheduled
snubber service life review. If the indicated service life-will be
exceeded prior to the next scheduled snubber service life review. the
snubber service life shall be re-evaluated or the snubber shall be
replaced or reconditioned so as to extend its service life beyond the date
of the next scheduled service life review. This re-evaluation.
replacement or reconditioning shall be indicated in the records. Service
life shall not at any time affect reactor operations.

N.

Secondary Containment Isolation Valves
I.

Each secondary containment isolation val..'e shall bedemonstrated operable prior
to returning the valve to serv ice after maintenance. repair or replacement work is
performed on the valve or its associated actuator by cycling the valve througb at
least one complete cycle of full travel. Following maintenance. repair or
replacement work on the control or power circuit for the valves, the affected
component shall be tested to assure it will perform its intended function in Ihe
circuit.

2.

At least once per refueling outage. all valves shall be tested for automatic
closure by an isolation signal.
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4.5

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Bases:
In the event of a loss-of-coolant accident, the peak drywell pressure would be 38 psig which
would rapidly reduce to 20 psig within 100 seconds following the pipe break. The total time the
drywell pressure would be above 35 psig is calculated to be about 7 seconds. Following the pipe
break, absorption chamber pressure rises to 20 psig within 8 seconds, equalizes with drywell
pressure at 25 psig within 60 seconds and thereafter rapidly decays with the drywell pressure
decay (1)
The design pressures of the drywell and absorption chamber are 62 psig and 35 psig,
respectively.C:Z) The original calculated 38 psig peak drywell pressure was subsequently
reconfirmed. (3J A 15% margin was applied to revise the drywell design pressure to 44 psig. The
design leak rate is 0.5%/day at a pressure of 35 psig. As pointed out above, the pressure
response of the drywell and absorption chamber following an accident would be the same after
about 60 seconds. Based on the calculated primary containment pressure response discussed
above and the absorption chamber design pressure, primary containment pre-operational test
pressures were chosen. Also, based on the primary containment pressure response and the fact
that the drywell and absorption chamber function as a unit, the primary containment will be
tested as a unit rather than testing the,individual components separately.
The design basis loss-of-coolant accident was evaluated at the primary containment maximum
allowable accident leak rate of 1.0%Jday at 35 psig. The analysis showed that with this leak rate
and a standby gas treatment system filter efficiency of 90 percent for elemental and organic
iodines, 90% for particulates. and assuming the fission product release fractions stated in
Regulatory Guide 1.183, the maximum dose is 1.91 rem TEDE at the site boundary considering
fumigation conditions over an exposure duration of two hours. The resultant doses that would
occur for the duration of the accident at the low population distance of 2 miles are lower than
those stated due to the variability of meteorological conditions that would be expected to occur
over a 30-day period. Thus, the doses reported are the maximum that would be expected in the
unlikely event of a design basis loss-of-coolant accident. These doses are also based on the
assumption of no holdup in the secondary containment resulting in a direct release of fission
product from the primary containment through the filters and stack to the environs. Therefore,
the specified primary containment leak rate and filter efficiency are conservative and provide
margin between expected offsite doses and 10 CFR 50.67 guideline limits. The maximum
dose to control room operators over the 30-day accident period is 4.63 rem TEDE.
Although the dose calculations suggest that the allowable test leak rate could be allowed to
increase significantly before the guideline dose limit given in 10 CFR 50.67 would be exceeded,
establishing the limit of 1.0%/day provides an adequate margin of safety to assure the health
and safety of the general public. It is further considered that the allowable leak rate should not
deviate significantly from the containment design value to take advantage of the design leak
tightness capability of the structure over its service lifetime. Additional margin to maintain the
containment in the "as-built" condition is achieved by establishing the allowable operational leak
rate. The operational limit is derived by rnultlplyinq the allowable test leak rate by 0.75 thereby
providing a 25% margin to allow for leakage deterioration which may occur during the period
between leak rate tests.
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A Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program has been established to implement the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions.
Guidance for implementation of Option B is contained in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.163,
"Performance Based Containment Leak Test Program", Revision 0, dated September 1995.
Additional guidance for NRC Regulatory Guide 1.163 is contained in Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) 94·01, "Industry Guideline for Implementing Performance Based Option of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J," Revision 0, dated July 26,1995, and ANSI/ANS 56.8-1994, "Containment System
Leakage Testing Requirements." The Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program
conforms with this guidance as modified by approved exemptions.
The maximum allowable leakage rate for the primary containment (La) is 1.0 percent by weight
of the containment air per 24 hours at the design basis LOCA maximum peak containment
pressure (Pa). As discussed below, Pa for the purpose of containment leak rate testing is 35
psig.
The penetration and air purge piping leakage test frequency, along with the containment leak
rate tests, is adequate to allow detection of leakage trends. Whenever a double gasketed
penetration (primary containment head equipment hatches and the absorption chamber access
hatch) is broken and remade, the space between the gaskets is pressurized to determine that
the seals are performing properly. The test pressure of 35 psig is consistent with the accident
analyses and the maximum preoperational leak rate test pressure.
Monitoring the nitrogen makeup requirements of the inerting system provides a method of
observing leak rate trends and would detect gross leaks in a very short time. This equipment
must be periodically removed from service for test and maintenance, but this out-of-service time
be kept to a practical minimum.
Automatic primary containment isolation valves are provided to maintain PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY following the design basis loss-of-coolant accident. Closure times for the automatic
primary containment isolation valves are not critical because it is on the order of minutes before
significant fission product release to the containment atmosphere for the design basis loss of coolant
accident. These valves are highly reliable, see infrequent service and most of them are normally in
the closed position. Therefore, a test during each REFUELING OUTAGE is sufficient.
Large lines connecting to the reactor coolant system, whose failure could result in uncovering
the reactor core, are supplied with automatic isolation valves (except containment cooling).
Closure times restrict coolant loss from the circumferential rupture of any of these lines outside
primary containment to less than that for a main steam line break (the design basis accident for
outside containment line breaks). The minimum time for main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
closure of 3 seconds is based on the transient analysis that shows the pressure peak 76 psig
below the lowest safety valve setting. The maximum time for MSIV closure of 10 seconds is
based on the value assumed for the main steam line break dose calculations and restricts
coolant loss to prevent uncovering the reactor core. Per the ASME Code, the full closure test
of the MSIVs during COLD SHUTDOWNs will ensure OPERABILITY and provide assurance
that the valves maintain the required closing time. The provision for a minimum of 92 days
between the tests ensures that full closure testing is not too frequent. The MSIVs are partially
stroked quarterly as part of reactor protection system instrument surveillance testing.
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Surveillance of the suppression chamber-reactor building vacuum breaker consists of
OPERABILITY checks and leakage tests (conducted as part of the containment leak-tightness
tests). These vacuum breakers are normally in the closed position and open only during tests or
an accident condition. As a result, a testing frequency of three months for OPERABILITY is
considered justified for this equipment. Inspections and calibrations are performed during the
REFUELING OUTAGEs, this frequency being based on equipment quality, experience, and
engineering judgement.
The 14 suppression chamber-drywell vacuum relief valves are designed to open to the full open
position (the position that curtain area is equivalent to valve bore) with a force equivalent to a 0.5
psi differential acting on the suppression chamber face of the valve disk. This opening
specification assures that the design limit of 2.0 psid between the drywell and external environment
is not exceeded. Once each REFUELING OUTAGE, each valve is tested to assure that it will
open fully in response to a force less than that specified. Also, it is inspected to assure
that it closes freely and operates properly.
The containment design has been examined to establish the allowable bypass area between
the drywell and suppression chamber as 10.5 in2 (expressed as vacuum breaker open area).
This is equivalent to one vacuum breaker disk off its seat 0.371 inch; this length corresponds to
an angular displacement of 1.25°. A conservative allowance of 0.10 inch has been selected as
the maximum permissible valve opening. Valve closure within this limit may be determined by
light indication from two independent position detection and indication systems. Either system
provides a control room alarm for a non-seated valve.
At the end of each refueling cycle, a leak rate test shall be performed to verify that significant
leakage flow paths do not exist between the drywell and suppression chamber. The drywell
pressure will be increased by at least 1 psi with respect to the suppression chamber pressure. The
pressure transient (if any) will be monitored with a sensitive pressure gauge. If the drywell pressure
cannot be increased by 1 psi over the suppression chamber pressure it would be because a
significant leakage path exists: in the event, the leakage source will be identified and eliminated
before POWER OPERATION is resumed. If the drywell pressure can be increased by 1 psi over
the suppression chamber, the rate of change of the suppression chamber pressure must not exceed
a rate equivalent to the rate of air flow from the drywell to the suppression chamber through a 2
inch orifice. In the event the rate of change of pressure exceeds this value, then the source of
leakage will be identified and eliminated before POWER OPERATION is resumed.
The drywell suppression chamber vacuum breakers are exercised every 3 months and immediately
following termination of discharge of steam into the suppression chamber. This monitoring of
valve operability is intended to assure that valve operability and position indication system
performance does not degrade between refueling inspections. When a vacuum breaker valve is
exercised through an opening-closing cycle, the position indicating lights are designed to
function as follows:
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Full Closed
(Closed to 0.10" open)

2 Green - On
2 Red - Off

Open 0.10"
(0.10" open to full open)

2 Green - Off
2 Red - On
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Corrected by letters of 3/18/02 and 4/5/02

During each refueling outage.four suppression chamber-drywell vacuum breakers will be
inspected to assure comP'O"nents have not deteriorated. Since valve internalsare designedfor a
4O-year lifetime. CUI inspection program which cycles through all valves in about I/IOthof the 
design lifetime is extremely conservative. The alarm srstems for the vacuum breakers will be
calibrated during each refueling outage. This frequency is based on experienceand engineering
judgement.
Initiating reactor building isolation and operation of the standby gas treatmentsystemto maintain
a 114 inch of watervacuum. tests the operation of the reactor building isolation valves, leakage
. tightnessof the reactor building and performance of the standby gas treatmentsystem. Checking
~ initiating sensors and associated trip channels demonstrates the capability for automatic
actuation: Performing-the reactor building in leakage test prior to refueling «kmonstrates
secondary containment capability prior to extensive fuel handling operations associated with the
_ outage. Verifying the efficiency and operation of charcoal filters once per 18 monthsgives
sufficient confidence ofstandby gas treatment systemperformance capability. A charcoal filler
efficiency of 990/0 for halogen removal is adequate.
The in-placetesting of charcoal filters is performed usinghalogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant
which is injected into the system upstream of thecharcoal filters. Measurement of the refrigerant
concentration upstream anddownstream of the charcoal filters is made using a gas
chromatograph. The ratio of'the inlet and outlet concentrations gives an overall indication of the
leak tightness of the system. Although this is basically a leak test, since the filters havecharcoal
ofkno wn efficiency and holding capacity for elemental iodine and/ormethyl iodide.the test also
givesan indication ofthe relative efficiency of the installed system. The test procedure is an
adaptation of test procedures developed at the Savannah River Laboratory which were described
in the Ninth AECCleaning Conference."
Highefficiency particulate filters are installed before and afterthe charcoal filters to minimize
potential releases of'particulates to lhe environment and to preventdogging of the iodine filters.
An efficiency of 99'10 is adequate to retain particulates that may be released to the reactor
building following an accident. This will be demonstrated by testing \\ith OOP at- testing
medium.
The 95"'0 methyl iodideremoval efficiency is based on the formula in GL 99-02 for allowable
penetration [(100010 - 90010 credited in DBAanalysis) divided by.a safety factorof2]. If the
.allowable penetration is ~ '0/0, the required removal efficiency is ~ 95%. If laboratory tests for
the adsorbetmaterial in one circuit of the Standby Gas Treatment Systemare unacceptable, all
adsorber material in that circuit.shall be-replaced with adsorbent qualified according to
Regulatory Guide 1~52: -Any HEPA filters found defective shall be replaced with those qualified
\\ith Regula~oJY Positio~ C.ld of RegulalC:r)' Guide 1.52.

-

• DR Muhabier, "In Place.Nondestructive leak Test forIodine Adsorbers," Proceedings of the
. NinthAEC Air Cleaning Conference, VSAEC Report CONF-660904. 1966
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The snubber inspection frequency is based upon the numberof unacceptable snubbers found
during theprevious inspection. the total population or category size for
snubber type, and
the previous inspection interval. A snubber is considered unacceptable if it fails to satisfy the
acceptance criteria of the visual inspection.• Snubbers may be categorized. based upon their
accessibility during power operation.as accessible or inaccessible. These categories may be
examined separatelyor jointly. However. that decision must be made and documented before
any inspection and used as the basis upon which to determine the next inspection interval for that
category.

each

If continued operation cannot be justified with an unacceptable snubber, the snubber shall be
- declared inoperable and the applicable action requirements met. To determine the next
surveillance IDterval, the snubbermay be reclassified asjicceptable if it can be demonstrated that
the snubber is'operable in its as-foundcondition by the performance of a functional test and if.it
satisfies the acceptance criteria for'functional testing.
0

•

The next visual inspection interval may be twice, the same,or reduced by as much as two-thirds
of the previous inspection interval. This interval depends on the numberof unacceptable.
snubbers found in proportion to the size of the populationor category for each type of snubber
.cludedin the previous inspection. Table 4.5-} establishesthe length of the next visual
..ispectioninterval.
To further increase the assurance of snubber reliability, functional tests should be performed
onceeach refueling cycle, Thesetests will includestroking of the snubbers to verify proper
-tston movement. lock-up and bleed. Ten percent represents an adequatesample for such tests.
.cserved failures of these samples require testing ofadditional units.
Afterthe containmentoxygenconcentration has been reduced to meet the specificationinitially.
the containment atmosphere is maintained above atmospheric pressure by the primary
containment inerting system. This system supplies nitrogen makeupto the containment so that
the very slightleaJcage from the containment is replaced by nitrogen. further reducing the oxygen
concentration. In addition. the oxygen concentration is continuously recorded and high oxygen
concentration is annunciated. Therefore,a weekly check of oxygen concentration is adequate.
This system also provides the capability for determining if there is gross leakage from the
containment.
The drywell exterior was coated with Firebar D prior to concrete pouringduring construction.
The Firebar D separated the drywell steel plate from the concrete. After installation, the drywell
liner was heated and expanded to compress the Firebar DO to suppty a gap Q.etween the steel
drywell and the concrete. The" gap prevents contact of the drywell wall~v.ith the concrete which
might cause excessive local stressesduring drywell expansion in a loss-of-coolant accident.
o

•

The surveillanceprogram is beingconducted to demonstrate ~al the Fircbar D will maintainits
integrity and not deteriorate throughout plant life. The surveillance freque~cy is adequateto'
detect any deterioration tendency of the material/"
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Amendment No.: 182. 186, "21.9

The operability of the instrument line flow check valvesare demonstrated to assure isolation
capability for excess flow and to assure the operability of the instrument sensor when required.
The representative sampleconsists of an approximatelyequal number of EFCV's, such that each
EFCV is tested at least every 10 years (nominal). The nominal 10 year interval is based on other
performance-based testing programs.such as lnservice Testing (snubbers) and Option B to \0
CFR 50. Appendix J. EFCV test failures will be evaluatedto determine if additional testing in that
test interval is warranted to ensure overall reliability is maintained. Operating experience has
demonstrated that these components are highly reliable and that failures to isolate are very
infrequent. Therefore. testing of a representativesample was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint. (9)
Because of the large volumeand thermal capacity of the suppression pool. the volume and
temperature nonnally changesvery slowly and monitoring these parameters daily is sufficient to
establish any temperature trends. By requiring the suppression pool temperature to be
continually monitored and also observed during periods of significant heat addition. the
temperature trends will be closely followed so that appropriate action can be taken. The
requirement for an external visual examination followingany event where potentially high
loadings could occur providesassurance that no significantdamage was encountered. Panicular
attention should be focused on structural discontinuities in the vicinity of the relief valve
discharge since these are expected to be the points of highest stress.
References
(I)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Licensing Application. Amendment 32. Question 3
FDSAR, Volume I, Section V-I. I
GE-NE 770-07-1090, "Oyster Creek LOCA Drywell Pressure Response," February 1991
Deleted
FDSAR, Volume J, Sections V·1.5 and V-\.6
FDSAR. Volume I, Sections V-I.6 and XIII-3.4
FDSAR, Volume I, Section XIII-:!
Licensing Application, Amendment I I, Question 111-18
GE BWROG B21-00658-0 I, "Excess Flow Check Valve Testing Relaxation,"dated
November 1998
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FIGURE 4.S.1
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PRESSURE DROP
FOR HEPA FILTERS
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TABJ,.E

~1

SNUBBER VISUAL INSPECTION INTERVAL
Page lof2
~UMBER OF UNACCEPTABLE

Population
or Cate,ory
(Notes 1.2>

ColulDD A
Extend ImervaJ
(Notes 3,6>

SNUBBERS

Column B
Repeal Interval
(Notes 4,6>

ColulDD C
Reduce IDtervai
<NOleS ',6>

1

0

0

1

80

0

0

2

100

0

1

4

Note 1: The next visual inspection interval for a snubber population or carc,ory size
shan be determined based upon the previous iDspection interval and the
number of unaa:eptable snubbers fouDd durina tJw interval, Snubbers may
be categorized, based upon their lCC:eSSibiJity durinJ power operation, as
accessible or inaCcessible. These c:are,ories maybe examined separately or
jointly. However, the decision on how to c:areaorizc tbc snubbers must be
made and documented before any inspection and shall \lie dw decision as
the bais upon which to determine die next inspection interval for lhat
category,
Note 2: Interpolation between PQPulatiOD or category sizes and the number of
unaccepfable snubbers is permissable. Use next lower integer for the value
. of the limit for Columns A, B, or C if that integer includes a fractional
value of unacceptable snubbers as determined by interpolation. .

Note 3: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or less than the number.
in Column A, the next inspection interval may be twice the previOus
interval but not greater thaD 48 months.
Note 4: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or less than the number
in Column B but greater than the number in Column A, the next inspection
interval sball be ~ SI}1\e as the previous interval.
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TABLE 4.5-1
SNUBBER VISUAL INSPECTION INTERVAL
Page 2 of2

•

-

Note 5: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or greater than the
number in Column t, the DeJtt inspection interval sball be two-thirds of the
previous interval. However, if the number of unaa:eptable snubbers is less
than the number in Column C but greater than the number in Column B,
the.next interval sball be reduced. proportionally .by.interpolation, that is,
the previous interval shall be reduced by a factor that is one~third of rhe
ratio of the difference between the number of IIM"""Ptable snubbers found
. during the previous interval and the number in Column B to the difference
in the numbers in Column B and C.
Note 6: Each inspection interval sball be subject to the limitations of Tecbnk:aJ
SpecifICation 1.24.
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4.6

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT
Applicability:

Applies to monitoring of gaseous and liquid radioactive effluents of the Station during release of
effluents via the monitored pathway(s). Each Surveillance Requirement applies whenever the
corresponding Specification is applicable unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance
Requirement. Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment.

Objective:

To measure radioactive effluents adequately to verify that radioactive effluents are as low as
is reasonable achievable and within the limit of 10 CFR Part 20.

Specification:

A.

Reactor Coolant
Reactor coolant shall be sampled and analyzed at least once every 72 hours for DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131 during RUN MODE, STARTUP MODE and SHUTDOWN CONDITION.

B.

NOT USED.

C.

Radioactive Liguid Storage
1.

Liquids contained in the following tanks shall be sampled and analyzed for radioactivity at least
once per 7 days when radioactive liquid is being added to the tank:
a. Waste Surge Tank, HP-T-3;
b. Condensate Storage Tank.

D.

Main Condenser Offgas Treatment
RELOCATED TO THE ODCM.

E.

Main Condenser Offgas Radioactivity
1.

The gross radioactivity in fission gases discharged from the main condenser air ejector shall be
measured by sampling and analyzing the gases.
a. at least once per month, and
b. When the reactor is operating at more than 40 percent of rated power, within 4 hours after an
increase in the fission gas release via the air ejector of more than 50 percent, as indicated by the
Condenser Air Ejector Offgas Radioactivity Monitor after factoring out increase(s) due to
change(s) in the THERMAL POWER level.

F.

Condenser Offgas Hydrogen Concentration
The concentration of hydrogen in offgases downstream of the recombiner in the Offgas System shall be
monitored with hydrogen instrumentation as described in Table 3.15.2.

G.

NOT USED.

H.

NOT USED.
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I.

R.dlo,stiy1ty Con;.Dkration in Liquid Efflu.nt

RELOCATED TO THE ODCK
J.

QO"

dy. tg Liqyid £tUy.ot·

RELOCATED TO Tim ODCK
It.

DOli Rat.

Dy.

tg GII.gy. UUy.ot

RBLOCATED '1'0 THB ODCM

to.

NOT USED.

K.

Dg•• Dy. tg 8.dlo19dl0• •od ,.rtleyl.t.. In q••IOY' Effly'n&
RUoOCATED TO TBB ODCK

N.

Moy.l Tot.l DOli Oy, t9 R'ebllI;. UUY'n&
RELOCATED '1'0 TBB ODCM.

A.

Th, r'lctor wlt.r .ampl, vill be u.ed to •••ur. thlt th, It.it
of Specificltion 3.6.A i. not ,xClldtd. Th, totll r.dio.ctiv,
iodin. .ctivity vauld not b• •xpected to chlnq. r.pidly ov.r I
pwriod of ....r.l dAy.. In Idditi9ft, the tr.nd of the .tlck
offooq. . r.l•••• r.t., vhicb i. continuou.ly monitored, i. I good
indicltor of the trlnd of the iodin• •ctivity in the r.lctor
coolant.

I.

RELOCATED TO THB ODCM.
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4.7

AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL POWER

Applicability:

Applies to surveillance requirements of the auxiliary electrical supply.

Objective:

To verify the availability of the auxiliary electrical supply.

Specification:
A.

B.

Diesel Generator

1.

Each diesel generator shall be started and loaded to not less than 80% rated
load every two weeks.

2.

The two diesel generators shall be automatlcatly actuated and functionally tested
during each refueling outage. This shall include testing of the diesel generator
load sequence timers listed In Table 3.1.1.

3.

Deleted.

4.

The diesel generators' fuel supply shall be checked following the above tests.

5.

The diesel generatDrs' starting batteries shall be tested and monitored per
Specification 4.7.B.

Diesel Generator Starting Batteries

1.

Weekly surveillance will be performed to verify the following:
a.

The active metallic surface of the plates shall be fUlly covered with
electrolyte in all batteries.

b.

The designated pilot cell voltage is greater than or equal to 2.0 volts.

c.

The overall battery voltage is greater than or equal to 112 volts while the
battery is on a float charge.

d.

The pilot cell specific gravity, corrected to 77 0 F t is greater than or equal
to 1.190.

2.

Quarterly surveillance will be performed to verify the specific graVity tor each
fourth cell is greater than or equal to 1.190 when corrected to 7rF. The specific
graVity and electrolyte temperature of every fourth cell shall be recorded for
surveillance review.

3.

Annual surveillance will be performed to verify the specific gravity for each cell is
greater than or equal to 1.190 when corrected to nOF. The electrolyte
temperature and specific gravity tor every cell shall be recorded tor surveillance
review.
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C.

4.

At least once per 12 months, the diesel generator battery capacity shall be
demonstrated to be able to supply the design duty loads (diesel start) during a
battery service test.

5.

At least once per 24 months, the following tests will be performed (perform
during plant shutdowns or during 24-month Diesel Generator inspections):
a.

Battery capacity shall be demonstrated to be at least 80% of the
manufacturers' rating when subjected to a battery capacity discharge
test.

b.

If a Diesel Generator Starting Battery is demonstrated to have less than
85% of manufacturers ratings during a capacity discharge test. it shall be
replaced within 2 years.

Station Batteries

1.

2.

3.

Oyster Creek

Weekly surveillance will be performed to verify the following:
a.

The overall battery voltage is greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage.

b.

Each station battery float current is s 2 amps when battery terminal
voltage is greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage
of 4.7.C.1.a.

Monthly Surveillance will be performed to verify the follOWing:
a.

The electrolyte level in each station battery is greater than or equal to minimum
established design limits.

b.

The voltage of each pilot cell is greater than or equal to 2.07 volts while
the respective battery is on a float charge.

c.

The electrolyte temperature of each station battery pilot cell is greater than or
equal to minimum estabRshed design limits.

Quarterly surveifJance will be performed to verify the voltage of each connected
cell is greater than or equal to 2.07 volts while the respective battery is on a float
charge.

4.7-2
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Amendment No. 142, 189,197,227, 245
Corrected by letter of 10/15/2004

4.

5.

At least once per 24 months:
a.

The station battery capacity shall be demonstrated to be able to supply
the design duty cycle loads during a battery service test. The mOdified
performance discharge test may be substituted for the service test.

b.

(i)

Verify required station battery charger supplies ~ 429 amps for the 8
MG Set charger, ~ 600 amps for the AlB static charger, and 2: 500
amps for the C charger, for ~ 4 hours at greater than or equal to the
minimum establishedfloat voltage, or

(ii)

Verify each required battery charger can recharge the battery to the
fully charged state while supplying the normal steady state DC loads .
during station operation. after a battery discharge to the bounding
design basis event discharge state.

The following tests will be performed to verity battery capacity (perform during
plant shutdowns for Station Batteries B and C):
a.

At least once per 60 months, battery capacity shall be demonstrated to
be at least 80% of the manufacturers' rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified performance discharge test.

b.

Performance discharge tests or modified performance discharge tests of
station battery capacity shall be given at least once per 12 months when:

c.

Oyster Creek

(i)

The station battery shows degradation. or

(ii)

The station battery has reached 85% of expected life with battery
capacity -c 100% of manufacturer's rating.

Performance discharge tests or modified performance discharge tests of
station battery capacity shall be given at least once per 24 months when
the battery has reached 85% of expected life with battery capacity
2: 100% of.manufacturer's rating.

4.7-3

Amendment No. 245

Basis: The biweekly tests of the diesel generators are primarily to check for failures and
deterioration in the system since last use. The manufacturer has recommended the
two week test interval, based on experience with many of their engines. One factor in
determining this test interval (besides checking whether or not the engine starts and
runs) is that the lubricating oil should be circulated through the engine approximately
every two weeks. The diesels should be loaded to at least 80% of rated load until
engine and generator temperatures have stabilized (about one hour). The minimum
80% load will prevent soot formation in the cylinders and injection nozzles. Operation
up to an equilibrium temperature ensures that there is no over-heat problem. The tests
a/50 provide an engine and generator operating history to be compared with subsequent
engine-generator test data to identify and correct any mechanical or electrical deficIency
before it can result in a system failure.
The test during refueling outages is more comprehensive, including procedures that
are most effectively conducted at that time. These include automatic actuation and
functional capability tests, to verify that the generators can start and assume load in
less than 20 seconds and testing of the diesel generator load sequence timers which
provide protection from a possible diesel generator overload during LOCA conditions.
The diesel generator batteries are challenged every two weeks to perform the 80% load
test. This effectively performs an uninstrumented battery service test. The biweekly
diesel start, when combined with the annual battery service test, provides an extensive
amount of data on battery performance characteristics. This test data negates the need
to lower the battery performance test interval from biennial to annually.
The diesel batteries shall be tested and monitored in accordance wIth the requirements
of Specification 4.7.8 to ensure their viability. The requirement to replace any battery in
the next refueling outage or within 2 years which demonstrates less than 85% of
manufacturers capacity during a capacity discharge test provides additional assurance
of continued battery operability.
Verifying, per 4.7.C.1.a, battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the batteries
helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers, which support the ability of the
batteries to perform their intended function. Float charge is the condition in whl~h the
charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of a
battery and maintain the battery in a fully charged state while supplying the continuous
steady state loads of the associated DC SUbsystem. On float charge, battery cells will
receive adequate current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage requirements are
based on the minimum float voltage established by the battery manufacturer (2.17 V per
cell average, or 130.2 V at the battery terminals). This voltage maintains the battery
plates in a condition that supports maintaining the grid life (expected to be
approximately 40 years for B station battery; 20 years for C station battery). The weekly
frequency is consistent with manufacturer recommendations and IEEE Standard 450
1995.
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Verifying battery float current while on tloat charge (4.7.C.1.b) is used to determine the
state of charge of the battery. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of a battery
and maintain the battery in a charged state. The float current requlrements are based
on the tloat current indicative of a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the
state of charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995. The weekly
frequency is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995.
This Surveillance Requirement (4.7.C.1.b) provides that the float current raquirement is
not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the minimum
established float voltage of 4.7.C.1.a. When this float voltage is not maintained the
Actions of 3.7.D.1 are being taken, which provide the necessary and appropriate
verifications of the battery condition. Furthermore, the tloat current limits are
established based on the float voltage range and is not directly applicable when this
voltage is not maintained.
The 4.7.C.2.a minimum established design limit for electrolyte level ensures that the
plates suffer no physical damage and maintains adequate electron transfer capability.
For the station batteries, this is the minimum level mark on the side of the battery cell.
The Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450-1995.
Surveillance Requirements 4.7.C.2.b and 4.7.C.3 require verification that the cell float
voltages are equal to or greater than 2.07 V. The frequencies for cell voltage
verification (monthly for pilot cell, and quarterly for each connected cell) are consistent
with IEEE Standard 450-1995.
Surveillance ReqUirement 4.7.C.2.c verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than
or equal to the minimum established design limit (l.e., 60 degrees Fahrenheit for station
battery B; 50 degrees Fahrenheit for station battery C). Cell electrolyte temperature is
maintained above these temperatures to assure the battery can provide the required
current and voltage to meet the design requlrements. Temperatures lower than
assumed in battery sizing calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The
Frequency is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995.
A battery service test, per 4.7.C.4.a, is a special test of the station battery capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DC auxiliary
electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length corresponds to the design
duty cycle requirements.
Surveillance Requirement 4.7.CA.b verifies the design capacity of the station battery
chargers. The battery charger supply is based on normal steady state DC loads during
station operation and the charging capacity to restore the battery from the design
minimum charge state to the fully charged state. The minimum required amperes and
duration ensures that these requirements can be satisfied. The battery is recharged
when the measured charging current is $ 2 amps.
Surveillance Requirement 4.7.CA.b(i) requires that each required station battery
charger (Le., only one charger per station battery "required" for compliance with 3.7.A.4)
be capable of supplying the amps listed for the specified charger at the minimum
established float voltage for 4 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the output
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rating of the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the normal minimum
established float voltage. This time period is sufficient for the charger temperature to
have stabilized and to have been maintained for at least 2 hours. Alternately,
4.7.C.4.b(ii) allows that the battery charger load test be capable of recharging the
battery after a service test coincident with normal steady state DC loads during station
operation. This level of loading may not normally be available following the battery
service test and may need to be supplemented with additional loads. The duration for
this test may be longer than the charger sizing criteria since the battery recharge is
affected by float voltage, temperature, an the exponential decay in charging current.
A battery performance discharge test (4.7.C.5) is a test of constant current capacity of a
battery, normally done in the as found condition, after having been in service, to detect
any change in the capacity determined by the acceptance test. The test is intended to
determine overall battery degradation due to age and usage. Degradation (as used in
4.7.C.5.b(i» is indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10% from its
capacity on the previous performance test, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.
Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified performance discharge
test is acceptable for satisfying 4.7.C.5; however, only the modified performance
discharge test may be used to satisfy the battery service test requirements of 4.7.CA.a.
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4.8

ISOLATION CONDENSER
Applicability:

Applies to periodic testing requirements for the isolation condenser system.

Objective:

To verify the operability of the isolation condenser system.

Specification: A.

Surveillance of each isolation condenser loop shall be as follows:
Frequency

1.

Operability of motor
operated isolation valves
and condensate makeup valves.

Once/3 months

2.

Automatic actuation and
functional test.

Each refueling outage
(interval not to exceed 20
months) or following major
repair.

3.

Shell side water volume
check

Once/day

4.

Isolation valve (steam side)
a.
Visual inspection
b.
External leakage check
c.

Basis:

Area temperature check

Each refueling outage
Each primary system
Leak test
Once/shift

Motor-operated valves on the isolation condenser steam and condensate
lines and on the condensate makeup line that are normally on standby
should be exercised periodically to make sure that they are free to
operate. The valves will be stroked full length every time they are
tested to verify proper functional performance. This frequency of
testing is consistent with instrumentation tests discussed in
Specification 4.1. Testing of these components per the ASME Code
once every 3 months provides assurance of availability of the
system. Also, at this frequency of testing, wearout should not be a problem
throughout the life of the plant.
The automatic actuation and functional test will demonstrate the
automatic opening of the condensate return line valves and the
automatic closing of the isolation valves on the vent lines to the main
steam lines. Automatic closure of the isolation condenser steam and
condensate lines on actuation of the condenser pipe break detectors
will also be verified by the test. It is during a major maintenance or
repair that a system's design intent may be violated accidentally.
This makes the functional test necessary after every major repair operation.
By virtue of normal plant operation the operators daily observe the
water level in the isolation condensers. In addition, isolation
condenser shell side water level sensors provide control room
annunciation of condenser high or low water level.
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Each refueling outage the insulation will be removed from the steam
side 1s01ation valve and the external valve bodies will be inspected
fpr signs of deterioration. Addi~ionallYI special attention is
specified for these, valves during primary system leakage tests and
the temperature 1n the aria of these valves is checked once each
Ihift for temperature increases that would indicate valve leakage.
The special attention given the.e valves in the design and during
their construction(l) along .nth the indicated surveillance is
judged to be adequate to assure that these v.lves will ••intain
their integrity when 'they are'required for isolation of the primary
contafnnent.
Reference

(1) Licensing Application, Amendment 32. Question 5

,
"

'
,
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4.9

REFUELING

Applicability: Applies to the periodic testing of those fnter10cks and instruments
used during refueling.
Objective: ...

To verify the operability of instrumentation and interlocKS in
use during refueling.

Specification: A.

Prior to beginning any care alterations, the source range
monitors (SRMs) shall be calibrated. Thereafter, the
SRM' 5 wn 1 be checked daily, tested IllOnth1y and cal i brated
every 3 months until no longer required.

c.

Within four (4) hours prior to the start of control rod
reloval pursuant to Specification 3.9.E verify:

.
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The refueling interlocks shall be tested prior to any fuel
handlingwith'the head off the reactor vessel, at weekly
intervals thereafter until no longer required and following
any repair work associated with' the interlocks.

8.

O.



..

1.

That the reactor node switch is locked in the refuel
position and that the.one rod out refueling interlOCk
is operable.

Z.

That two (2) SRH channels, one in the core quadrant
where th, control rod is being removed and one in an
adjacent quadrant. are operable and in~erted to the
no~l operation level.

Verify within four (4) hours prior to the start of control
rod reDOva1 pursuant to Specification 3.9.F and at least
once per 24 hours thereafter, until replacement of all .
control rods or rod drive mechanisms and all control rods
are fUlly inserted that:
1.

the reactor mode switch is locked in the refuel
position and the one rod out refueling interlock is
operable.

Z.

Two (2) SRM channels, one in'the core quadrant where
a control rod is being removed and one in an adjacent
quadrant, are operable and fully inserted.

3.

All control rods not removed are fully inserted with
the exception of one rod which may be partially
withdrawn not nore than two notches to perform refueling
interlock surveillance. .
.

4.

The four fuel assemblies surrounding each control rod
or rod drive mechanism being removed or maintained at
the same time are removed from the core cell.
..

..
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E.

Verify prior tD the start of removal of control rods
pursuant to Specification 3.9.F. that Specification 3.9.F.S
wi 11 be lIIet.
•

F.

Following replacement of a control rod or rod drive mechanism
removed in accordance with Specification 3.9.F, prior to
~
inserting fuel in the control cell, verify that the bypassed
refueling interlocks associatld with that rod have been
-restored and that the control rod is fully inserted.

The refueling interlocks(l) are required only when fuel is being
handled and the head is off the reaetar vessel. A test of these
interlocks prior to the time when they are needed is sufficient to
ensure that the interloCkS are operabl.. The testing frequency for
the refueling interlocks is bas.d upon engineering judgment and the
fact that the refulling interlocks are a backup for refueling procedures.
The SRM ' s(2) provide neutron monitoring capability during core
alterations. A calibration using external testing equipment.to
calibrate the signal conditioning equipment prior to use is sufficient
to Insure operability. The f~equencies of testing, using internally
generated test signals, and rec&libration, if the SRM's are required 
for an ~tended period of time. are in agreement with other instruments
of this type which are presented in Specification 4.1.
The surveillance requirements for control rod removal assure that
the requirements of Specification 3.9 are met prior to initiating
control rod removal and at appropriate intervals thereafter.

References: (1)
(2)
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FDSAR, Volume I. Sectlon VII-7-2.S
FOSAR, Volume I. Sections VII-4.2.2 and Vrr-4-S.1
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4.10

ECCS RELATED CORE LIMITS

Applicability:

Applies to the periodic measurement during power operationof
core parameters related to ECCS perfonnance.

Objective:

To assure that the limitsof Section 3.10 are not being violated.

Specification:

A.

Average Planar LHGR.
The APLHGR for each type of fuel as a function of average planar
exposureshall be checked daily during reactor operation at greater
than or equal to 25% rated thermal power.

B.

Local LHGR.
The LHGRas a function of core height shall be checked daily during
reactor operation at greater than or equal to 25% rated thermal power.

C.

Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR).

1.

MCPR shall be checkeddaily during reactor operation at greater than or
equalto 25% rated thermal power.

2.

The MCPR operating limit shall be determined within 72 hours of
completing scram time testing as required in Specification 4.2.C.

Bases:
The term "daily"in Technical Specification 4.10 shall be conservatively interpreted as
once per 24 hours (with normal grace allowance). This applies to Technical
Specification 4.10 surveillance requirements only.
The LHGA shall be checked daily to determinewhether fuel burnup or control
rod movementhas caused changes in power distribution. Sincechanges due
to burnup are slow, and only a few control rodsare moved daily, a daily
check of power distribution is adequate.
The minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) is unlikely to change significantly
during steady state poweroperation so that 24 hours is an acceptable fre
quency for surveillance. In the event of a single pump trip, 24 hours
surveillance interval remains acceptable because the accompanying power
reduction is much larger than the change in MAPLHGR limits for four loop
operation at the corresponding lower steady state power level as compared
to five loop operation. The 24 hours frequencyis also acceptablefor the
APRM status check since neutron monitoringsystem failures are infrequent
and a downscale failure of an APRM initiates a control rod withdrawal block, thus
precludingthe possibility of a control rod withdrawal error.
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Because the transient analysis takes credit for conservatism in the scram speed
performance, it must be demonstrated that the specific scram speed distribution is
consistent with that used in the transient analysis. Surveillance 4.10.C.2 determines the
actual scram speed distribution which is compared to the assumed distribution. The
MCPR operating limit is then determined based eitheron the applicable limit associated
with scram times of Specification 3.2.8.3 or actual scram times. The MCPR operating
limit must be determined once within 72 hours after each set of scram time tests
required by Surveillance 4.2.C because the effective scram speed distribution may
change duringthe cycle. The 72 hourcompletion time is acceptable due to the
. relatively minorchanges in scram speed expected during the operating cycle.
At core power levels lessthan or equal to 25% rated thermal powerthe
reactor will be operating at or above the minimum recirculation pump speed.
For all designated control rod patterns which may be employed at this point,
operating plant experience and thermal hydraulic analysis indicate that
the resulting APLHGR, LHGR and MCPR values all have considerable margin to
the limits of Specification 3.10. Consequently, monitoring of these
quantities below 25% of the rated thermal power is not required.
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4.11 Sealed Source Contamination
~

Applicability: Applies to· tach licensed sealed source containing radioactive
material either in excess of 100 microcuries of beta and/or
gamma emitting materials or 5 microcuries of alpha emitting
Aterial.
To detect and prevent.contalinat10n from se.led source leakage.

Objective:
Specification:
A.

Radioactive sources shall·be tested for contamination. The test
shall be capable of detecting the presence of O.OOS microcuries of
radioactive material on the test sample. If the test reveals the
presence of 0.005 licrocuries or mere of reeovable contamination, it
shall immediately be withdrawn from use, decontaminated, and repaired,
or be disposed of in accordance with Commission regulations.

B.

Tests for conta.ination shall be performed by the license. or by
other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an agree
..nt state as follows:

1.

Elch selled source, except startup sources previously subjected
to core flux, containing radioactive material, other than
Hydrogen 3, with I half life greater than thirty days and in .
any form other than gas shall be tested for contamination at
intervals not to exceed six aonths.

2.

The periodic leak test required does not apply to SIlled sources
that are stared and not being used. The sources excepted· from
this test shall be tested prior to any use or transfer to
another user unless they have been tested within six months
prior to the date of use or transfer. In the ab,ence of a
certificate from a transferor indicating that a test has been
made within six months prior to the transftr, sealed sources
$hall not be put into use until tested.

3.

Startup sources·shall be tested prior to and following any
repair or modification and within 31 days before biing subjected
to core flux.

!ll!!:
Ingestion or inhalation of source material may gi~e rise to total bodY or
organ irradiation. This specification assures that leakage from radio
active saterial sources does not exceed allowable li.its.
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4.12

Alternate Shutdown Monitoring Instrumentation

Applicability:

Applies to the surveillance requirements of the alternate
shutdown monitoring instrumentation.

Objective:

To specify the minimum frequency and type of surveillance to
be applied to the alternate shutdown monitoring
instrumentation.

Specification:
Each of the alternate shutdown monitoring channels shall be demonstrated
operable by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CAUBRATION
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.12-1.

The operability of the alternate shutdown monitoring instrumentation ensures
that sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of
hot shutdown of the plant from locations outside of the control room. The
type and frequency of surveillances required in Table 4.12-1 are consistent
with or more conservative than the BWR Standard Technical Specifications.
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TABLE 4.12-1 ALTERNATE SHUTDOWN
MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

Functional Limit

CHANNEL
CHECK

Reactor Pressure

M

Reactor Water Level (fuel lone)

nla

a
a

Condensate Storage Tank Level

M

R

Service Water Pump Discharge Pressure

M

R

Control Rod Drive System Flowmeter

M

R

Shutdown Cooling System Flowmeter

nla

R

Isolation Condenser "B" Shell Water Level

M

R

Reactor BUilding Closed Cooling Water
Pump Discharge Pressure

M

R

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

M • Monthly

a - Quarterly
R - Refueling Outage
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4.13

ACCIDENT MQNITORING INSTRUMENTATION

Applicability:

Applies to surveillance requirements for the accident
monitoring instrumentation.

Objective:

To verify the operability of the accident monitoring
instrumentation.

Specification:

A.

Safety & Relief Valve Position Indicators
Each accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall
be demonstrated operable by perfonnance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.13-1.

B.

Wide Range Drywell Pressure Monitor
Each accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall
be demonstrated operable by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.13-1.

C.

Wide Range Torus Water Level Monitor
Each accident monitonng instrumentation channel shall
be demonstrated operable by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.13-1.

D.

DELETED

E.

Containment High-Range Radiation Monitor
Each accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall
be demonstrated operable by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.13-1.

F.

High Range Radioactive Noble Gas Effluent Monitor
Each accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall
be demonstrated operable by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.13-1.

Bases:
The operability of the accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that
sufficient information is available on selected plant parameters to monitor
and assess these variables during and following an accident. This capability
is consistent with NUREGs 0578 and 0737.
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TABLE 4.13-1
ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATIQN SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHECK

INSTRUMENT

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

A

B

Relief and Safety Valve Position
Indicator (Backup lndicanons'")

A

B

Relief Valve Position Indicator
(Common Header Temperature Element··)

C

B

2. Wide Range Drywell Pressure Monitor
(PT/PR 53 & 54)

A

D

3. Wide Range Torus Water Level Monitor

A

D

A

F***

1. Primary and Safety Valve Position
Indicator (Primary Detector·)

(LTILR 37 & 38)

4. DELETED
5. Containment High Range Radiation Monitor
6. High Range Radioactive Noble Gas
Effluent Monitor
a. Main Stack
b. Turbine Building Vent

A

G

A

G

Legend:
A ::: at least once per 31 days
B :: at \east once per 24 months
C :: at least once per 15 days until channel calibration is performed
and thence at least once per 31 days
D :: at least once per 6 months
E :: DELETED
F ::: each refueling outage
G ::: once per 20 months

• Acoustic Monitor
•• Thermocouple
••• CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall consist of electronic signal
substitution of the channel, not Including the detector, for all
decades above 10Rlhr and a one point calibration check of the
detector at or below 10Rlhr by means of a calibrated portable
radiation source traceable to NBS.
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·1

4.1'

Solld 8'd19';;ly. Walt. - DELETED

OYS'l'D c:a:DIt

~~~ 110.1

101, 166

.
4.15

Explo'iy. Ga, Monitoring In't;ym.ntotion

App14sability:

Stat., ,urv.ilianc. r.quirement. for OPERABILITY of
.xplo,iv. gl' monitoring in'trumentltion.

ObjectiY'1

To d.D9n,trlt. the OPERABILITY of .xplo,iv. gl'
monitoring in,trumentation.

Sp.cificationl
GI.IOU' Iffly.nt In,trum.nt.tioD
Each .xplo'iv, ga' ,fflu.nt monitoring in'trumtnt chann.l 'hill be
dllll9n'trat.d OPIRABLB by performance of the CBAIIItIL CHICK, CHANNIL
CALIBRATION, Ind CBAIfNBL FtJRCTIORAL TEST at the frlqu.nci.. 'hown in
Tlbl. 4.15.2.
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TABLE 4.15.2
EXPLOSIVE GAS MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUMENT

1. Main Condenser
Offgas Treatment
System Hydrogen
Monitor

CHANNEL
CHECK

D

SOURCE
CHECK

N/A

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION(f)

CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL
TEST

M

O(g)

CHANNEL
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRED (a)

(c)

Legend: D = once per 24 hrs; M = once per 31 days; 0 = once per 92 days;
N/A = Not Applicable.

TABLE 4.15.2 NOTATIONS

(a) Instrumentation shall be OPERABLE and in service except that a channel may
be taken out of services for the purpose of a check, calibration, test or
maintenance without declaring it to be inoperable.
(c) During main condenser offgas treatment system operation.
(f) The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be performed according to established station
calibration procedures.
(9) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include the use of at least two standard gas
samples, each containing a known volume percent hydrogen in the range of the
instrument, balance nitrogen.
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4.16 Radiolggistl Enyir0Dmlnta1 Suryeillane.
RELOCATED TO THE ODCM
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4.17

Control Room Heating, Ventilating. and Air-Conditioning System

Applicability:

Applies to surveillance requirements for the control room heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Objective:

To verify the capability of each control room HVAC system to minimize the
amount of radioactivity from entering the control room in the event of an
accident.

Specification: Surveillance of each control room HVAC system shall be as follows:

Basis:

A.

At least once monthly: by initiating, from the control room, the partial
recirculation mode of operation, and by verifying that the system
components are aligned such that the system is operating in this
mode.

B.

At least once every refueling outage: by verifying that in the partial
recirculation mode of operation, the control room and lower cable
spreading room are maintained at a positive pressure of ~ 1/8 in. WG
relative to the outside atmosphere.

Periodic surveillance of each control room HVAC system is required to ensure the
operability of the system. The operability of the system in conjunction with control
room design provisions is based upon limiting the radiation exposure to personnel
occupying the control room to less than a 30-day integrated dose of 5 rem TEDE for
the most limiting design basis accident.
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SECTION 5
DESIGN FEATURES

5.1

SITE

A.

The reactor (center line) is located 1,358 feet west of the east boundary of New
Jersey State Highway Route 9 whichis the minimum exclusion distance as defined
in 10 CFR 100.3. The licensee will at all times retain the complete authority to
determine and maintain sufficient control of all activities through ownership,
easement, contract and/or other legal instrumentson property which is closer to
the reactor (center line) than 1,358 feet. This includesthe authority to exclude or
remove personnel and property within the minimum exclusion distance.

B.

The reactor building, standbygas treatment system and stack shall comprise a
secondary containment in such fashion to enclosethe primarycontiUnment in order
to provide for controUed elevated release ofthe reactor building atmosphere under
accident conditions.
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Exclusion area means that area surrounding the reactor, in which the reactor licensee bas
the authority to determine all activities including exclusion or removal of personnel and
property from the area. nus area may be traversed by a highway, railroad, or waterway,
provided these are not so close to the facility as to interfere with normal operations of the
facility and provided appropriate and effective arrangements are made to control traffic on
the highway, railroad, or waterway, in case of emergency, to protect the public health and
safety. Residence within the exclusion area shall normally be prohibited. In any event,
residents shall be subject to ready removal in case of necessity. Activities unrelated to
operation of the reactor may be pennitted in an exclusion area under appropriate
limitations, provided that no significant hazards to the public health and safety win result.
Activities unrelated to plant operation within the exclusion area are acceptable provided:
(a)

Such activities. including accfdents associated with such activities. represent no
bazard to the plant or have been shown to be accommodated as part of the plant
design basis

(b)

The licensee is aware of such activities and has made appropriate arrangements to
evacuate persons engaged in such activities, in the event of an accident. and

(c)

There is reasonable assurance that persons engaged in such activities can be
evacuated without receiving radiation doses in excess of the guideline values given
in JO CFR Part 100.

Contract provisions for property agreements in the exclusion area must ensure that the
licensee retains sufficient control of aU activities in the exclusion area including the
authority to exclude or remove personnel and property, thereby (I) maintaining
compliance with 10 CFR Pan 100 radiologica1limits for the exclusion area. including
evacuation when necessary, and (2) ensuring that any activities, now or in the future, in
the exclusion area would not negatively affect nuclear safety, safe plant operations or
violate current plant design or licensing bases. .

Any property transactions in the "exclusion area", as is the case for any activity which has
the potential to adversely affect nuclear safety or safe plant operations, requires a specific
safety evaluation and 50.59 review.
•
References'
(I)
(2)

10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria".
NRC Standard Review Plan, NUREG-08oo (Formerly NUREG-75/087), Chapter
2.1.2, "Exclusion Area Authority and Control", Rev. 2, July 1981.
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5.2

.CONTAINMENT

A.

.Ttie ·primary containment shall be of thepressiJre suppression type

B.

Penetrations added to the primary contai~nt shall be designed in
accordance with standards set forth in Section V-1.S of the Facility
Description and Safety Analysis Report. Piping passing through such
penetrations shall have isolation valves tn accordance With
standards set forth in Section V-1.6 of the Facility Description and
Safety Analysis Report.

having a drywell and an absorption cha.ber constructed of s}eel.
The drywell shall have a volume of approxi.ately 180,000 ft and
conforms' to the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII,
for an internal pressure of 44 psig at Z9ZDf and an external
pressure of Z psig at lS0DF to 205°f. The absorption chamber shall
have a total volume of approximately Z10,000 ft. It.is designed to
conform to ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, for
an internal pressure of 35 psig at 150 DF and an external pressure of
1 psig at IS0 DF.

The drywell pressure of 44 psig is based upon a conservatively calculated
peak drywell pressure of 38.1 psig plus an added 151 allowance. The
calculated peak pressure results from a design basis loss of coolant
accident (DBLOCA). The corresponding coincident drYWell temperature of
292 F is the saturated ste.. temperature of the containment atmosphere
for the 44 psig pressure. The specified coincident pressure and
telperature condition represent the bounding case for the structural
pressure/te.perature design of the drYWell.
0
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5.3

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

5.3.1

Fuel Storage
A.

The fuel storage facilities are designed and shall be maintained with a K-effective
equivalent to less than or equal to 0.95 including all calculational uncertainties.

B.

Deleted

C.

Deleted

D.

The temperature of the water in the spent fuel storage pool, measured at or near the
surface. shall not exceed 125°F.

E.

The maximum amount of spent fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel storage pool
shall be 3035.
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The specification of a Keffective less than or equal to 0.95 in fuel storage facilities assures an ample
margin from criticality. This limit applies to unirradiated fuel in both the dry storage vault and the spent
fuel racks as well as irradiated fuel in the spent fuel racks. Criticality analyses were performed on the
poison racks to ensure that a K-effective of 0.95 would not be exceeded, The analyses took credit for
burnable poisons in the fuel and included manufacturing tolerances and uncertainties as described in
Section 9.1 of the FSAR. Calculational uncertainties described in 5.3.I.A are explicitly defined in FSAR
Section 9.1.2.3.9. Any fuel stored in the fuel storage facilities shall be bounded by the analyses in these
reference documents.
The effects of a dropped fuel bundle onto stored fuel in the spent fuel storage facility have been analyzed.
This analysis shows that the fuel bundle drop would not cause doses resulting from ruptured fuel pins that
exceed 10 CFR 100 limits (1.2.3).
Detailed structural analysis of the spent fuel pool was performed using loads resulting from the dead
weight of the structural elements. the building loads. hydrostatic loads from-the pool water. the weight of
fuel and racks stored in the pool. seismic loads. and loads due to thermal gradients in the pool floor and
the walls. Thermal gradients result in two loading conditions: normal operating and the accident
conditions with the loss of spent fuel pool cooling. For the normal condition. the reactor building air
temperature was assumed to vary between 65°F and IIO"F while the pool water temperature varied
between 85°F and 125°F. The most severe loading from the normal operating thermal gradient resuIts
with reactor building air temperatures at 65°F and the water temperature at 125°F. Air temperature
measurements made during all phases of plant operation in the shutdown heat exchanger room. which is
directly beneath part of the spent fuel pool floor slab. show that 65°F is the appropriate minimum air
temperature. The spent fuel pool water temperature will alarm control room before the water temperature
reaches 120"F.
Results of the structural analysis show that the pool structure is structurally adequate for the loadings
associated with normal operation and postulated accidents (5) (6). The floor framing was also found to be
capable of withstanding the steady state thermal gradient conditions with the pool water temperature at
150"F without exceeding ACI Code requirements. The walls are also capable of operation at a steady •
state condition with the pool water temperature at 140"F (5).
Since the cooled fuel pool water returns at the bottom of the pool and the heated water is removed from
the surface. the average of the surface temperature and the fuel pool cooling return water is an appropriate
estimate of the average bulk temperature; alternately the pool surface temperature could be conservatively
used.
References
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Amendment No. 78 to FDSAR (Section 7)
Supplement No. I to Amendment No. 78 to the FDSAR (Question 12)
Supplement No. I to Amendment 78 of the FDSAR (Question 40)
Deleted
Revision No. I to Addendum 2 to Supplement No. I to Amendment No. 78 of FDSAR (Questions 5
and 10)
FDSAR Amendment No. 79
Deleted
Holtec Report HI-9819B3. Revision 4
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.-\DMINISTRA TlVE CONTROLS

r, I

RESPONSIBILITY
61.1

The Vice PrcsiJ':l1r· Oyster Creek shall be responsible lor overall iacility operation. Those

responsibilities delegated to the Vice President as stated in the Oyster Creek Technical
Specifications may also be fulfilled by the Plant Manager, The Vice President shall
delegate in writing the succession to this responsibility during his and/or the Plant Manager
absence.
6.2

ORGANIZATIO\

6.::!.1

Corporate
6.2.1.1 Anonsite and offsiteorganization shall be established for unit operation and
corporate management. The onsite and ofTsite organization shall include the
positions for activities affecting the safetyof the nuclear power plant.
6.2.1.2 Lines of authority. responsibility and communication shall be established and
defined from the highest management levelsthrough intermediatelevelsto and
including operatingorganization positions. These relationships shall be
documented and updated as appropriate. in the fonn of organizational charts.
Theseorganizational charts will be documented in the Updated FSAR and updated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.7Ie.
6.2.1.3 The Chief Nuclear Officer shall have corporate responsibilityfor overall plant
nuclear safety and shall take measuresneeded to ensure acceptable performance of
the staff in operating, maintaining, and providing technicalsupport in the plant so
that continuednuclearsafety is assured.

6.:!.2

FACILIn'STAFF

6.2.2.1 The Vice President- Oyster Creek shall be responsible for overall unit safe
operation and shall have control over thoseonsite activities necessary for safe
operation and maintenance ofthe plant.
6.2.2.2 The facility organization shall meetthe following:
a.

Eachon duty shift shall include at least the f~l\ewing shift staffing:
..
..
..
..

One (I) Shift Manager(see h. below)
Two(2) licensed NuclearPlantOperators
Three(3) licensed or non-licensed Nuclear Plant Operators
One (I) Shift Technical Adviser(see h. below)

Except for the Shift Manager, shift crew compositionmay be one less than
the minimum requirements, fora periodoftime not to exceed two hours,
in order to accommodate unexpected absenceof on-duty shiftcrew
members. Immediate action must be taken to restore the shiftcrew
OYSTER CREEK
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Amendment No.: 54, 59, 65, 69, 102, 134,194,195,203,210,213, 220

composition to within requirements given above. This provision does not
permit any shift crew position to be unmanned upon shift change due to an
incoming shift crew member being late or absent.
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b.

At all times when there is fuel in the vessel, at least one licensed senior
reactor operator shall be on site and one licensed reactor operator should
be at the controls.

c.

At all times when there is fuel in the vessel, except when the reactor is in
COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUEL modes, two licensed senior reactor
operators and two licensed reactor operators shall be on site, with at least
one licensed senior reactor operator in the control room and one licensed
reactor operator at the controls.

d.

At least two licensed reactor operators shall be in the control room during
all reactor startups, shutdowns, and other periods involving planned
control rod manipulations.

e.

All CORE ALTERATIONS shall be directly supervised by either a
licensed Senior Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor Operator Limited to
Fuel Handling who has no other concurrent responsibilities during t~is
operation.

f.

An individual qualified in radiation protection measures shall be on site
when fuel is in the reactor.

g.

(deleted)

h.

Each on duty shift shall include a Shift Technical Advisor except that the
Shift Technical Advisors position need not be filled if the reactor is in the
refuel or shutdown mode and the reactor is less than 212 F. The Shift
Technical Advisor position may be filled by an on-shift Senior Reactor
Operator (dual-role SRO/STA) provided the individual meets the
requirements of 6.3.3.

i.

(deleted)
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j.

The Senior Manager· Operations or an Operations Manager, and the Shift
Manager require Senior Reactor Operators licenses. The licensed Nuclear
Plant Operators require a Reactor Operators license.

6.2.2.3 Individuals who train the operating staff and those who carry out the health physics
and quality assurance function shall have sufficient organizational freedom to be
independent of operational pressures, however, they may report to the appropriate
manager on site.
6.3

Facility Staff Qualifications
6.3.1

Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of
ANSI/ANS 3.1 of 1978 for comparable positions unless otherwise noted in the Technical
Specifications, with the following exceptions: 1) the education and experience eligibility
requirements for operator license applicants (described in Exelon letter RS·07-078, dated
July 19, 2007), and changes thereto, shall be approved by the NRC and described in an
applicable station training procedure, and 2) technicians and maintenance personnel who do
not meet ANSI/ANS 3.1 of 1978, Section 4.5, are permitted to perform work for which
qualification has been demonstrated.

6.3.2

The management position responsible for radiological controls shall meet or exceed the
qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.B (Rev. 1-R, 9175). Each other member of the radiation

protection organization for which there is a comparable position described in ANSI N18.1
1971 shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications specified therein, or in the case of
radiation protection technicians, they shall have at least one year's continuous experience in
applied radiation protection work in a nuclear facility dealing with radiological problems
similar to those encountered in nuclear power stations and shall have been certified by the
management position responsible for radiological controls as qualified to perform assigned
functions. This certification must be based on an NRC approved, documented program
consisting of classroom training with appropriate examinations and documented positive
findings by responsible supervision that the individual has demonstrated his ability to
perform each specified procedure and assigned function with an understanding of its basis
and purpose.
6.3.3

The Shift Technical Advisors shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent in a scientific or
engineering discipline with specific training in plant design, response and analysis of the
plant for transients and accidents.
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6.4

DELETED

6.5

DELETED

6-3

(Pages 6-4 through 6-8 deleted)
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6.6

REPORTABLE EVENT ACTION

6.6.1

The following actions shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS:
a.

The Commission shall be notified and a report submitted pursuant to the requirements of
Section 50.73 to 10 CFR Part 50; and

b.

Each REPORTABLE EVENT shall be reported to the cognizant manager and the
cognizant department director and the Vice President - Oyster Creek. The functionally
cognizant department staff shall prepare a Licensee Event Report (LEA) in accordance with
the guidance outlined in 10 CFR 50.73(b). Copies of all such reports shall be submitted to
the functionally cognizant department director and the Vice President - Oyster Creek.

6.7

SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATION

6.7.1

The following actions shall be taken in the event a Safety Limit is violated:

a.

If any Safety Limit is exceeded, the reactor shall be shut down immediately until the
Commission authorizes the resumption of operation.

b.

The Safety Limit violation shall be reported to the Commission and
Oyster Creek.

c.

A Safety Limit Violation Report shall be prepared. The report shall be submitted to the
Vice President-Oyster Creek. This report shall describe (1) applicable circumstances
preceding the violation, (2) eHects of the violation upon facility components systems or
structures. (3) corrective action taken to prevent recurrence.

d.

The Safety Limit Violation Report shall be submitted to the Commission within ten days of
the violation.
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6.8

PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

6.8.1

Writlen procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the items
referenced below:
a.

The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix "A" of Regulatory Guide 1.33 as
referenced in the QATR.

b.

Surveillance and test activities of equipment that affects nuclear safety and radioactive
waste management equipment.

c.

Refueling Operations.

d.

Security Plan Implementation.

e.

Fire Protection Program Implementation.

1.

Emergency Plan Implementation.

g.

Process Control Plan Implementation.

h.

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Implementation.

i.

Quality Assurance Program for effluent and environmental monitoring using the guidance
in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Revision 1.

j.

Plant Staff Overtime pursuant to Technical Specification 6.2.2.2(i), above.

6.8.2

Each procedure required by 6.8.1 above. and substantive changes thereto, shall be reviewed and
approved prior to implementation and shall be reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative
procedures.

6.8.3

Temporary changes to procedures of 6.8.1, above, may be made provided:
a.

The intent of the original procedure is not altered;

b.

The change is approved by two members of the licensee's management staff
knowledgeable in the area affected by the procedure. For changes which may affect
the operational status of unit systems or equipment, at least one of these individuals shall
be a member of unit management or supervision holding a Senior Reactor Operator's
License on the unit.

c.

The change is documented, reviewed and approved within 14 days of implementation.
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6.8.4

The following programs shall be established, implemented and maintained:
a.

Radioactive Eff1uent Controls Program
A program shall be provided conforming with 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of radioactive
effluent and for maintaining the doses to MEMBERS OF THE PUBLJC from radioactive
effluent as low as reasonably achievable. The program ( I) shall be contained in the ODCM,
(2) shall be implemented by operating procedures. and (3) shall include remedial actions to
be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program shall include the
following elements:
I.

Limitations 011 the operability of radioactive liquid and gaseous monitoring
instrumentation including the surveillance tests and setpoint determination in
accordance with the methodology in the ODCM,

2.

Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material released in liquid effluent
to the UNRESTRlCTED AREA conforming to less than the concentration values in
Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2 to 10 CFR 20.1001-20.2402.

3.

Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluent in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the methodology and parameters in the
ODCM.

4,

Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses and dose commitment to a MEMBER
OF THE PUBLlC from radioactive materials in liquid effluent released to the
UNRESTRICTED AREA conforming to Appendix I of 10 CFR SO,

5.

Determination of cumulative dose contributions from radioactive effluents for the
current calendar quarter and current calendar year in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least every 3 I days. Determination of
projected dose contributions from radioactive effluents in accordance with the
methodology in the aDeM at least every 3 I days.

6.

Limitations on the operability and use of the liquid and gaseous effluent treatment
systems to ensure that the appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in the 3 I day period would exceed
2 percent of the guidelines for the annual dose or dose commitment conforming to
Appendix J to 10 CFR 50,

7.

Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive materials released in gaseous
effluents from the site to the UNRESTRICTED AREA shall be limited to the
following:

R.
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a.

For noble gases: Less than or equal to a dose rate of SOO mRems/yr to the total
body and less than or equal to a dose rate of 3000 mRems/yr to the skin, and

b.

For iodine-I 3 I, iodine-l H, tritium, and for all radionuclides in particulate form
with half-lives greater than 8 days: Less than or equal to a dose rate of 1500
mRems/yr to any organ.

Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from noble gases released
in gaseous effluents to the UNRESTRICTED ARJ:A conforming to Appendix I of 10
CFR 50,
6-1]
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b.

9.

Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a MEMBER OF THE
PUBLIC from 1-131, 1-133, tritium, and all radionuclides in particulate
form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluent released
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY conforming to Appendix I of 10 CFR 50,

10.

Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any MEMBER OF
THE PUBLIC due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from
Uranium fuel cycle sources conforming to 40 CFR Part 190.

Radiological Environmental Monitoring'Program
A program shall be provided to monitor the radiation and radionuclldes in the
environs of the plant. The program shall provide (1) representative
measurements of radioactivity in the highest potential exposure pathways, and
(2) verification of the accuracy of the effluent monitoring program and modeling
of environmental exposure pathways. The program shall (1) be contained in the
ODCM, (2) conform to the guidance of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50, and (3)
include the following:

6.8.5

1.

Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiation and
radionuclides in the environment in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the aDeM,

2.

A Land Use Census to ensure that changes in the use of areas at and
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY are identified and that modifications to the
monitoring program are made if required by the results of this census,
and

3.

Participation ln an Interlaboratory Comparison Program to ensure that
independent checks on the precision and accuracy of the measurements
of radioactive materials in environmental sample matrices are performed
as part of the quality assurance program for environmental monitoring.

Station Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program
This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the recommendations
of IEEE Standard 450, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and
Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries For Stationary Applications," of the
following:
a.

Actions to restore station battery cells with float voltage

b.

Actions to equalize and test station battery cells that have been discovered with
electrolyte level below the top of the plates.
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Corrected by letter of 10/15/2004

6.9

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of 10 CFR. the following identified
reports shall be submitted to the Administrator of the NRC Region I office unless
otherwise noted.

6.9.1

ROUTINE REPORTS

a.

Startup Report. A summary report of plant startup and power escalation
testing shall be submitted following (1) receipt of an operating ticense, (2)
amendment to the license Involving a planned Increase in power level, (3)
installation of fuel thai has a different design or has been manufactured
by a different fuel supp6er, and (4) modifications that may have
significantly altered the nuclear, thermal, or hydraulic performance of the
plant. The report shall address each of the tests identified in the FSAR
and shall in general Include a description of the measured values of the
operating conditionsor characteristics obtained during the test program
end a comparison of these values with design predictions and
specifications. Any corrective actions that were required to obtain
satisfactory operation shall also be described. Any additional specified
details required in license conditions based on other commitments shall
be included in this report.
Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) ~O days following completion
of the startup test program, (2) 90 days following resumption or
commencement of commercial power operation, or (3) 9 months following
initial critica~ty. whichever is earliest. If the Startup Report does not cover
all three events (i.e.• initial criticality, completion of startup test program,
and resumption or commencement of commercial power operation),
supplementary reports shall be SUbmitted at least every three months
until all three events have been completed.

b.

DELETED

c.

DELETED
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d.

Radioactive Effluent Release Report
The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of the
unit during the previous year shall be submitted prior to May 1 of each
year in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The report shall include a
summary of the quantities of radioactive liqUid and gaseous effluent and
solid waste released from the unit. The material provided shall be
consistent with the objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control
Program and in conformance with 10 CFR 50.368 and 10 CFR Part SO,
Appendix I, Section IV.B.1.

e.

Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
covering the operation of the unit during the previous
calendar year shall be submitted prior to May 1 of each
year.
The Report shall include summaries, interpretations, and an
analysis of trends of the results of the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program for the reporting period.
The material provided shall be consistent with the
objectives outlined In: (1) the ODCM; and, (2) Sections
IV.8.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

1.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)
1.

Core operating limits shall be established prior to each
reload cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a
reload cycle for the following:
a.

The AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATiON
RATE (APLHGR) for Specification 3.10.A

b.

The K, core flow adjustment factor for Specification 3.10.C.

c.

The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) for
Specification 3.10.C.

d.

The LOCAL LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LLHGR)
for Specification 3.10.B.

e.

The Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) stability
protection settings for Specifications 2.3.A.1 and 2.3.8.

and shall be documented in the COLA.
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2.
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The analytical methods used to determine the core
operating limits shall be those previously reviewed and
approved by the NRC, specifically those described in the
following documents.
a.

GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Topical Report (TR) 020, j'v'!etnccls
for the Analysis of Boiling Water Reactors Lattice
Physics, (The approved revision at the time reload
analyses are performed shall be identified in the COL?.)

b.

GPUN TR 021, Methods for the Analysis of Boiling
Water Reactors Steady State Physics, (The approved
revision at the time reload analyses are performed
shall be identified in the COLA.)

6-14a
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c.

GPUN TR 033, Methods for the Generation of Core ~~jnet!cs
Data for RETRAN-02, (The approved revision at the time
reload analyses are performed shall be identified in the COLR.)

d.

GPUN TR 040, Steady-State and Ouasl-Steady-Stata Methods
Used in the Analysis of Accidents and Transients, (The
approved revision at the time reload analyses are psrtorrned
shall be identified In the COLR.)

e.

GPUN TA 045, BWR-2 Transient Analysis Model Usir:g the
Retran Code, (The approved revision at the time reload
analyses are performed shall be identified in the COLR.)

f.

NEDE-31462P and NEDE-31462, Oyster Creel, Nuclear
Generating Station SAFERICORECOOUGESTR-LOCA
Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis, (The approved revision at
the time reload analyses are performed shall be identi"1ied in
the COLR.)

g.

NEDE-24011-P-A, General Electric Standard AppJlcc.tion for
Reactor Fuel, (GESTAA II) (The approved revision et the time
reload analyses are performed shall be identified in the COLR.)

h.

DELETED

i.

XN-75-55-(A); XN-75-55, Supplement 1-(A); XN-75-55,
Supplement 2-(A), Revision 2. "Exxon Nuclear Company \,/Ii REM
Based NJP-BWR ECCS Evaluation Model and Application to the
Oyster Creek Plant,· April 1977

j.

XN-7S-36(NP)-(A); XN-7S-36(NP), Supplement 1-(A), ·Spray
Cooling Heat Transfer Phase Test Results, ENC- 8;,8 BWR
Fuel 60 and 63 Active Rods, interim Hsport," October 1975

k.

NEDC-33065P, Rev. 0, "Application of Stability Long-Term
Solution Option II for Oyster Creek," April 2002.

3.

The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable
limits (e.g., fuel thermal-mechanical limits. core thermal-hydraulic
limits, ECCS limits, nuclear limits such as shutdown margin, transient
analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are
met.

4.

The CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, inclUding any mid-cycle
revisions or supplements shall be provided, upon issuance for each
reload cycle, to the NRC Document Control Desk with copies to the
Regional Administrator and Resident Inspector.

Basis: 6.9.1.e - RELOCATED TO THE ODCM.
6.9.2

REPORTABLE EVENTS
The submittal of Licensee Event Reports shall be accomplished in accordance
with the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 50.73.
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6.9.3

UNIOLIE REPORTrNG REOUIREi\IE\TS

Special reports shall be submitted to the Director of Regulatory Operations Regional Office within
the time period specified for each report. These reportsshall be submitted covering the activities
identified below pursuant to the requirements of the applicablereferencespecification.
a.

Materials Radiation Surveillance Specimen Reports (·UA)

b.

(Deleted)

c.

Results of required leak tests performed on sealed sources if the tests revealthe presence of
0.005 microcuries or more of removablecontamination.

d.

Deleted'

e-j.

Pursuant to the ODeM.

k.

Records of results ofanalyses required by the Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Program.

I.

Failures and challenges to Relief and Safety Valveswhich do not constitute an LER will be
the subjectof a special repon submitted to the Commission within 60 days of the
occurrence, A challenge is defined as any automaticactuation (other than during
surveillanceor testing) of Safety or Relief Valves..

m.

Plans for compliance with standby liquid control Specifications3.2.C.3(b) and
3.::!.C.3(e)( 1) or plans to obtain enrichmenttest results per Specification 4.2.E.5.

n.

Inoperable high range radioactive noble gas effluent monitor (3.13.H)
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6.10

RECORD RETENTION
6.10.1 The following records shall be retained for at least five years:
a.

Records and logs of facility operation covering time interval at each power level.

b.

Records and logs of principle maintenance activities, inspections, repair and
replacement of principal items of equipment related to nuclear safety.

c.

All Licensee Event Reports.

d.

Records 01 surveillance activities, inspections and calibrations required by these
technical specifications.

e.

Records of reactor tests and experiments.

1.

Records of changes made to operating procedures.

g.

Deleted.

h.

Records of sealed source leak tests and results.

i.

Records of annual physical inventory of a/l source material of record.

6.10.2 The following records shall be retainedfor the duration of the Facility Operating License:
a.

Record and drawing changes reflecting facility design modifications made to
systems and equipment described in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

b.

Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel transfers and assembly bumup
histories.

c.

Records of facility radiation and contamination surveys.

d.

Records of doses received by all individuals for whom monitoring was required
entering radiation control areas.

e.

Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released 10 Ihe environs.

f.

Records of transient or operationalcycles for those facility components designed
for a limited number of transients or cycles.

g.

Records of training and qualification for current members of the plant staff.

h.

Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to these technical
specifications.

i.

Records of reviews performed for changes made to procedures or equipment or
reviews of tests and experiments pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

j.

Deleted.
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k.

Records of Environmental Qualification which are covered under the provisions lor
paragraph 6.14.

I.

Records of the service lives 01 all snubbers, inclUding the date which the service life
commences, and associated installation and maintenance records.

m.

Records of results of analyses required by the Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Program.

n.

Records of reviews performed for changes made to the OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION
MANUAL and the PROCESS CONTROL PLAN.

O.

Records of radioactive shipments

6.10.3 Quality Assurance Records shall be retained as specified by the DATA.
6.11

RADIATiON PROTECTION PROGRAM

Procedures lor personnel radlallon protection shalf be prepared consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and shall
be approved, maintained and adhered to lor all operations Involving personnel radiation exposure.

6.12

(Deleted)

6.13

HIGH RADIATION

AREA

6.13.1 In lieu of the "control device" or "alarm signal" required by Section 20.1601 of 10 CFR 20, each high
radiation area in which the intensity of radiation at 30 cm (11.6 In.) is greater than deep dose
equivalent of 100 mRemlhr but less than 1,000 mRemlhr shall be barricaded and conspicuously
posted as a high raolation area and entrance thereto shall be controlled by requiring issuance of 8
Radiation Wor1( Permit (RWP).
NOTE: Health Physics personnel shall be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement during the
performance of their assigned radiation protection duties, provided they are following plant radiation
protection procedures for entry into high radiation areas.
An individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall be provided with one or
more of the follOWing:
a.

A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the radialion dose rate in the
area.

b.

A radiation monitoring device which continuously integrates the radiation dose rate in the
area and alarms when a pre-set integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas with this
monitoring device may be made after lhe dose rate levels in the area have been established
and personnel have been made knOWledgeable of them.

c.

A health physics qualified individual (i.e., qualified in radiation protection procedures) wilh
a radiation dose rate monitoring device who is responsible for providing positive exposure
control over the activities within the area and who will perform periodic radiation
surveillance at the frequency in the RWP. The surveillance frequency will be established by
the management position responsible for radiological controls.
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6.13.2

Specification 6.13.1 shall also apply to each high radiationarea in which the intensity of
radiation is greaterthan deepdose equivalent of 1.000 mRemlhr at 30 em (11.8 in.) but
less than 500 rads in 1 hour at I meter (3.28 ft.) from sources of radioactivity. In
addition. lockeddoors shall be provided to prevent unauthorized entry into such areas
andthe keys shall be maintained under the administrative eomrol of operations and/or
radiation protection supervision on duty.

6.14 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION
A

By no later than June 30, 1982a11 safety-related electrical equipment in the &cility shall be
qualified in accordance withthe provisions of: Division of OperatingReactors "Guidelines
for Evaluating Environmental Qualification ofCI15s IE Electrical Equipment in Operating
Reactors" (DOR Guidelines); or, NUREG-oS88 "Interim Staff'Position ofEnvironmenta1
Qualification ofSafety-RcJated Electrical Equipment,".December 1979..Copies oftbese
documents are attached to Order for Modification ofLicensc DPR-16 dated October 24,
1980.

B.

By no liter than December 1, 1980, complete and auditible records must be Ivailable and
maintained It a certtrallocation which describe the environmental qualification method used
for all safety-related electrical equipment in auflicient detail to documentthe degree of
compliance with the DOR Guidelines or NUREO-QS88. Thereafter, such records should be
updlted' and maintained current IS equipment is replaced. fi.uther tested. or otherwise fUrther
qualified.

6.1S INTEGRITY OF SYSTEMS OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT
The licensee shall implement I program to reduce leakage &om systems outside COJltainment that
would or couldcontain highly radioactive fluids duringI serioustransient or accidentto as low as
practical levels. This program shall include the foUowing:
1.

Provisions establishing preventative maintenance and periodic YisuaJ inspection requirements,
and

2.

Systemleak test requirements, to the extent permined by system design and radiological
conditions. for each system It a frequency of once every 24 months. The systems subjectto
this testing are (J) Core Spray, (2) Containment Spray, (3) Reactor Water Cleanup,
(4) ISOlation Condenser, and (5) Shutdown Cooling.

6.16 IQDINEMONITORING

The licensee shall implement I program which wiD ensure the capability to accurately determine
the airborneiodine concentration in vital areas- under KCident conditions. This program sba11
include the foUowing:
•.

Training of personnel.

b.

Proceduresfor monitoring. and

C,

Provisions for maintenance of samplin.$ and analysis equipment.

• Areas requiring persennel accessfor establishing hot shutdowncondition.
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6.17

Deleted

6.18

PROCESS CONTROL PLAN
a.

Licensee initiated changes to the PCP:
1.

2.
6.19

Shall be submitted to the NRC in the Annual Radioactive Effluent Release
Report for the period in which the changes were made. This submittal
shall contain:
a.

sufficiently detailed information to jUstifythe changes without
benefit of additional or supplemental information;

b.

a determination that the changes did not reduce the overall
conformance of the solidified waste product to existing criteria for
solid wastes; and

c.

documentation that the changes have been reviewed and
approved pursuant to Section 6.8.2.

Shall become effective upon review and approval by licensee
management.

OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL
a.

The ODCM shall be approved by the Commission prior to implementation.

b.

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM shall be submitted to the NRC in the
Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period in which the changes
were made. This submittal shall contain:

c.

1.

sufficiently detailed information to justify the changes without benefit of
additional or supplemental information;

2.

a determination that the changes did not reduce the accuracy or reliability
of dose calculations or setpoint determination; and,

3.

documentation that the changes have been reviewed and approved
pursuant to Section 6.8.2.

Change(s) shall become effective upon review and approval by licensee
management.
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6.20

MAJOR CHANGES TO RADIOACTIVE WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS
DELETED.

6.21

Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control Program
This program provides a means for processing changes to the Bases of these Technical Specifications.
a.

Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate administrative controls
and reviews.

b.

Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval provided the changes do not
require either of the following:
1. A change in the TS incorporated in the license or
2.

6.22

A change to the updated FSAR (UFSAR) or Bases that requires NRC approval pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59.

c.

The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that the Bases are maintained
consistent with the UFSAR.

d.

Proposed changes that meet the criteria of Specification 6.21.b.1 or 6.21.b.2 above shall be
reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to the bases implemented
without prior NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on a frequency consistent with 10 CFR
50.71(e).

Control Room Envelope Habitability Program
A Control Room Envelope (CRE) Habitability Program shall be established and implemented to
ensure that CRE habitability is maintained such that, with an OPERABLE Control Room HVAC
System, CRE occupants can control the reactor safely under normal conditions and maintain it in
a safe condition following a radiological event, hazardous chemical release, or a smoke challenge.
The program shall ensure that adequate radiation protection is provided to permit access and
occupancy of the CRE under design basis accident (DBA) conditions without personnel receiving
radiation exposures in excess of a 30-day integrated dose of 5 rem TEDE. The program shall
include the following elements:
a.

The definition of the CRE and the CRE boundary.

b.

Requirements for maintaining the CRE boundary in its design condition including configuration
control and preventive maintenance.

c.

Requirements for (i) determining the unfiltered air inleakage past the CRE boundary into the
CRE in accordance with the testing methods and at the Frequencies specified in Sections C.1
and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.197, "Demonstrating Control Room Envelope Integrity at Nuclear
Power Reactors," Revision 0, May 2003, and (ii) assessing CRE habitability at the frequencies
specified in Sections C.t and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.197, Revision O.
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The following are exceptions to Sections C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.197,
Revision 0:
1.

6.23

The Oyster Creek CRE boundary operability is not dependent on a
measured unfiltered air inleakage value (Reference Oyster Creek letter
to NRC dated November 17, 2005, Letter No. 2130-05-20218). No
inleakage testing for determining the unfiltered air inleakage past the CRE
boundary into the CRE is required at the Oyster Creek site.

d.

Measurement, at designated locations, of the CRE pressure relative to areas
adjacent to the CRE boundary during the pressurization mode of operation by one
subsystem (train) of the Control Room Ventilation System operating at the design
flow rate, at a Frequency of 24 months. The results shall be trended and used as
part of the 24 month assessment of the CRE boundary.

e.

The unfiltered air inleakage limit for radiological challenges is the inleakage flow
rate assumed in the licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences. Unfiltered air
inleakage limits for hazardous chemicals must ensure that exposure of CRE
occupants to these hazards will be within the assumptions in the licensing basis.

f.

The provisions of Section 1.24 are applicable to the frequencies for assessing CRE
habitability measuring CRE pressure and assessing the CRE boundary as required
by paragraphs d and c, respectively.

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)
a.

RCS pressure and temperature limits for heat up, cooldown, low temperature operation,
criticality, and hydrostatic testing as well as heatup and cooldown rates shall be
established and documented in the PTLR for the following:
i)
ii)

b.

The analytical methods used to determine the RCS pressure and temperature limits
shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, specifically those
described in the followinq document:
i)

c.

Limiting Conditions for Operation Section 3.3, "Reactor Coolant"
Surveillance Requirements Section 4.3, "Reactor Coolant"

SIR-05-044-A, "Pressure-Temperature Limits Report Methodology for Boiling
Water Reactors"

The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each reactor vessel fluence
period and for any revision or supplement thereto.
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.. APPENDIX B
TO OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR- 16
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-219
OCEAN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

EXELON GENERATION COMPANY. LLC
NOVEMBER 1978*

*Issued to the ASLB on this date; issued by License Amendment No. 37, June 6, 1979.
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INTRQDUCTION
The bases, which provide technical support fortheOCETS, areincluded for informational
purposes in orderto clarify the intent of the specification. These bases are not part of the OCETS
nordo they constitute limitations or requirements OD the licensee.

ii
Amendment No.:~,

~. 207

1.0

Environmental Monitoring
1.1

Non-Radiological Monitoring
1.1.1

Biotic - Aquatic
A.

Fish Kill Monitoring Program
Objective
The objective of this program is to determine the species
composition, abundance and distribution of station-lnduced fish
kills due to winter shutdowns.
.
Specifications
After each Station shutdown, when the Intake water temperature Is
below 8.5 degrees C (47.3 degrees F), visual inspections for fISh
shall be made along the shores of the disctlarge canal and the lower
reaches of Oyster Creek within 24 hours of the initiation of the
shutdown in accordance with the procedures prepared by the
licensee per Section 3.4. A continuous temperature record shall be
maintained through the 24·hour period after reaching cold
shutdown.
Reporting ReqUirements
For planned shutdowns with the temperature of the intake water
below 8.5 degrees C (47.3 degrees F), the NRC Region I office will
be notified at least 24 hours In advance of such shutdown. This
notification shall not be given for unplanned, automatic, or manual
station trips.
If the shutdown results in greater than 100 fish killed and/or stressed,
this event shall be reported to the NRC in accordance with Section

3.5.2.
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1.0

Environmental Monitorini

~

The Final Environmental Statement fortheOyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station documents
coldshock fish JdUs associaled with rapid temperature decreases caused by plant shutdown during
thewinter.
Station shutdowns during wintermonths are, onoccasion, unavoidable. Dueto thephysical
configuration ofthe station andthedisclw'ge canal, some mortality to organisms may be
experienced during winter shutdowns.
MonaIity information associated with a winter shutdown will provide the empirical baseson
which to judge the impact ofthcsc flShkills on Barnegat Bay, Oyster Creek, and Forked River..
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2.0

Soecial Monitoring And Study Activities
2.1

Unusual or Important Environmental Events
Enviromnental Monitoring Requirements
Unusual or Important events are those that cause potentially significant
environmental impact or that could be of public interest concerning
environmental impact from station operation. The following are examples: on
site plant or animal disease outbreaks; unusual mortality of any species
protected by the Endangered Species Act of 1973; fish kills In the vicinity of the
site; unusually high impingement mortality episodes.

Should an unusual or important event occur, the licensee shall make a non-routine
prompt report to the NRC in accordance with the provisions of Subsection 3.5.2.
If an event is reportable under 10 CFR 50.72, then a duplicate immediate report is
not required. However, 8 follow-up written report is required In accordance with
Subsection 3.5.2.
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2.0

Spec;ial Monitoring And Study Actiyities

Prompt reporting to the NRCof unusual or important eventsas described above is
necessary for responsible and orderlyregulation of the nation'ssystem of nuclear power
reactors. The information provided maybe useful or necessary to others concerned with
the sameenvironmental resources. Promptknowledge and"action may serveto alleviate
the mqnitude of the environmental impact.
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3.0

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL
This section describes administrative and management controls established by the Applicant to
provide continuing protection to the environment and to implement the environmental technical
specifications.
3.1

Responsibility
Corporate responsibility for implementation of the Oyster Creek Environmental Technical
Specifications and for assuring that plant operations are controlled in such a manner as to
provide continuing protection of the environment has been assigned by the Chief
Nuclear Officer to the Vice President - Oyster Creek.
The responsibility for conducting the studies as set forth in Section 1.1 (Non
Radiological Monitoring) and all of Section 2.0 (Special Monitoring and Study
Activities) rests with the management position responsible for environmental
affairs, who reports to the Vice President- Oyster Creek.
Administrative measures are defined in Section 3.3 which provide that the individual or
group responsible for auditing or otherwise verifying that an activity has been correctly
performed is independent of the individual or group responsible for performing the
activity.

3.2

Organization
Lines of authority, responsibility and communication shall be established and defined
from the highest management levels through intermediate levels to and including
operating organization positions. Organizational charts will be documented in the
Updated FSAR and updated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71e.

3.3

Review and Audit
Independent audit and review functions for environmental matters are the responsibility
of the management position responsible for environmental affairs. This department is
independent of line responsibility for the operation of the plant. The independent
reviews and audits of the OCETS will be carried out by personnel from environmental
affairs or by other Exelon Generation Company, LLC personnel, outside contractors or
consultants at the request ot the environmental affairs Personnel.

3·1
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When individuals in the environmental affairs department of Exelon Generation Company,
LLC perform any function relating to the OCETS other than independent audit and review,
the Vice President· Oyster Creek will ensure that an Independent review and audit of that
work is performed by another individual in the environmental affairs department or some
other who is not directly responsible for the specific activity being, reviewed and audited.
The audits and reviews will be performed as required by the Quality Assurance
Topical Report (QATR).
Independent audits and reviews will encompass:

3.4

A.

Coordination of the OCETS with the safety technical specifications to avoid
conflict:s and maintain consistency.

B.

Compliance of station activities and operations with the OCETS.

C.

Adequacy of the programs and station procedures which are involved in
ensuring the plant is operated in accordance with the OCETS.

D.

The proper functioning in accordance with the responsibilities listed in Section
3.1 of the OCETS.

E.

Proposed changes to the OCETS and the evaluation of the impacts resulting
from the changes.

F.

Proposed written procedures, as described in Section 3.4.1 and proposed changes
thereto which affect the environmental impact of the plant.

G.

Proposed changes or modifications to plant systems or equipment and a
determination of the environmental impact resulting from the changes.

H.

Adequacy of investigations of violations of the OCETS and adequacy of and
implementation of the recommendations to prevent recurrence of the violations.

Procedures
3.4.1

Detailed written procedures, including applicable check lists and instructions,
will be prepared and adhered to for all activities involved in carrying out
OCETS.
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3.5

Plant Reporting Requirements

3.5.1

DELETED
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3.5.2

Non-Routine Environmental Operating Reports
A prompt report shall be submmed In the event that an Unusual or
Important Environmental Event occurs (as specified In Section 2.1). Such
an occurrence will be reported within 24 hours to the NRC and within 30
days by a written report in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. If an event ls
reportable under 10 CFR 50.72, then a duplicate Immediate report Is not
required. However, a follow-up written report Is required. The written
report and. to the extent possible, the preliminary report shaD (a) desalbe,
analyze, and evaluate the occurrence, indudlng the extent and magnitude
of the impact, (b) describe the cause of the occurrence, and (c) Indicate the
corrective action, if necessary, taken (including any significant changes
made In the procedures) to preclude repetition of the occurrence should the
occurrence be station related.

3.5.3

I

Change in Environmental Technical Specifications
A.

A report shall be made to the NRC prior to implementatiori of a
change in plant design, in plant operation, or in procedures
described in Section 3.4, only if the change would have a significant
adverse effect on the environment or involves an environmental
matter or question not previously reviewed and evaluated by the
NRC. The report shall include a description and evaluation of the
changes and a supporting justification.

B.

Request for changes in enVironmental technical specifications shall
be submitted In accordance with 10 CFR 50.90.

C.

Changes or additions to required Federal, and State permits and
certificates for the protection of the environment that pertain to the
requirements of oeETS shall be reported to the NRC within 30
days of approval by the appropriate permitting authority. In the
event that the licensee initiates or becomes aware of a request for
changes to any of the water quality requirements, limits or values
stipulated In any certification or permit issued pursuant to Section
401 or 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (PL 92-500)
which is also the subject of an DCETS reporting reqUirement, NRC
shall be notified following approval by the authorizing agency. The .
notifICation to the NRC shall inclUde an evaluation of the
environmental impact of the revised requirement. limit or value
being sought.

i
I
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3.6

Records Retention
3.6.1

Eighty (80%) percent data recovery annually for each enVironmental
monitoring requirement is considered satisfactory for the purposes of the
DeETS. The variability and uncertainty of environmental conditions
demand allowance for some missed data In order to predude an excessive
reporting burden. This provision for missed data does !!Q! permit deliberate
omission of sample collection or analyses but rather Is meant to cover data
missed due to circumstances beyond the control of the licensee, Its
representative or subcontractor. Records of the reasons for all missed data
shall be retained with the dala reports.

3.6.2

Records relative to the following areas will be retained until the date of
termination of the Operating license.

3.6.3.

A.

Records and drawings detailing plant design changes made to
systems and eqUipment as described in Section 3.5.3.

B.

Records of all environmental surveillance data.

All other records relating to the environmental technical specifications
will be retained for five years follOWing recording.
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